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Abstract
Ensuring reliable transport of data in resource-constrained Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) is one of the primary concerns to achieve a high degree
of efficiency in monitoring and control systems. The two reliability mech-
anisms typically used in WSNs are packet reliability and event reliability.
Packet reliability, which requires all packets from all the sensor nodes to
reach the sink, can result in wastage of the sensors’ limited energy resources.
Event reliability, which only requires that one packet related to each event
reaches the sink, exploits the overlap of the sensing regions of densely
deployed sensor nodes to eliminate redundant packets from nodes in close
proximity that contain duplicate information about an event.

The majority of previous research in this area focuses on packet reliability
rather than event reliability. Moreover, the research that does focus on event
reliability relies on the sink to impose some form of control over the flow
of data in the network. The sinks’ centralized control and decision-making
increases the transmission of unnecessary packets, which degrades overall
network performance in terms of energy, congestion and data flow.

This thesis proposes a distributed approach to the control of the flow
of data in which each node makes in-node decisions using data readily
available to it. This reduces the transmission of unnecessary packets, which
reduces the network cost in terms of energy, congestion, and data flow. The
major challenges involved in this research are to: (i) accurately identify
that multiple packets are carrying information about the same event, (ii)
reliably deliver the packets carrying information about the unique event,
(iii) ensure that enough information about the area of interest is reliably
delivered to the sink, and (iv) maintain the event coverage throughout the
network.



This thesis presents the Event Reliability Protocol (ERP) and its exten-
sion, the Enhanced Event Reliability Protocol (EERP). The protocols aim
for the reliable transmission of a packet containing information about each
unique event to the sink while identifying and minimizing the unnecessary
transmission of similar redundant packets from nodes in the region of the
event. In this way, the sensor nodes consume less energy and increase
the overall network lifetime. EERP uses a multilateration technique to
identify multiple packets containing similar event information and thus
is able to filter redundant packets of the same event. It also makes use of
implicit acknowledgment (iACKs) for reliable delivery of the packets to the
sink node. The process is based on the hop-by-hop mechanism where the
decisions are made locally by the intermediate nodes.

The thesis reports on simulations in QualNet 5.2 for verifying the accu-
racy of our event identification and event reliability mechanisms employed
in the ERP and EERP. The results show that EERP performs better in terms
of minimizing overall packet transmission and hence the energy consump-
tion at the sensor nodes in a WSN. Also, the results for event identification
mechanism and reliable event delivery show that EERP considerably im-
proves upon other protocols in terms of unique events delivery.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are the preferred choice for the design
and deployment of next-generation monitoring and control systems [1, 2].
It has now become feasible to deploy large numbers of low-cost sensors to
monitor regions over the ground surface, underwater or in the atmosphere
[3]. The most significant benefit of wireless sensor networks is that they
have the potential to provide a wealth of data about the environment in
which they are deployed and deliver this data across the network to the
end-users [6,10]. Moreover, they extend computation capability to physical
environments that human beings cannot reach [5]. They can operate for
prolonged periods in habitats that are hostile, challenging or ecologically
too sensitive for human visitation [12].

At the heart of WSNs are the sensor nodes. A sensor node is a device
that possesses sensing, computation and communication capabilities. De-
pending on its sensing components and the application requirements, a
sensor node can be used to monitor phenomena such as temperature, light,
motion, pressure, and humidity. The processing module of a sensor node
performs computation on the sensed data and also on data received from
other sensor nodes. The communication module in a sensor node is used
to send and receive data packets to and from the neighboring nodes [11].
Since a single sensor provides only limited information, a network of these
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

sensors is used to provide coverage over large environments.

END USER

 
 

 
Internet/Intranet 

Connection

Sensed Raw Data

Sink Node

Sensor Node

Figure 1.1: Wireless Sensor Network

Figure 1.1 shows a typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) comprising
several sensor nodes and a sink node. The sensor nodes continually sense
data from the environment and send it to the sink node. In most scenarios,
tens to as many as thousands of such sensor nodes are distributed through-
out a region of interest, where they self-organize into a network through
wireless communication and collaborate with one another to accomplish a
common task [2]. The sink receives all the sensed data from these sensor
nodes, processes it and sends it to the end user. Because of the limited
resources in WSNs, especially power limitations, it is always desirable to
minimize the network traffic in a WSN and only transmit the packets that
are needed for the application.

In a WSN, an event of interest can be described as a meaningful change
in the state of the environment that the application users are interested in
and require the sensors to observe it. Mostly, WSN applications require
a single notification of the occurrence of an event rather than all the indi-
vidual packets from each node in the network that may have sensed the
event. This, in turn, requires a sophisticated mechanism that identifies
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whether several packets are carrying information about the same event
or not. If the nodes are able to perform this event identification, it will be
possible to reliably transmit event information from an area of interest to
the destination without having to send every sensor report. Reliability in
this context aims to ensure that at least one of the many packets from the
sensors that detected an event is reliably delivered to the destination, even
if some packets are not forwarded to the destination from all the sensor
nodes.

1.1 Problem Statement

Most research to date on reliable transmission in WSNs has been done to
ensure traditional packet reliability, where all the packets carrying sensed
data from all the sensor nodes need to be reliably transported to the sink
[14]. Since wireless links are error-prone, packet loss may occur. End-to-end
packet reliability requires every packet to be acknowledged and each lost
packet to be retransmitted. These retransmissions and acknowledgments
increase the packet transmission overheads and can make the network
congested.

Comparatively fewer studies have focused on event reliability where
packet loss can be tolerated as long as the sink receives at least one packet
containing the sensed data of an event [14]; therefore, event reliability
does not require the retransmission of every lost packet. This reduces
unnecessary transmissions by requiring the network to ideally transmit
only a single packet from one node among a number of closely located
nodes that have sensed the event. However, a decentralized process of
identifying that several packets contain information about the same event is
missing in the existing literature. This is one of the most important factors
to be considered for event reliability and is one of the major challenges
involved in this research.

Once packets containing information about the same event can be iden-
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tified in a distributed fashion, the next challenge is to reliably transport
the event information in resource-constrained WSNs. In WSNs, hop-by-hop
event reliability as opposed to end-to-end packet reliability is sufficient for
most event-driven applications [92]. The traditional approach of end-to-end
reliability is inefficient as it introduces long delays, increased traffic and
packet loss, all of which causes energy wastage that has been the primary
concern for resource-constrained WSNs. The hop-by-hop mechanism that
performs the loss recovery at each hop is a more efficient approach. The
challenge is to integrate the hop-by-hop approach with an event identifica-
tion method to create a hop-by-hop event reliability mechanism that reliably
delivers sufficient event information while minimizing the traffic overhead.

1.2 Research Aim & Objectives

This thesis aims to solve the challenge of reliable event delivery with dis-
tributed event identification in an energy-efficient manner. It improves
the scalability and coverage of event detection throughout the network by
minimizing the transmission of data packets coming from multiple nodes
in an event’s locality while reliably delivering information about the events
to the sink under different network conditions, making the network more
energy efficient, scalable and less congested. To ensure energy optimization
this thesis will adopt a non-sink centric approach, where instead of relying
on the sink to perform event identification and detect packets carrying
duplicate event information, each node makes an in-node decision more
efficiently by using the data readily available to it.

This approach leads to two main objectives:

• Design a methodology that is able to identify whether two or more
packets are carrying information about the same events or not, based
on spatio-temporal correlation by performing in-node data process-
ing.
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• Design a mechanism that ensures the reliable delivery of information
about event occurrences from source nodes to the sink node.

The main purpose of performing the event identification process at
the node level instead of relying on the sink is to use the data processing
capabilities within the node in order to reduce the communication cost. In
addition, the non-sink centric event identification would help to reduce
overall traffic by avoiding the unnecessary transmission of duplicate pack-
ets that are coming from multiple sensor nodes in an event’s locality and
unnecessary transmissions of control packets from the sink. A consequence
is a reduced level of network congestion and packet loss rate that further
supports reliable event delivery.

To ensure the reliable delivery of event information, a distributed ap-
proach is devised where, instead of relying on the sinks’ centralized deci-
sion making, the transmission and retransmission decisions are taken at
the node level to ensure reliability. These decisions are required when the
sender node needs to decide whether it should transmit the unsent packets
or retransmit its lost packet or not. This results in the reliable transmission
of the packets by ensuring that the sink only gets a sufficient number of
packets carrying information about a certain event instead of all sensed
packets for that event. Subsequently, different acknowledgment mecha-
nisms are also evaluated with the aim of improving the energy resource
utilization and the scalability of event detection.

To further strengthen the event identification process, the nodes are
required to identify whether multiple packets with similar spatio-temporal
information are actually carrying information about the same event or
multiple unique events. This not only strengthens the overall event iden-
tification process but also improves the scalability of event detection and
reliability in the wireless sensor networks.
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1.3 Contributions

This thesis makes four major contributions:

• A novel 3D-Reliability reference model that establishes a common
taxonomy to evaluate the research in WSN reliability (see chapter 3).
It provides a detailed analysis and comparison of state-of-the-art
schemes and protocols that aim to achieve reliable transmission of
data in WSNs based on the 3D-Reliability reference model.

[Published in M. A. Mahmood, W. K. G. Seah and I. Welch, ”Relia-
bility in wireless sensor networks: A survey and challenges ahead”,
Computer Networks, Volume 79, Pages 166-187, 2015 -
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2014.12.016]

• A selective retransmission-based distributed event reliability mecha-
nism that provides event reliability by minimizing the unnecessary
retransmission of data packets coming from multiple nodes in an
event’s locality. The mechanism exploits the high level of spatial
locality in sensor data tends to exhibit and uses a novel region-based
selective retransmission mechanism that takes advantage of the broad-
cast nature of wireless channel by using an implicit acknowledgment
mechanism (see Chapters 4-6). The mechanism performs efficient
event reliability while reducing overall network cost in terms of en-
ergy, congestion and network traffic.

[Published in M. A. Mahmood and W. K. G. Seah, ”Event Reliability
in Wireless Sensor Networks”, in Proceedings of the Seventh Inter-
national Conference on Intelligent Sensors, Sensor Networks and In-
formation Processing (ISSNIP), pages 730734, Adelaide, Australia,
6-9 December 2011]

• A multilateration-based distributed event reliability mechanism that
provides reliable transmission of event information to the sink. The
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mechanism uses the spatio-temporal information of the originat-
ing nodes and combines a greedy strategy with a multilateration
algorithm in a novel way to perform event identification before reli-
ably transmitting the event information towards the sink node (see
Chapter 4-6). The analysis takes note of the error rate in estimat-
ing the event’s location using multilateration with increasing node
density (see Chapter 6).

[Published in M. A. Mahmood, P. Andreae and I. Welch, ”Enhanced
Event Reliability in Wireless Sensor Networks”, in Proceedings of
the 32nd IEEE International Conference on Advanced Information
Networking and Applications (IEEE AINA-2018), Cracow, Poland,
16-18 May 2018

and

M. A. Mahmood, I. Welch and M. K. Kasi, ”Multilateration-based
Event Identification in a Wireless Sensor Network”, in Proceedings
of the ACM International Conference on Engineering & MIS (ICEMIS),
Istanbul, Turkey, 19-21 Jun 2018]

• An event generation application for IEEE 802.15.4 networks to eval-
uate the distributed event identification and reliability mechanisms
in a realistic environment. Unlike other schemes, which assume that
event generation has happened, this application actually generates
single/multiple events sensed and transmitted by the in-range nodes
towards the destination. This makes the performance evaluation
more realistic in realistic scenarios (see chapter 6 and Appendix A).

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This section provides a brief description of the remainder of the thesis.

Chapter 2 presents the background information necessary for an under-
standing of the concepts presented in this thesis. It discussed some
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potential application areas of wireless sensor networks and their re-
quirements. The challenges involved in achieving energy efficient
and reliable transmission are also discussed in detail while examining
critical requirements for event reliability.

Chapter 3 focuses on research work related to reliability in wireless sensor
networks. It examines how others have addressed the issue of en-
ergy efficient reliable in WSNs. It classifies the research in the field of
reliability in WSNs by presenting a systematic and comprehensive tax-
onomy of the reliability schemes, which are subsequently discussed
in depth. It compares and analyses the existing schemes using differ-
ent criterion for comparison by presenting a qualitative analysis and
identifies the strengths and weaknesses of existing works.

Chapter 4 provides design of the protocols presented in this thesis based on
the arguments and requirements presented in the previous chapters.
This contributes towards building the basic architecture and design of
the mechanisms proposed in this thesis by using step-by-step process
flows that in turn provide the grounds for the implementation of the
contributions of this thesis as presented in Section 1.3. For a better
understanding of the system design and operation, this chapter also
presented a scenario-based conceptual model with a simple exam-
ple scenario and a sequence diagram explaining the details of the
proposed mechanisms.

Chapter 5 presents a prototypical implementation of basic and enhanced
ERP. It also presents the operations performed on the different level of
the node categories based on the conceptual design presented in the
previous chapter to achieve the aims and objectives of this thesis. The
implementation details presented in this chapter addresses how to
perform event reliability in a distributed fashion in combination with
an efficient event identification mechanism in a resource-constrained
wireless sensor network. The processes and procedures involved in
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the implementation of the proposed work are explained in detail in
the form of pseudo codes according to different roles associated with
each node category.

Chapter 6 reports on the evaluation of the performance of the proposed
mechanisms in terms of achieving event reliability, event identifica-
tion, energy efficiency and event coverage throughout the network.
The evaluation is based on the simulation results in various scenarios.
It presents a performance analysis of the EERP as compared to other
related schemes. The analysis is conducted to demonstrate that the
proposed mechanisms achieve the overall objectives of this thesis by
utilizing sensor’s processing capabilities to improve event reliability
in a WSN with reduced energy consumption.

Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing the major findings of the thesis, dis-
cusses the research objectives achieved and presents future directions
that may be helpful for the extension of this work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents an overview of WSNs that is necessary for a general
understanding of the issues discussed in the remainder of this thesis. This
background study focuses on the factors that need to be considered for
achieving energy efficient reliable transmission in WSNs with distributed
event identification.

Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 provide an overview of the WSN and its
applications. Section 2.3 discusses the challenges involved for an efficient
WSN. Section 2.4 identifies initial research solutions to address the chal-
lenges described in the previous section. Section 2.5 provides the functional
requirements of energy efficient event reliability in WSNs and Section 2.6
concludes by summarizing this chapter.

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

Advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have allowed the
integration of data processing and wireless communication capabilities
into small, inexpensive, battery-powered devices called sensor nodes. Typi-
cally, a sensor node consists of sensing, computing, and communication
components [23]. Depending on their sensing components, sensor nodes
can be used to monitor phenomena such as temperature, light, humidity

11
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and other environmental features. The communication module in a sensor
node is used to send and receive information from neighboring nodes [39].
The processing module of the sensor node performs computation on the
sensed values and also on other received values from its neighbors. Since a
single sensor node provides only limited information, a network of these
sensors is used to manage large environments [38].

In most settings, large numbers of such sensor nodes are distributed
throughout a region of interest, where they self-organize into a network
through wireless communication and collaborate with each other to ac-
complish an assigned task [9, 44]. Such a network is called a Wireless
Sensor Network where the sensor nodes continually sense data from the
environment and send them to the sink node. The sink node receives all
the information from these sensor nodes, processes it and sends it to the
end-user [5]. Typically the highest energy component of a WSN is the
communication of packets through the network.

2.2 WSN Applications & Requirements

The integration of sensing, processing and communication components into
small, battery-powered sensor nodes opens the door to a wide range of real-
world applications [22]. There is no single set of design requirements that
fulfill the entire diversified range of wireless sensor network applications;
therefore, it is critical to explore the application-specific characteristics and
requirements before designing a WSN application. This section presents an
overview of three general application areas and their requirements.

2.2.1 Environmental Monitoring

WSN applications for environmental monitoring and control have numer-
ous potential benefits for scientific communities and society as a whole [24].
Often a large number of sensors are required to gather the data in an envi-
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ronment to monitor and control environmental trends and inter-dependencies
within various habitats [12]. These applications can involve both indoor
and outdoor environments which may consist of large monitored areas (i.e.,
hundreds of square meters and kilometers) and may also require extended
periods (i.e., months or years) of monitoring to examine long-term and
seasonal trends. This may also require significant numbers (i.e., tens to
thousands) of sensor nodes to be deployed over the desired area in order
to collect detailed and meaningful information about the environment [25].

An example of a WSN environmental monitoring application is Glac-
sWeb [26], which aims to monitor glaciers for extended periods (i.e., months
or years) to understand what is happening under the glaciers and the pos-
sible effects on climate change and global warming. Burrel et al. [27]
deployed WSN to monitor vineyards to prevent freezing damage to crops.
Werner-Allen et al. [28] used seismic and acoustic sensor nodes to monitor
active volcanoes in Ecuador. Likewise, SmartCoast [29] was developed to
monitor water quality based on the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD).

Such applications often require the system to sense and respond to
changes in the environment. Therefore, sensor nodes perform data collec-
tion by continuously sensing and reliably transmitting the event informa-
tion back to the sink node for further analysis. Typically, these applications
require low sampling rates, since the most common factors to be monitored,
such as temperature, humidity and light, do not change quickly.

However, these applications need to operate for long periods in unat-
tended areas; therefore, the node needs to operate in an energy efficient
manner to extend the overall network lifetime. The event-driven nature of
these applications requires a sophisticated mechanism to reliably deliver
the environmental events from source to destination. Extended network
lifetime, event reliability and efficient energy use are thus the most crit-
ical requirement of environmental monitoring applications, while data
transmission rates can be delayed or reduced in order to improve overall
network lifetime.
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2.2.2 Surveillance

One of the key advantages of wireless sensor networks is their ability
to track and detect patterns in their surroundings, which makes WSNs
an integral part of surveillance applications. Military applications are
one of the major areas where the fast deployment and self-organizing
capabilities of WSNs make them a popular choice to perform battlefield
surveillance [30]. In addition to this, WSNs can also be deployed to monitor
buildings, airports, shops and homes by promptly sensing and reporting
the detected information back to the sink node.

VigilNet [31] is an example of a surveillance application where sensor
nodes with magnetic capabilities are deployed over an area of interest to
detect magnetic fields generated by the movement of vehicles or other
metallic objects. The ”A line in the Sand” [32] project by Ohio State Univer-
sity is another similar surveillance application, which like VigilNet, focuses
on the detection and tracking of metallic objects such as armed soldiers and
vehicles via a network of nodes deployed over the surveillance area.

Unlike environmental monitoring applications, surveillance applica-
tions must immediately report the sensed data back to the sink node in a
reliable and timely fashion. It is also crucial for this category of applications
to locate and track selected moving objects within the WSN. Reliable object
detection within time bounded latency is an integral part of surveillance
applications, as they require the event data to be immediately reported to
the sink in a timely and reliable fashion. Low latency, packet reliability and
energy efficiency are thus the most critical requirements of surveillance
applications.

2.2.3 Health Care

Advances in bio-medical, telemonitoring and tracking devices have made
it possible to use WSNs in a variety of healthcare applications. The integra-
tion of wireless sensors with healthcare applications is highly convenient
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and beneficial not only for doctors but also for patients and disabled peo-
ple [33]. These applications are mostly used in indoor conditions so usually
have smaller monitoring areas and fewer nodes than environmental moni-
toring and surveillance applications. In healthcare, WSNs are mostly used
to monitor patient’s movements with the help of tracking devices while
reporting these movements back to the relevant authorities.

The CodeBlue [34] project developed at Harvard University is an excel-
lent example in the area of health-care applications. CodeBlue continuously
monitors patients based on data gathered from wearable sensors, monitor-
ing patient’s blood pressure, heart rate, muscular activities and physical
movement. The data gathered is continuously transmitted to a Personal
Digital Assistant (PDA) monitored by medical personnel. Other healthcare
applications of WSNs include tracking and monitoring doctor and patient
movements inside hospitals [35] and overseeing drug administration [37].
Eldercare is another application [36], where sensors can send an automatic
notification to a contact center in the case of any emergency situations.

Healthcare applications require high accuracy to track and monitor
patient information, while reliably returning data to medical personnel in a
timely fashion. Moreover, the privacy of patient data is of utmost impor-
tance in healthcare applications. Thus, special consideration of authentica-
tion and authorization is required to prevent unauthorized disclosure of
information.

2.2.4 Common Application Requirements

The most common and critical requirements in the three general application
areas in WSNs are energy efficiency and reliability. Due to the dynamic
nature of WSNs, it can accommodate a huge range of applications having a
diverse set of requirements. However, energy efficiency and reliable deliv-
ery of event information remain the most common and critical requirements
for a WSN application.
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2.3 Challenges of Event Reliability in WSNs

This section discusses the challenges that complicate the identification of
events in WSNs. WSNs are inherently constrained by the limited resources
of the sensor nodes and it is essential to understand the constrained ca-
pabilities of sensor nodes in order to address the challenges faced by the
WSNs.

2.3.1 Centralized Event Identification Constraints

Most applications of WSNs are event-driven, where the primary purpose is
to monitor and control the area of interest for particular event happenings
and use a centralized event identification approach. In a WSN, an event
of interest can be described as a meaningful change in the state of the
environment that the application users are interested in and require the
sensors to observe. Sensor nodes detect an event of interest and put the
event data in a packet and send it through the network to the sink. In
centralized event identification, sensor nodes do not examine the packets
and simply forward them to the sink. The sink is responsible for analyzing
the information in the packets and identifying the different events that
have been reported to it. The sink may regulate the flow of data for a
particular area of interest by asking the sensors to either send more packets
or reduce their rate to get the information about events happening in that
area by sending more packets back through the network. This centralized
flow control increases the overall communication overhead of the resource
constrained WSNs. Therefore it is desirable to use a distributed event
identification approach that uses the processing capabilities of the sensor
nodes to reduce the communication overhead.
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2.3.2 Event Reliability Constraints

For successful monitoring of an environment, the critical data collected
by the sensor nodes need to be reliably delivered to the sink. The critical
requirement for the reliability of event information is that packets from
the sensors are received by the sink. There are many causes for packets
loss - transmission errors, packet collision, interference, node failure (due
to energy depletion) or other unforeseeable reasons. One cause of loss is
congestion, which is particularly problematic in centralized event identi-
fication and reliability. The congestion causes the loss of packets, which
may affect the reliability of communicating the event information to the
sink; therefore, a centralized approach is inefficient for maintaining event
reliability in WSNs.

Furthermore, due to the short range of the sensor nodes, data might
have to travel a large number of hops which, in turn, introduces many
possibilities of error that can also become the cause of packet loss. Given
the error-prone nature of wireless links, ensuring reliable transfer of data
from resource constrained sensor nodes to the sink continues to be one of
the significant challenges in the field of WSNs. A centralized approach
for maintaining event identification and reliability is a particular problem
because in centralized event identification and reliability, where all sensor
nodes in the network forward their sensed data towards the sink, the
area around the sink becomes more congested with all the traffic flowing
towards and converging on the sink.

In WSNs, existing methods to ensure reliability belong mainly to one
of two techniques: retransmission and redundancy. Each of these tech-
niques ensures reliability by recovering the lost data using a hop-by-hop or
an end-to-end method. Another dimension is that they can adopt either
packet or event level reliability based on the application requirements. The
terminology used for these techniques and methods to ensure reliability in
WSNs are defined as follows.
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Retransmission vs. Redundancy: Retransmission is the traditional way
of ensuring reliability, where the sender node, after transmitting
its packet, waits for the acknowledgment of its sent packet from
the next hop node on the path to the sink. In the case the sender
does not receive any acknowledgments, it deems the sent packet has
been lost. Thus, in order to ensure reliability, the lost packet needs
to be retransmitted. On the other hand, instead of retransmitting
the packet, the redundancy approach aims to allow the receiver to
correct damaged packets. The sender, when sending the packet,
adds some extra information to the packet that the receiver can use
to reconstruct the packet if some bits are lost or corrupted. The
redundancy approach is unable to deal with major errors in packets
or complete packet loss.

End-to-end (”connection oriented”) vs. Hop-by-hop (”link oriented”):

Both retransmission and redundancy-based reliability techniques can
be performed using either a hop-by-hop or an end-to-end method. We
refer to hop-by-hop as a link-oriented mechanism, as reliability needs
to be maintained across every single link. In the hop-by-hop method,
every single hop from source to destination is responsible for ensuring
the reliable transmission of the sensed data. Similarly, the end-to-end
method can be referred to as a connection-oriented mechanism, where
only the two endpoints (i.e., the source and destination nodes) are
responsible for ensuring reliability, while the intermediate nodes
simply relay the packets between the source and the destination.

Packet vs. Event level Reliability: Packet or event level reliability is con-
cerned with how much sensed data needs to be delivered to the sink
about the occurrence an event in the environment. Packet-level relia-
bility aims to ensure that all the packets carrying sensed data from
all the sensor nodes are reliably transported to the sink. On the other
hand, event level reliability aims to ensure that the sink gets enough
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information about the events happening such that at least one packet
about each distinct event is reliably delivered to the sink instead of
sending through all the sensed packets.

2.4 Techniques to Mitigate the Challenges

Schemes that only require event reliability can take a distributed approach
in which nodes in the network can suppress or ignore redundant packets
as long as some packets about each distinct event are forwarded to the sink.
Such distributed approaches can reduce the network traffic and reduce the
congestion around the sink and therefore achieve greater energy efficiency.
The central challenge for distributed approaches is determining whether
two or more packets are about the same event or not.

This section briefly describes the techniques that have been used to
build a solution to the problems of energy efficiency and event reliability in
WSN. This thesis will build on these techniques.

2.4.1 Event Identification with Spatio-temporal Correlation

If nodes can tell whether two packets contain information about the same
event or not, then they can choose not to forward one of the redundant
packets. This will reduce the network traffic and therefore the energy
consumption and reduce the congestion and the consequent packet loss.
Such a distributed approach would address the problems of the centralized
event identification. In general, determining when two or more packets
have information about the same event is not easy because it depends
upon the particular application semantics; therefore, a major challenge for
event reliability mechanisms is to determine when two or more packets are
about the same event. Achieving energy efficient event reliability requires
a solution to this challenge.

If an event is accurately identified, and then only a single packet carry-
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ing information about the event would be enough for the sink instead of
receiving all the packets from the individual sensor nodes that detected the
event. This approach allows the sensor nodes to suppress the transmission
of packets that carry duplicate information about an event, typically those
packets that have been generated at the same time by sensors in the same
sensing region, by exploiting spatio-temporal correlation [19] among the
closely located sensor nodes.

Some approaches assume that determining the event in a packet is
trivial and ignore the problem. This is unrealistic, as the sensor information
about an event does not usually uniquely identify it. Other approaches do
not assume that the event in a packet is uniquely identified but assume
that the location of every event is known. They then use this information
of spatio-temporal correlation to identify packets about the same event.
However, locations of events are generally not known beforehand and must
be inferred from sensor information. Therefore, accurately identifying the
event detected by the nodes is one of the most critical characteristics of
event-driven applications in WSNs.

Estimating the location of the event can play a significant role in accu-
rate event identification. This localization of the event can be performed
with the help of geometric information about the network, where commu-
nication among two nodes can be used to gather information about their
geometric relationship that is used to estimate the location information of
the event detected by the nodes. Multilateration, which is further explained
in the following section is one way of accomplishing this and can assist in
filtering duplicate events by identifying whether multiple in-range nodes
can detect the same event or not.

2.4.2 Location Identification with Multilateration

In WSNs, localization is the task of determining the physical coordinates of
sensor nodes (or a group of sensor nodes) or the spatial relationships among
objects. It comprises of techniques and mechanisms that allow a sensor
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to estimate its location based on information gathered from the sensor’s
environment [129]. Multilateration is the most well known and commonly
used localization mechanism in WSNs [133]; however, it has never been
used in performing event identification in WSNs. Existing literature uses
multilateration technique for calculating the unknown location of a node
in a network based on measured distances between itself and a number of
anchor nodes with known locations [128]. Given the location of an anchor
and a sensor’s distance to the anchor, it is known that the sensor must
be positioned somewhere along the circumference of a circle centered at
the anchor’s position with a radius (sensing range in this case) equal to or
less than the sensor-anchor distance [130]. To estimate the location of the
unknown node, distance measurements from at least three non-collinear
anchor nodes are required. The mulitlateration process to calculate the
location of an unknown node is illustrated as follows [128].

Let’s consider the problem of calculating the unknown location x = (x, y)

of an node with the help of n anchor nodes with known locations which are
given as xi = (xi, yi) where (i = 1...n). The distances between the unknown
sensor location x and the anchor nodes xi are given by (ri, i = 1...n). This
information can be used to express the relationship between the event and
nodes detected that event in a matrix notation as follows:

(x1 − x)2 + (y1 − y)2

(x2 − x)2 + (y2 − y)2

(x3 − x)2 + (y3 − y)2
...

(xn − x)2 + (yn − y)2


=



r21

r22

r23
...
r2n


The above matrix equation can be linearized by subtracting the last

matrix equation from all the previous ones, thus arriving at a proper system
of linear equations given by the following matrix form:

Ax = b
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with the coefficient matrix

A =



2(xn − x1) 2(yn − y1)
2(xn − x2) 2(yn − y2)
2(xn − x3) 2(yn − y3)

...
...

2(xn − xn−1) 2(yn − yn−1)


and the right side vector will be

b =



r21 − r2n − x21 − y21 + x2n + y2n

r22 − r2n − x22 − y22 + x2n + y2n

r23 − r2n − x23 − y23 + x2n + y2n
...

r2n−1 − r2n − x2n−1 − y2n−1 + x2n + y2n


It can now use the least square approach in order to calculate the esti-

mated location of (x, y) event detected by using

x = (ATA)−1AT b,

with the assumption that ATA is non-singular, where the subscript T
denotes the transpose.

This thesis uses multilateration mechanism in a novel context to ensure
that multiple packets generated approximately at the same time and orig-
inated from the nodes in close vicinity are actually carrying information
about the same event or not. It uses multilateration to estimate the location
of events and spatio-temporal correlation to identify events, based on esti-
mated locations and time. This combination of spatio-temporal correlation
and multilateration strengthens the distributed event identification process
which in turns achieves the overall goal of making hop-by-hop event relia-
bility efficient. The spatio-temporal correlation technique is based on the
location of the originator node that first sensed the event and the event time
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stamp. The approach in this thesis does not require the nodes to have the
global knowledge; it only assumes that each node knows its own location,
and there is a synchronized time.

2.4.3 Hop-by-hop Reliability

Most reliability schemes in WSNs use end-to-end mechanisms to maintain
reliable transmission of data from source to destination, which requires
only the end nodes to be responsible for achieving reliability. The schemes
adopting hop-by-hop packet reliability perform better in terms of energy
efficiency and reliability. This is due to the short transmission range of
sensor nodes; data may have to travel several hops before it reaches the
destination. Each hop introduces opportunities for errors resulting in
data loss which needs to be recovered to maintain required reliability.
In end-to-end mechanisms, not only the destination will have to wait
longer for the lost data, but also the source node requires a longer time
to receive the acknowledgments of the sent packet and even longer if the
acknowledgment packet gets lost at an intermediate hop. When there is
a low probability of any packet getting to the destination, there will be
many requests for retransmissions (which are mostly lost themselves) each
requiring multiple hops from the sink to the source and back.

This can be avoided to some extent by using a hop-by-hop (link-oriented)
method, as it ensures reliability at each intermediate hop from the source to
the destination. Therefore, instead of waiting for the destination’s acknowl-
edgment which is several hops away, every intermediate hop takes the
responsibility of recovering the lost packet exploiting in-node processing
capabilities of a sensor node. Another important consideration for hop-by-
hop reliability is that it can be performed using implicit acknowledgments.
Implicit acknowledgments further reduce the communication cost, where
instead of transmitting the control packets between the two hops as ac-
knowledgments, the nodes overhear the transmission of sent packets by the
next hop nodes towards the destination by exploiting the broadcast nature
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of the wireless channel. The use of implicit acknowledgments makes it
possible for the hop-by-hop reliability mechanism to maintain the required
reliability from source to destination in an efficient manner. Further de-
tails on the methods and schemes aiming to ensure reliability in a wireless
sensor network are presented in the following Chapter.

2.5 Functional Requirements

This section introduces the factors that are required for an energy-efficient
event reliability mechanism in a WSN. The most relevant constraints of
existing reliability schemes in WSNs and the techniques to mitigate these
constraints are presented in Section 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. The respective
techniques to mitigate these constraints of WSNs are thus the functional
requirements for the design of an energy-efficient and reliable WSN. These
requirements are:

Distributed event identification: Instead of relying on the sink, the sen-
sor nodes should make their own decision about multiple packets
containing information about the same events to minimize the un-
necessary transmission of redundant events. The processing of data
must be done at the sensor node level to limit the communication
of unnecessary events and conserve the limited energy of the sensor
nodes.

Link-oriented event reliability: Once the events are accurately identified
at each hop, the event information should be reliably delivered to
the destination by adopting a hop-by-hop mechanism. This requires
the WSN application to perform both event identification and event
reliability in a distributed fashion.

Therefore, the hypothesis is that inclusion of these factors as described
above at the sensor node level is beneficial for achieving event reliability
with reduced energy consumption in a WSN.
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2.6 Summary

This background chapter provided a brief introduction of wireless sensor
networks. It discussed a number of potential application areas of wireless
sensor networks and their requirements. The main application areas dis-
cussed in this chapter were environmental monitoring, surveillance and
health-care applications. The challenges involved in achieving energy ef-
ficient and reliable transmission are also discussed in detail. This chapter
also examined critical requirements for event reliability. Event reliability
and energy efficiency was a fundamental requirement for the application
areas discussed and the chapter examined the key issues in event reliability.
The next chapter analyses how a variety of existing systems that have at-
tempted to achieve reliability in the wireless sensor network and its related
areas.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review and Analysis

This chapter describes how other researchers have addressed the factors
involved in achieving energy efficient reliable transmission in WSNs with
an event identification mechanism. It provides a qualitative analysis of the
different schemes and identifies the strengths and weaknesses of existing
works. This analysis forms the motivation and basis for the rest of the
thesis.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 explains the focus of
this chapter, the scope of the analysis and the criteria used. Sections 3.2 and
Section 3.3 then apply these criteria to approaches in event identification
and reliability respectively. Section 3.4 discusses the implications of the
research summarized in this chapter for this thesis and for wireless sensor
networks in general. The chapter concludes with a summary in Section 3.5.

Most of this chapter has previously been published in [14] and currently
has over 150 citations.

3.1 Focus

This chapter analyses the approaches involved in achieving reliable trans-
mission in WSNs followed by a discussion of the existing schemes for event
identification and reliability in WSNs. This section gives more details about

27
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the scope of the analysis, i.e., which areas are covered, and about the criteria
used for the evaluation of related work.

3.1.1 Scope

Event identification and link-oriented event reliability have been intro-
duced in the previous chapter. This chapter looks further into specific
related work about the techniques mentioned above to see how other
researchers have covered these areas. Given that we hypothesize (see Sec-
tion 1.3) that the integration of these factors is vital for energy-efficient
event reliability in a wireless sensor network, related literature is presented
wherever possible that includes the integration of these techniques.

3.1.2 Criteria

The functional requirements for energy-efficient event reliability in wireless
sensor networks described in Section 2.5 are used as criteria for the analysis
of work in related areas. These are:

• Distributed event identification:

To accurately identify the events uniquely by the sensor nodes, a
mechanism is needed to differentiate events information contained
in multiple packets based on the spatio-temporal correlation of the
originator nodes that sensed the events. Existing work is examined on
the basis of whether it assumes a pre-located event identified based
on the sink-centric approach or random events identified by the nodes
in real-time based on a distributed approach.

• Link-oriented event reliability:

Hop-by-hop event reliability, as opposed to the other reliability mech-
anisms, is sufficient for most of the event-driven WSNs. Existing work
is investigated based on the methods involved in creating the overall
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reliability technique and find the best possible combination of the
available options by introducing a three-dimensional (3D) reference
model to categorize the work done on providing reliability in WSNs,
as shown in Section 3.3.

These requirements represent the choices that must be made in the
design of link-oriented event reliability with accurate event identification
in a sensor network. The analysis in this chapter describes what choices
were made, implicitly or explicitly, for the analyzed systems.

3.2 Event Identification

To achieve event reliability in wireless sensor networks, it is essential for
the nodes to identify that two or more packets contain information about
the same event or not. Otherwise, it is impossible to suppress the unneces-
sary transmission of duplicate event data in a non-sink centric way, while
making sure that only enough information about the event reaches the sink
not all the packets from all the nodes. To the best of our knowledge, none of
the existing event reliability schemes have performed link-oriented event
reliability with distributed event identification. However, in this section,
we examine some general schemes performing event identification, while
their focus is not on maintaining reliability.

The hole detection algorithms have been proposed using computational
geometry such as Voronoi diagrams and complex simplex methods; how-
ever, detecting the location of the hole has been ignored. Zhang et al. [132]
propose a hole detection algorithm which detects the coverage hole (i.e., the
area that is not covered by any node in the network) using existing methods
while finding the exact location of the coverage holes using the proposed
virtual edge based hole localization strategy. This algorithm works in two
steps, it first uses Voronoi diagrams to detect the nodes at the boundary
of the hole, following which the location of the hole is detected by using
the virtual coverage edge method. The proposed algorithm is compared
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against Voronoi diagrams and complex simplex algorithms, where the au-
thors claim that the proposed algorithm detects and localizes the coverage
hole more accurately than the other two algorithms.

Vuran et al. [18] proposed a theoretical framework modeling spatio-
temporal correlation for the sink to capture the signals from the sensor
nodes within a particular distortion level and with minimum energy ex-
penditure. The authors discussed some of the MAC and transport layer
protocols and claimed that none of them had exploited the spatio-temporal
correlation among the nodes to provide effective communication.

The sink is interested in estimating the event source (actual event) based
on the data it receives from the nodes in the network. Once the sink
collected the data from the sensor nodes for the specific time period, it
estimates the event source with distortion constraint. It is assumed that
the sensed data is sent to the sink by using a reporting frequency, which is
controlled such that the distortion level is not exceeded in the estimation of
event source at the sink. The authors discussed the possibilities of exploit-
ing spatio-temporal correlation regarding improving the communication
protocols at medium access and transport layer levels in a WSN.

At the medium access level, the proposed work makes a subset of all
the nodes in the event area to be able to send their sensed data to the
sink. This subset of the nodes is known as representative nodes, which are
selected randomly in the increasing and decreasing order. It is observed
that by decreasing the number of representative nodes, energy efficiency is
increased, while the distortion level is maintained. Apart from the number
of representative nodes, the distance between representative nodes also
puts an effect, where increasing distance saves energy among representative
nodes without degrading the distortion at the sink. Thus, the distortion
can be minimized by calculating the minimum number of representative
nodes, which are closer to the event source but located far from each other.

On the other hand, the importance of spatio-temporal correlation is
discussed from the perspective of a reliable transport mechanism in WSNs.
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The reliable event detection is performed at the sink while considering the
congestion issue by minimizing the traffic as well as the energy expenditure.
In the transport mechanism, the event features are estimated at the sink
within a distortion bound, i.e., required reliability level. The observed
event distortion is compared with the desired event distortion, which is
the maximum distortion allowed to assure the reliable event detection and
estimation performed at the sink. The reporting frequencies of the source
nodes are controlled at the sink to maintain the desired reliability level.

The proposed scheme assumed that the nodes are one hop away from
the sensor, which is not a practical approach regarding WSNs. The dis-
tances between nodes surrounding the event have been calculated, but it
was not discussed that how the distance of the nodes from event source is
calculated without knowing the location of the event. It is claimed that en-
ergy efficiency can be improved by shifting the burden to the high powered
sink to conserve sensor’s limited resources. However, this creates the extra
communication overhead of all the data going to the sink for centralized
decision making.

Villas et al. [19] proposed EAST (Efficient Data Collection Aware of
Spatio-Temporal Correlation), a clustering-based algorithm for energy effi-
cient data collection in WSNs, exploiting spatio-temporal correlation among
the sensor nodes. A leader node aggregates the data sensed by the group
of nearby representative nodes, sensing the same event. Spatial correla-
tion occurs when an event is detected by a group of closely located nodes;
whereas temporal correlation occurs based on the continuous data gathered
by a node over a short period. Most of the previous work discussed on
spatio-temporal correlation is based on clustering and does not consider
the energy consumption, event characteristics, high delays and outdated
data arriving at the sink.

Some applications require closer nodes to transmit the sensed data (cor-
relation region is smaller) while others do not require them to report data
(i.e., correlation region is bigger). Therefore, depending on the application
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requirements, in EAST, the sink dynamically changes the size of correlation
region. The event area is divided into cells, where each cell represents a
correlation region and nodes within each cell are assumed to be spatially
correlated. Similarly, the degree of correlation (temporal correlation) among
the continuous sensed data may vary according to the characteristics of the
phenomenon. In this way, each source node (representative node) sends
the data to the coordinator node only on a condition that the current sensed
value is less than the temporal coherency tolerance (tct). Otherwise, it
is dropped (i.e., temporal suppression) without communicating with its
neighbors. The representative nodes are the nodes having higher residual
energy among the rest of the nodes in a cell. The coordinator then sends
the data towards the sink by creating a straight line between itself and the
sink and choosing the nodes closest to the line as relay nodes towards the
sink.

One of the objectives of this study is data accuracy, whereas during
the data transmission only the latest sensed data is being forwarded. It
might give a more accurate result if the latest and the previous data are effi-
ciently aggregated before forwarding. Furthermore, this scheme proposed
a sink centric approach, which can result in high energy consumption.
The authors have ignored the overheads of clustering, where a high com-
munication is required to set up and manage the clusters. This scheme
assumes a single event occurrence which might not be a reasonable as-
sumption regarding WSNs. Moreover, this algorithm also assumes that the
communication link is ideal, which is also not valid in real sensor networks.

In wireless sensor networks, the measurements or sensed data that
deviate from a standard pattern are known as outliers. Events are one of
the main reasons for outliers, whereas, noise, errors and malicious attacks
might also be the other reasons. Zhang et al. [20] present an overview of
existing outlier detection techniques for WSNs based on the characteristics
such as data type, outlier type, outlier identity and outlier degree. It is
important to detect outliers to provide data reliability, event reporting and
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secure functioning of the network.

There are some differences between event and outlier detection, such
that, outliers detection techniques do not hold any prior knowledge of trig-
ger condition or semantics of an event, where event detection techniques
do. Moreover, outlier detection aims at identifying the anomalous data
by comparing the sensed data with each other, while event detection tech-
niques aim at identifying the event by comparing the sensed data with the
trigger condition. In addition to this, outlier techniques aim at preventing
the standard data to be classified as an outlier, whereas, event detection
techniques prevents erroneous data in order to maintain reliability. Besides
the differences between outlier and event detection techniques, spatio-
temporal correlation is commonly used by both techniques to differentiate
between events and errors. This is based on the fact that the erroneous
data is likely to be stochastically unrelated, whereas, event data is likely to
be spatially correlated. So far outlier detection techniques have not been
extensively used regarding event detection because not all outliers have to
be identified in event detection applications.

It is a challenging task to make use of the conventional outlier detection
techniques in a resource-constrained WSN due to the high computation
and communication cost, processing of distributed streaming data online,
network topology and heterogeneity of sensor nodes, large scale sensor
networks and difficulty in distinguishing between errors, events, and ma-
licious attacks. In addition to the challenges of using outlier detection
techniques in WSNs, this work also presents a framework that categorizes
several outlier detection techniques. Furthermore, the authors perform
a qualitative analysis of some of the techniques based on the nature of
sensor data, characteristics of outliers and outlier detection. This work
presents an overview of outlier detection for WSNs which would be helpful
in gathering some idea to use these techniques in sensor networks.

Yau et al. [21] present the analysis of periodically generated stochastic
events while monitoring a point of interest (PoI). The analysis highlights
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the factors that affect the amount of information gathered at a PoI. The
scheduling of the periodic sensing varies based on the static or mobile
sensor nodes. The static nodes turn off to conserve energy; however, the
mobile nodes move between the PoI, where sensors’ coverage time, based
on the importance of PoI is distributed. This results in the optimization of
periodic mobile coverage schedules with equal sharing while improving
the overall quality of monitoring (QoM).

The authors focus on the use of mobile sensors to cover a large area,
where mobile sensor moves between the PoIs to collect the sensed data and
carry it to the sink. The use of mobile nodes not only reduces the sending
energy of sensors but also covers a broad network area. Furthermore,
different PoI may vary in different regions; therefore, it is essential to
evaluate the proportional sharing in terms of sensor coverage properly.
Thus this research focuses on the problem of data collection about stochastic
events at a set of PoIs, having different importance levels. In addition to
data collection, the mobile node allocates its coverage time among the PoIs
in proportion to the importance level.

3.3 Reliability

Various protocols have been proposed using different techniques to cope
with the challenge of achieving reliability in wireless sensor networks. We
investigate the methods involved in creating the overall reliability tech-
nique and find the best possible combination of the available options by
introducing a three-dimensional (3D) structure to categorize the work done
on providing reliability in WSNs, as shown in Figure 3.1. In later sections,
the 3D reliability structure will be unfolded to perform in-depth analysis,
pointing out the unexplored and efficient combination of the techniques to
encounter the challenge of achieving reliability in WSNs. Existing meth-
ods to ensure reliability belong mainly to one of two techniques which
are retransmission or redundancy. These techniques ensure reliability by
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recovering the lost data using a hop-by-hop or an end-to-end method,
adopting either packet or event level reliability based on the application
requirements.
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Figure 3.1: A Three-dimensional(3D) Reliability Structure in WSNs

The previous chapter presented an introduction of reliability in WSNs,
the challenges involved in achieving reliability in WSNs and the termi-
nology that will be used throughout this thesis. This sections presents an
overview of retransmission and redundancy technique and discusses the
existing retransmission redundancy based reliability protocols in WSNs.
The existing schemes are compared and analyzed using different criterion
for comparison by presenting a qualitative analysis.

3.3.1 Retransmissions-based Reliability

In a wired or wireless network, retransmission is the most commonly used
technique in order to achieve data reliability. Retransmission is also widely
used in a resource-constrained wireless sensor network for recovering the
lost data and achieving reliability. Retransmission-based reliability can
either be performed using an end-to-end or a hop-by-hop method. End-to-
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end retransmission requires only the source node that generated the packet
to retransmit the lost packet, whereas hop-by-hop retransmission allows
the intermediate nodes to perform retransmission of lost packets by caching
the information of data packets in their local buffer. In a multi-hop WSN,
retransmission-based reliability can be achieved through acknowledgments,
where the sender node requires an acknowledgment of its data packets
from the next hop relay node on the path to the sink.
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Figure 3.2: Implicit & Explicit Acknowledgement Mechanisms for Retrans-
missions [51]

There are two kinds of acknowledgment mechanisms, namely, ex-
plicit acknowledgment (eACK), which includes negative acknowledgment
(NACK), and implicit acknowledgment (iACK) as shown in Figure 3.2. The
eACK mechanism relies on a special control message which the receiving
node, after successfully receiving a packet, sends back to the sender as
a receipt of the sent packet as shown in Figure 3(a). Like eACK, NACK
also corresponds to a special control message that allows the receiver to
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notify the sender to retransmit a particular missing sequence of packets.
The special control messages transmitted in eACK and NACK mechanisms
result in additional transmission overhead and energy consumption which
may not be feasible for most WSN applications [52]. On the other hand,
in the iACK mechanism, the sender after transmitting the packet, listens
to the channel and interprets the forwarding of its sent packet by the next
hop node as a receipt of the acknowledgment. In this way, iACK exploits
the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, avoiding the additional trans-
mission overhead and energy usage caused by the transmission of special
control messages (eACK/NACK). A brief overview along with the short-
comings of the major retransmission-based reliability protocols in terms of
providing event or packet reliability are presented as follows.

Packet Reliability

We have divided the retransmission-based reliability protocols in WSNs
into two major categories based on the amount of data need to be trans-
mitted in order to maintain reliability. Packet-level reliability is one of the
categories where the application requires all the packets from all the sensor
nodes to be reliably delivered to the sink. This can either be achieved
using an end-to-end or a hop-by-hop method. The following subsections
briefly describe the schemes within the two categories of end-to-end and
hop-by-hop retransmission-based packet reliability.

End-to-End (Connection-based)

Iyer et al. [65] propose Sensor Transmission Control Protocol (STCP), a sink
centric end-to-end reliability protocol with a congestion control mechanism.
Congestion control is performed in such a way that the sink after receiving
the information about congested paths, directs the downstream congested
nodes to opt for the alternative paths. On the other hand, reliability is
maintained by using ACK/NACK based end-to-end retransmission mech-
anisms, where each source node keeps the packets in its cache until it gets
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an acknowledgment from the sink. This might not be ideal for resource-
constrained WSNs, as in the case of high hop counts from a source node to
the sink, the long waiting time for an acknowledgment from the sink can
cause high latency and cache overflow.

Like STCP, Zhou et al. [77] propose Reliable Transport with Memory
Consideration (RTMC), an end-to-end packet reliability protocol addressing
the limited memory constraint and unreliable links in WSNs. The source
node transmits data segments until the memory of the relay node is full. To
prevent memory overflow, the packet headers are loaded with the memory
information which is shared among the neighbors. Reliability is maintained
by keeping the forwarded segments at the sender until an acknowledgment
is received; when the current node’s memory is free, it will ask the previous
node to send packets. In RTMC, the experiments are performed using only
six sensor nodes deployed in a line. This raises the question of scalability,
where the performance of RTMC might be significantly degraded in a
dynamic topology with a large number of nodes. A large number of nodes
would require more data segments to be stored at each hop which increases
the possibilities of memory overflow, resulting in packet loss and thus
affects reliability.

Unlike STCP and RTMC, Marchi et al. [114] propose Distributed Trans-
port for Sensor Networks (DTSN), an energy efficient non-sink centric
end-to-end packet reliability protocol that provides a full and a differenti-
ated reliability mechanism. Full reliability is supported with retransmission
based explicit acknowledgment mechanism; however, differential reliabil-
ity is performed independently using the enhancement flow strategy. We
will discuss the differential reliability part, involving erasure coding in
the related section later. However, in the full reliability mechanism, the
source node keeps transmitting the packets until the number of trans-
mitted packets equals the size of the Acknowledgement Window (AW),
following which the source node sends an explicit acknowledgment request
(EAR) to the destination for the confirmation of message delivery (ACK
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or NACK). An ACK is sent if the sequence of the packets is in order and
these in-sequence packets are removed from the output buffer of the source
node. However, if a NACK is received then retransmissions of the missing
sequence of packets are required.

The ACK/NACK mechanism results in high message overhead which
affects the overall energy efficiency. An overhearing mechanism can be
introduced to reduce this message overhead. DTSN provides a mechanism
to transfer the core part of data, but does not provide details of how the
size of the core data is determined or the reliability level is maintained in
changing network conditions. However, unlike other end-to-end retrans-
mission based packet reliability mechanisms, DTSN adopts a distributed
approach instead of relying on the sink for the flow control of data making
it a more energy efficient approach in a WSN.

Hop-by-hop(Link-based)

This section discusses schemes fall into the category of retransmission-
based packet reliability using the hop-by-hop approach. Maroti [72] pro-
pose a Directed Flood-Routing Framework (DFRF) using Stop-and-Wait
Implicit Acknowledgement (SWIA) approach as a reliable packet recovery
mechanism in wireless sensor networks. SWIA makes use of the notion
of implicit acknowledgment in WSNs, where a sending node, upon for-
warding a packet, listens to the channel to see if the receiver has further
forwarded the packet towards the destination. If the sender does not hear
anything, the packet is considered as lost and to maintain reliability; every
lost packet is retransmitted. This may aggravate the problem of channel
contention and network congestion. Most sensor network applications can
afford some degree of the packet loss and attempt to retransmit every single
lost packet may be both unnecessary and detrimental to the reliability of
the network.

Zhang et al. [73, 74] propose the Reliable Bursty Convergecast (RBC)
protocol, designed for challenging situations where a large burst of pack-
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ets from different locations needs to be reliably transported to the sink.
The main benefits and design considerations for RBC are the need to im-
prove channel utilization and alleviate retransmission incurred channel
contention. It employs a windowless block acknowledgment scheme to
improve channel utilization and implements an adaptive timer mechanism
for retransmission timeouts to control the channel contention caused by
the retransmissions. However, the use of priority schemes to schedule
transmission could make packets with a lower priority wait forever in the
queue, resulting in high latency and unnecessary queue occupancy. While
RBC appears to provide good reliability, it lacks validation of its energy
consumption, which is one of the most critical issues of WSNs.

Unlike others, Le et al. [75] focus on the energy constraint and propose
ERTP, an energy efficient reliability protocol providing a sensor to sink
reliability by maintaining reliability at each hop. ERTP provides statisti-
cal reliability determined by the quantity of data packets received at the
sink for a WSN application producing streaming data. It uses the SWIA
mechanism to recover the lost packets and utilizes a retransmission timeout
estimation mechanism that dynamically minimizes the number of retrans-
missions to reduce energy consumption. ERTP has identified the two most
essential issues in WSNs by focusing on both reliability and energy effi-
ciency together. ERTP has been validated with a low transmission rate
and a negligible amount of congestion. A higher transmission rate with
more nodes should also be considered to check the overall performance.
Moreover, it uses a low power listening (LPL) MAC protocol for implicit ac-
knowledgments, which might result in low overhearing and consequently
packet loss.

Shaikh et al. [76] propose Tuneable Reliability with Congestion Control
for Information Transport (TRCCIT), aiming to provide reliable data trans-
mission in varying network conditions and application requirements. This
is achieved using a localized hybrid acknowledgment (HACK) mechanism
and a timer management system, where HACK is a combination of implicit
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and explicit acknowledgment. Implicit acknowledgments are used as the
main source of acknowledgment; however, the next hop, after receiving the
information from the sender, can send an eACK to the sender to stop its
unnecessary retransmissions. On the other hand, the adaptive retransmis-
sion timeout mechanism is based on the buffer occupancy and balancing
the number of incoming and outgoing messages at each node.

Stann and Heidemann’s [79] Reliable Multi-Segment Transport (RMST)
is a NACK-based sink-centric scheme designed to make directed diffusion
reliable. It has a caching and non-caching mode which decides whether
or not the data segments need to be stored for retransmission purposes.
One of the disadvantages of RMST is that it does not handle the possibility
of NACK implosion when the downstream nodes issue a chain of NACK
requests for gaps detected in the non-caching mode.

Even though downstream (sensor to sink) reliability is not the focus of
this thesis, it is worthwhile to briefly discuss a few downstream reliability
protocols in WSNs, as they also fall within the category of hop-by-hop
packet reliability. Wan et al. [56] and Park et al. [57] propose hop-by-hop
downstream reliability mechanisms, Pump Slowly Fetch Quickly (PSFQ)
and GARUDA respectively. Both these protocols aim to achieve reliability
guarantee to disseminate the control messages or software code segments
towards downstream sensor nodes while performing loss detection and
data recovery using retransmissions.

Event Reliability

Apart from packet reliability, event reliability is the other category based
on the amount of data required to ensure the reliable transmission using
retransmissions technique. In WSNs, event reliability, as opposed to packet
reliability, should be sufficient for most of the event-driven applications. In
this context of event reliability, reliability means that at least one of the many
packets from the sensors that detected an event is delivered to the sink,
instead of all the packets from all the sensors. The following discussion
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covers the major schemes that fall within this category of end-to-end or
hop-by-hop retransmission-based event reliability.

End-to-End (Connection-based)

Akan et al. [62, 63] are the first to introduce the concept of event reliability
by proposing the Event-to-sink reliability protocol (ESRT), where reliability
is measured by the number of packets carrying information about a par-
ticular event that are delivered to the sink. ESRT is sink centric protocol,
where the sink centrally controls the flow of data in such a way that when
the required reliability is not achieved, the sink will increase the event
reporting frequency (f) of the nodes. Conversely, it will reduce f when there
is congestion in order to restore the reliability required at the sink. If the
required reliability is observed at the sink, it will decrease f to reduce the
nodes’ energy consumption. A key assumption of ESRT is that the sink has
a high power radio that can transmit the latest value of f to all sensor nodes
in a single broadcast message, and each node will adjust its f accordingly.
This is a severe limitation because conventionally the sink is not one hop
away from all the sensor nodes. Furthermore, ESRT increases the source
sending rate in order to guarantee event reliability; however, this central
rate control method is not as energy efficient as hop-by-hop retransmission-
based loss recovery schemes. This would further deteriorate the overall
bandwidth utilization and introduce high energy wastage as different parts
of the network have different network conditions.

Gungor and Akan [64] propose Delay Sensitive Transport (DST), an
extended version of ESRT by adding application-specific delay bounds
with a Time Critical Event First (TCEF) scheduling policy. In TCEF, the
data packets within each node’s queue with lower remaining time to the
deadline are given a high priority for transmission. The remaining time to
the deadline is calculated by piggybacking the elapsed time information of
that event with the data packets, which eliminates the need for global time
synchronization. Like ESRT, one of the major criticisms of DST is that the
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whole functionality is entirely dependent on the one point that is the sink
to regulate the flow of data, which results in increased traffic and higher
energy usage. Moreover, DST works around a single predefined event with
the known location which is not practically sound, as, in a WSN, multiple
concurrent events may happen in close proximity or all across the network.

Tezcan and Wang [67] propose Asymmetric and Reliable Transport
(ART) by choosing some essential nodes (E-nodes) within the sensor net-
work that work together as cluster heads to provide upstream end-to-end
reliability and downstream query reliability. Thus, ART is one of the few
protocols to provide bidirectional reliability. The E-nodes do most of the
work; thus, all the other non E-nodes do not incur end-to-end communica-
tion overhead. The E-nodes are selected by looking at the remaining battery
power of the nodes and picking those with the highest remaining energy.
To achieve upstream reliability, ART uses the ACK mechanism between
the E-nodes and the sink, while reliable downstream query propagation
is performed using the NACK mechanism. E-nodes also regulate the data
flow by restricting the neighboring non E-nodes from sending their data
until the congestion is cleared. As the E-nodes perform the congestion
control and event reliability, packet loss due to congestion at non-essential
nodes cannot be recovered by this protocol. ART assumes that there is
congestion when an ACK is not received within a timeout period, which
is not a reasonable assumption as it is not necessary that the ACK is lost
due to congestion; it might also be lost due to poor link quality or some
other form of transmission errors. Moreover, clustering involves a lot of
communication, which might not be suitable for a resource constraint WSN.

Following ART, Xue et al. [69] propose a Loss-Tolerant Reliable Event
Sensing transport protocol (LTRES), an end-to-end event reliability protocol
designed for applications with heterogeneous sensing fidelity requirements
over different event areas within a WSN. It aims to provide source rate
adaption based on network capacity awareness which is calculated by
measuring the event goodput at the sink. In addition, it also employs a
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lightweight congestion control mechanism, where instead of relying on the
nodes to report congestion, the sink itself suppresses the transmission of
the aggressive nodes based on the data it receives. This protocol is entirely
dependent on the sink, where the sink sends the updated source rates to the
downstream E-nodes, but it does not employ any downstream reliability
or congestion control mechanism. Lack of loss recovery mechanism and
reliability considerations for the non-essential nodes is another critical issue
that is ignored.

Recently, Hosung et al. [70] propose Quality-based Event Reliability
Protocol (QERP), which unlike the existing quantity-based event reliability
protocols emphasize on the quality of event data reported to the sink. The
authors claim that other existing quantity-based event reliability protocols
are not suitable for the resource-constrained wireless sensor networks, as
they aim to achieve reliability by increasing or decreasing the frequency
of data reporting rates. These varying frequencies sometimes increase
the overall data rate more than the desired rate, which would aggravate
the network conditions. QERP as an end-to-end event reliability protocol
claims to provide better reliability than ESRT by using the concept of
Contribution Degree (CD). This means that the difference of sensor data in
CD for event detection is due to the different environmental conditions like
varying distance of nodes from the events. The data packets are marked
with a CD value, where those originating from the nodes located close to
the event’s location are assigned with higher CD values and assumed to
be more critical and are transmitted on higher priority. The node closest
to the event is selected as a leader node, while the rest of the nodes in the
event’s region report their data to the sink through the leader nodes. If the
node density is high near the event’s location, then the process of selecting
the leader node would be longer, resulting in energy wastage. There is no
packet loss detection mechanism, and the data flow mechanism is based on
the event’s location; however, there is no mention of the mechanism used
to find the event’s location, which is used to define the CD values.
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The Price-Oriented Reliable Transport Protocol (PORT) proposed by
Zhou et al. [66] aims to provide finer fidelity in event reliability as compared
to ESRT, while minimizing energy consumption. Unlike ESRT [63], PORT
performs the adjustment of frequency reporting rate in a different manner,
by adjusting the different reporting rates of source nodes in different regions
accordingly. In addition, PORT also provides energy efficient congestion
control mechanism by avoiding the nodes along the paths having high
loss rates based on the node price, which is defined as the number of
transmission attempts made before the packet is successfully delivered.
The energy cost for the communication is also evaluated with the help of the
node price. The sink regulates the reporting rate of a particular source based
on the communication cost information according to the changing network
conditions, where the sink decreases the reporting rates of sources having
higher communication cost and vice versa while maintaining reliability.

PORT has been shown to be more energy efficient compared to ESRT,
and PORT works well for the networks having diversified reporting rates
at different parts of the network. However, if the reporting rates of different
areas of the network are similar, then PORT will also give similar results
to the other schemes. Like the other event reliability schemes, PORT also
requires a high powered sink to regulate the flow of data and does not
provide any packet loss recovery mechanism which may be vital in high
loss environments.

Hop-by-hop (Link-based)

Most recently Mahmood and Seah [71] propose the Event Reliability Proto-
col (ERP), an upstream hop-by-hop event reliability protocol which aims
to deliver the information about event occurrences to the sink reliably. It
suppresses the transmission of redundant packets containing information
about similar events based on spatio-temporal correlation. This reliable
transmission of unique events to the sink is performed with the help an
intelligent region-based selective retransmission mechanism. Apart from
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minimizing the transmission of unnecessary duplicate packets contain-
ing similar event data, ERP further reduces the traffic by exploiting the
broadcast nature of the wireless channel through the use of implicit ac-
knowledgments (iACK). Instead of relying on the sink to control the data
flow, ERP performs in-network data processing that saves the overall net-
work cost in terms of energy, data flow, and congestion. The proposed
approach highlights the importance of in-node data processing while mini-
mizing the dependability on the sink. A more robust event identification
mechanism would further strengthen its performance. However, the use of
eACKs might also be a suitable option, since eACKs do not force the sender
to listen on the channel for possibly a long time before it can overhear the
packet transmission.

Open Issues

We have briefly described retransmission-based reliability, followed by the
most important schemes in WSNs under this category. We have further sub-
divided this category into sub-categories based on a different criterion to
achieve reliability, such as end-to-end or hop-by-hop, packet or event level,
types of acknowledgments and sink or non-sink centric approaches. Each
of the schemes uses a combination of this criterion to achieve reliability, but
the existing research still has open issues to be dealt with. One of the most
critical issues in most of the retransmission based reliability schemes is the
dependency on the sink to control the data flow and maintain reliability.
This is not an appropriate approach to be used in WSNs, as this requires
the nodes to first transmit the data towards the sink, where the sink adjusts
the data rate for the downstream nodes to achieve the required reliabil-
ity. Therefore, even the most efficient of the schemes using sink-centric
approach would require a lot of communication, which in turn affects the
energy efficiency. It would be better to use a distributed approach in which
nodes perform in-node processing to maintain the reliability, as communi-
cation is more costly than processing. Likewise, schemes using clustering
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also incur additional communication overhead for cluster management.
An important issue and challenge in event reliability schemes is the

accurate identification of the event, which has been overlooked by the
existing research. Most, if not all, of the existing schemes use pre-defined
events and their locations are already known, which is not realistic. In a
wireless sensor network, events can randomly happen anywhere, and the
locations should be identified on the fly, using some appropriate methods.
Scalability is another critical issue, as most of the schemes have only been
validated using a limited number of scenarios with fewer nodes. For a
retransmission based reliability scheme, it is essential to choose the most
efficient acknowledgment mechanism for the recovery of the lost packets,
but many of the schemes have not emphasized on this issue. Moreover,
introducing an intelligent retransmission timeout mechanism also has con-
siderable influence in preventing the stale packets occupying the sensors’
limited buffers. The following section will provide a brief overview of
redundancy-based reliability mechanisms and discuss the published work
on this topic.

3.3.2 Redundancy-based Reliability

This section addresses some of the existing protocols that aim to achieve
reliability through the use of information redundancy. Redundancy-based
reliability in WSNs is not the focus of this thesis; however, the related
work is discussed for the complete understanding of overall reliability
in WSNs. In retransmission-based reliability, a bit lost within a packet is
treated as a loss of the entire packet and requires the retransmission of that
packet to achieve reliable data transmission. This motivates the concept
of redundancy-based reliability where the lost or corrupted bits within
the packet can be recovered through the use of coding techniques [94, 95].
This reduces the transmission overhead caused by the retransmission of
the entire packet [97]. Keeping in view the resource-constrained nature of
WSNs, employing redundancy techniques can reduce the overall network
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cost in terms of energy, communication, memory usage and increased
network lifetime at the cost of adding information redundancy.

Among the coding techniques, Forward Error Correction (FEC) tech-
niques are used for error detection and correction at the lower layers of the
protocol stack for telecommunication and computer communication (e.g.,
CRC in computer communication) systems [53]. However, when it comes to
the upper layers (e.g. link, transport and application layers), erasure codes
are needed to deal with the missing packets, since it is easier to determine
the exact position of the lost data. Rizzo [54] implemented and evaluated
erasure coding for a desktop computer network. By carefully choosing
the optimization parameters, erasure coding can also be implemented in a
resource-constrained WSN.
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Figure 3.3: Redundancy Mechanism using Erasure Coding (adapted from
[116])

In erasure coding, the sender divides the packet into m fragments, which
are encoded, adding another k fragments. These m+k fragments are trans-
mitted to the sink which can reconstruct the original data packet out of it.
The receiver (i.e., the sink) is able to reconstruct the original data packet
only on the condition that the number of fragments it has received i.e.,
m’ is equal to or higher than the number of original fragments, i.e. m as
shown in Figure 3.3. Like retransmissions, redundancy-based reliability
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can also be achieved on an end-to-end (connection) or hop-by-hop (link)
level. In end-to-end erasure coding, the encoding/decoding of data is only
performed at the source and the sink nodes, and the intermediate nodes
simply relay the packets. However, in hop-by-hop erasure coding, encod-
ing/decoding of data is performed at every intermediate node through
to the sink. Thus, unlike end-to-end erasure coding, hop-by-hop erasure
coding refreshes the data at each hop, reducing the chance of losing more
than the desired amount of fragments on the way to the sink. Therefore,
end-to-end erasure coding is not as reliable as hop-by-hop erasure coding
in a lossy environment with a higher number of hops from the source node
to the sink. The existing research employing information redundancy to
achieve reliability in WSNs is discussed below.

Packet Reliability

Like retransmissions, redundancy-based reliability protocols in WSNs are
also further subdivided into two major categories based on the quantity
of data packets required by the application to maintain reliability. First,
we discuss packet level reliability that aims to ensure the delivery of every
data packet to the sink. This can either be achieved by performing encod-
ing/decoding only at the source and the destination node or at every hop
from the source to the destination.

End-to-End (Connection-based)

Ali et al. [112] propose Optimum Reed-Solomon Erasure Coding (OREC)
to achieve reliability in a distributed wireless sensor network. The source
node creates and transmits the fragments of a packet using Reed-Solomon
codes, a class of erasure codes, along with multiple paths towards the sink
where they are reconstructed. The cost of transmitting these fragments
under different network conditions is computed and Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) are used to determine the optimized number of fragments to be
transmitted accordingly. This scheme assumed a query-based WSN where
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the sink sends the query to the prongs which are nodes one hop from the
sink. The prongs further broadcast the queries throughout the network,
and the relay nodes keep track of the path through which they received the
queries. This helps the relay nodes to forward the response of the queries
back to the sink through the prongs while selecting the path with short hop
counts or high reliability.

Theoretical analysis of OREC shows that by increasing the number of
parity fragments (additional redundant fragments), reliability is increased
at the cost of traffic overhead. Therefore, intelligent selection of the number
of redundant bits becomes the optimization factor in Reed-Solomon codes.
However, the use of genetic algorithms requires intensive processing and
might not be suitable for a resource-constrained WSN. Also not considered
is the case of large networks with a high hop count between the source
node and the sink which may affect the performance of OREC, as the
encoding/decoding is performed only at the source node and the sink,
introducing many entry points for errors. Moreover, the proposed scheme
uses downstream query processing without introducing any downstream
reliability mechanism. The idea of introducing prongs does not seem to be
suitable, as it will create an extra processing overhead on the nodes acting
as prongs while wasting the enhanced processing abilities of the sink.

Distributed Transport for Sensor Networks (DTSN) proposed by Marchi
et al. [114] provides an energy efficient non-sink centric end-to-end packet
reliability protocol with a full and a differentiated reliability mechanism.
We have already discussed full reliability mechanism in Section 3.3.1 under
the retransmissions category. However, in cases where full reliability is not
required, a differential reliability mechanism is used separately with an ad-
dition of a Forward Error Correction (FEC) technique using erasure coding.
Their proposed Enhancement Flow strategy supports differential reliability.
This is used to transfer a block of data, say an image, where the basic image
(i.e., an image with minimum resolution) is reliably transferred using FEC,
performed independently; however, FEC support is not provided to the rest
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of the image (i.e., an image with maximum resolution). Enhancement Flow
along with the FEC technique is implemented separately, independent
of retransmission-based full reliability mechanism. This results in high
reliability and improved throughput as compared to full reliability strategy
with the complete block transfer. DTSN employs FEC on an end-to-end
basis, where a high hop count from source to a destination increases the loss
probability of data fragments, and consequently the destination will not be
able to perform error correction entirely. DTSN provides a mechanism to
transfer the core part of data, but does not provide details of how the size
of the core data is determined or the reliability level is maintained under
changing network conditions.

Unlike other redundancy-based reliability schemes in WSNs, Kim et
al. [115] propose Reliable Transfer on Wireless Sensor Networks (RTSN)
by experimentally validating the use of erasure codes on sensor test beds.
RTSN is a packet level reliability mechanism using systematic codes, where
the node does not need to perform a great deal of computation for the
reconstruction of the original message. Systematic codes are implemented
by labeling the transmitted packets either as an original or a redundant
packet. This is because, if a part of the encoded message is the original
message itself, then the receiving node can reconstruct it without perform-
ing any decoding operation. This will not only reduce the processing cost
and memory usage of the nodes but also improve reliability and energy
efficiency. The RTSN reliability mechanism has been compared with sim-
ple retransmission based reliability where retransmission results in high
latency and buffer overflow, which was alleviated by introducing erasure
coding at the cost of traffic overhead. The performance of erasure coding
deteriorates in a lossy environment, therefore finding alternative routes
when there is a continuous packet loss at the current path would be a better
option.
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Hop-by-Hop (Link-based)

Wen et al. [99] propose Transmission Reliability in Sensor Networks (TRSN),
an energy efficient reliability mechanism, where reliability is evaluated in
terms of packet arrival probability by checking it against required reliability,
while energy efficiency is evaluated in terms of energy consumed in the
successful delivery of one packet. The authors modeled the loss behavior
using the Gilbert model [100], which is basically designed for a one-hop
channel. However, for a multi-hop network, it is assumed that the two-state
Gilbert model can be adopted independently at each hop of a multi-hop
transmission. The successful packet arrival probability through multiple
(n) hops and average energy consumption for one successful packet arrival
is theoretically calculated and analyzed for simple transmissions, retrans-
missions and erasure coding mechanisms. The packet arrival probability
and energy consumption are mainly compared against the unconditional
loss probability (ulp), which is the probability that the next packet will
be lost based on the condition that the previous packet was lost. Finally,
erasure coding is evaluated to be better than the hop-by-hop retransmission
mechanism in terms of energy efficiency only on the condition that the
ulp value is below a certain threshold. However, it is pertinent to mention
that the performance of erasure codes might degrade in an environment
with high loss rate and have a negative effect on both reliability and energy
efficiency. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the performance of these
mechanisms with varying loss rates to make a robust network capable of
performing well in a lossy environment. In addition, the proposed analysis
should also be validated experimentally or through simulation.

Most recently, Srouji et al. [116] propose the Reliable erasure-coding
based Data Transfer Scheme (RDTS) that is an efficient hop-by-hop data
transfer reliability mechanism using erasure coding. Unlike end-to-end
redundancy based schemes, RDTS uses erasure coding at each hop to attain
hop-by-hop reliability. In addition to erasure coding, RDTS applies partial
coding to reduce the computational overhead triggered by performing
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erasure coding at each hop. The partial coding mechanism further reduces
the cost of performing the complete erasure coding process at each inter-
mediate node. This ensures that the receiver has received and transmitted
enough data fragments required at the next hop for the reconstruction of
the original message. Therefore, the encoding/decoding process is per-
formed only when one or more original fragments are lost in transmission.
Thus, the overall cost of transmission is reduced due to lower processing
overheads and reduced delay. RDTS calculates the number of fragments
required at the next hop on the basis of the probability of successful data
arrival, which is assumed to be a random value predefined from 0.7 to
0.95. However, the overall performance of RDTS could be improved by
calculating this probability dynamically, according to the varying network
conditions.

Most of the schemes discussed so far focus on upstream reliability
guarantees implemented using erasure codes; however, Kumar et al. [117]
propose one of the very few schemes to provide redundancy-based down-
stream data transmission reliability in a large WSN. The context for Ku-
mar’s work was pushing out software updates to WSN nodes. When the
software codes need to be updated for the downstream nodes, the sink is
required to broadcast the software updates throughout the sensor network.
This broadcast results in excessive overhead which may become the cause
of data loss and affect overall reliability. Unfortunately, a partial software
update is unacceptable as all nodes must be updated for the whole network
to function correctly. To provide 100% reliability, Kumar et al. [117] propose
FBcast, a redundancy-based downstream reliability protocol, using FEC
techniques.

Kumar et al. use fountain codes [120], a class of erasure codes, produc-
ing an encoded block of data on-the-fly without any dependence on the
limited buffer space. The encoded data is broadcast to the neighbors, which
is further rebroadcast when new fragments are received. This protocol is
based on the assumption that all the nodes in the network are one hop away
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from the sink, which broadcasts the updated codes in a single broadcast
message. This is not a feasible solution for a network where the sink is
multiple hops away from the downstream nodes. Thus Kumar et al. pro-
pose an extended version of FBcast protocol with the concept of repeaters.
The repeater functionality is applied on the sensor nodes, where the sensor
nodes, after receiving enough data fragments, reconstruct the original data.
This reconstructed data is further re-encoded and rebroadcasted to these
sensors’ neighbors and so on. In another variation of the scheme, a prob-
abilistic broadcast scheme is used; however, this does not provide good
reliability. The idea of implementing erasure codes for ensuring down-
stream reliability might be new, but performing encoding/decoding at
every downstream node of the network to successfully broadcast the data
throughout the network is an expensive choice in a dense network.

Event Reliability

To the best of our knowledge, the existing research on reliability in WSNs
ignores the use of redundancy-based event reliability. The interdependent
nature of different techniques and methods discussed to achieve reliability
has led us to develop the 3D reliability structure presented earlier. This
framework highlights the existence of an unexplored area that seems to be
promising in improving the energy efficient reliable transmission of events’
information towards the destination. This is highlighted in Figure 3.4 by a
blank square showing that existing research does not exploit redundancy-
based event reliability by using either an end-to-end or a hop-by-hop
method.

Achieving redundancy-based event reliability involves the challenge of
accurate identification of the event and its location to achieve a high degree
of efficiency in monitoring and control systems. We argue that information
redundancy mechanism could be used to achieve event reliability. We
reason that the event data from closely located nodes in a sensor network
tends to be highly correlated. Therefore, transmitting as few as one single
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Figure 3.4: Unfolded 3D Reliability Structure

packet carrying information about the event instead of multiple copies of
the same packet would not only reduce the transmission overhead but
also save the sensors’ limited energy. Also, it is more favorable to perform
information redundancy in a hop-by-hop fashion instead of end-to-end.
This is because hop-by-hop information redundancy is better than the end-
to-end approach, as discussed in the earlier sections. This would not only
take away the additional cost of retransmissions but will also improve
energy efficiency and further strengthen the reliable transmission of data.
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Open Issues

This section has highlighted the importance of redundancy-based reliability
techniques in WSNs, followed by a brief overview of how the encoding/de-
coding is performed. We provide an overview and critical analysis of the
existing schemes that use information redundancy. One of the important
issues that need attention is that the performance of most of the existing
schemes has only been assessed theoretically. Ideally, these theoretical
performance evaluations should further be validated through simulation
and/or experimentation. This would verify not only in-depth implementa-
tion details but also the robustness of the respective schemes under varying
network conditions. Another important issue that needs to be explored
is how to intelligently select the number of redundant bits to be added to
the packet to reconstruct the original packet. This intelligent mechanism
should be able to select the minimum amount of redundant bits according
to the current network’s conditions. In this way, it will not only decrease
the overall network load but will also save sensors’ limited energy and
bolster overall reliability. Above all, a significant gap in this research area
as highlighted in this thesis is to investigate the redundancy-based event
reliability mechanism further. The next section gives a brief introduction
to the hybrid mechanism, another approach that this thesis proposes to
achieve reliability.

3.4 Qualitative Analysis

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present the comparisons of the schemes discussed in the
previous sections. Each scheme aims to achieve reliable transmission of data
through the use of retransmission and redundancy techniques. The criteria
used to compare are support for packet or event reliability, traffic flow,
hop-by-hop or end-to-end methods, loss recovery, use of acknowledgment
mechanisms and level of dependency on the sink to control the flow of
data. Each scheme combines these factors in different ways to implement
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reliable data transmission.

Retransmissions-based Schemes

Protocol
Traffic
Flow

Reliability
Level

Loss
Recovery

ACK
Mechanism

Sink
Centric

Coding
Scheme

ERP [71] Up Event
Hop-by-
hop

iACK No No

ESRT [63] Up Event End-to-end – Yes No
DST [64] Up Event End-to-end – Yes No
PORT [66] Up Event End-to-end – Yes No

ART [67]
Up/
Down

Event End-to-end ACK/NACK Yes No

LTRES [69] Up Event End-to-end ACK/NACK Yes No
QERP [70] Up Event End-to-end – Yes No

STCP [65] Up
Event/
Packet

End-to-end ACK/NACK Yes No

SWIA [72] Up Packet
Hop-by-
hop

iACK No No

RBC [74] Up Packet
Hop-by-
hop

iACK Yes No

ERTP [75] Up Packet
Hop-by-
hop

iACK/ACK Yes No

TRCCIT
[76]

Up Packet
Hop-by-
hop

iACK/ACK Yes No

RTMC [77] Up Packet End-to-end – Yes No

RMST [79] Up Packet
Hop-by-
hop

NACK Yes No

DTSN
[114]

Up Packet End-to-end ACK/SACK Yes No

PSFQ [56] Down Packet
Hop-by-
hop

NACK Yes No

GARUDA
[57]

Down Packet
Hop-by-
hop

NACK Yes No

Table 3.1: Comparison of Retransmission-based Reliability Schemes

Table 3.1 presents the retransmission based reliability schemes that we
have discussed, where the major portion focuses on achieving packet level
reliability based on the application requirements. These schemes have
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been developed to support a wide range of applications: e.g., TRCCIT and
STCP may be suitable for heterogeneous and concurrent multiple applica-
tion, ESRT, LTRES and QERP for event detection applications like signal
estimation or tracking, ART and DST may be useful for mission critical
applications like country border security and intrusion detection, and ERTP
for data streaming applications such as weather and habitat monitoring.
Some other protocols like ERP is suitable for event-driven applications,
RBC for high volume bursty traffic applications, RMST for multimedia
applications as it requires fragmentation/reassembly and others used for
general purpose applications. Therefore, it is worth mentioning that all
the schemes can be used for a wide range of applications based on their
functionalities discussed.

Most, if not all the existing schemes make two design assumptions.
First, reliance on the sink to impose some form of control over the flow
of data in the network in order to maintain the required reliability level.
Second, a reliable downstream communication mechanism is available.
With regard to the sink-reliance assumption, ERP is the exception; it uses
in-network data processing where the data packets are processed at the
nodes before forwarding them further. This in-node processing not only
reduces unnecessary retransmission of the packets but also saves the overall
network cost of in term of energy consumption and data flow controlled by
the sink. Among the existing schemes, the majority recover the lost packets
using explicit acknowledgments; however, only a few exploit the broadcast
characteristics of a wireless channel by using implicit acknowledgments.
Some of them like ESRT, DST, PORT and QERP do not explicitly mention
any loss detection and notification mechanism.

Event reliability tends to be a more energy efficient strategy than packet
reliability when performed with hop-by-hop retransmissions but requires
an efficient cache management system at each hop. ESRT, DST, STCP, ART,
LTRES, PORT and QERP aim to achieve event reliability while recovering
the lost packets based on the end-to-end retransmissions, where the rest of
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the schemes use the hop-by-hop method. The end-to-end retransmission
based loss recovery strategy, in comparison to hop-by-hop loss recovery,
introduces high delay and energy wastage especially in a network with
a high hop count. In end-to-end retransmissions, the packet stays in the
cache of the source node till it is acknowledged by the sink which consumes
more energy at the node and introduces delays especially when the sink
is multiple hops away from the source node. Thus, hop-by-hop performs
better than end-to-end reliability in terms of less energy consumption,
low communication cost, and quick loss recovery and fast congestion
alleviation.

Among the existing event reliability schemes, PORT aims to achieve
end-to-end event reliability by relying on the sink for the centralized con-
trol without providing any loss detection and notification mechanism. On
the other hand, STCP, ART and LTRES use explicit acknowledgments as
a loss detection and notification mechanism, introducing extra message
overhead over the network. This requires a hop-by-hop event reliability
mechanism that performs loss detection by using implicit acknowledg-
ments, saving the overhead caused by using explicit acknowledgments
mechanisms. Moreover, instead of relying on the sink to attain certain
application-specific reliability level, this event reliability mechanism needs
to perform the decisions at the node level using in-node data processing to
save the overall communication cost of the network.

Similarly, the packet reliability schemes using hop-by-hop loss recovery
mechanism also perform better in terms of energy efficiency and reliability
in comparison to the end-to-end mechanism. The performance of packet
reliability schemes can also be improved by exploiting the broadcast nature
of a wireless channel using implicit acknowledgment. This can minimize
the use of explicit acknowledgments which adds to the traffic overhead.
Like upstream reliability, downstream reliability also plays an important
role when the software updates need to be distributed to sensor nodes;
however, this topic of distributing software updates to sensor nodes is
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out of the scope of this thesis. Among the schemes studied, only ART
performs both upstream and downstream reliability, whereas STCP is the
most flexible regarding providing both the event and packet reliability
depending on the application requirement.

Redundancy-based Schemes

Protocol
Traffic
Flow

Reliability
Level

Encoding/
Decoding

Coding
Scheme

Evaluation
Supportive
Mechanism

TRSN
[99]

Up Packet hop-by-hop
Erasure
Codes(EC)

Theoretical
Analysis

ULP

OREC
[112]

Up Packet End-to-end
RS-
Codes

Theoretical
Analysis

Genetic Al-
gorithms

DTSN
[114]

Up Packet End-to-end
Erasure
Codes

Simulations
Enhancement
Flow

RTSN
[115]

Up Packet End-to-end
Systematic
& EC

Real
test-beds

Alternate
Route-fix

RDTS
[116]

Up Packet
Hop-by-
hop

Erasure
Codes

Simulations
Partial Cod-
ing

FBcast
[117]

Down Packet
Hop-by-
hop

Erasure
Codes

Simulations FB Cast

Table 3.2: Comparison of Redundancy-based Reliability Schemes

Apart from retransmissions, few schemes rely on adding information
redundancy to achieve data transport reliability in wireless sensor net-
works as shown in Table 3.2. We have discussed the redundancy-based
schemes in Section 3, where Rizzo et al. [54] first validated the erasure
codes in computer communication which motivated the idea of imple-
menting erasure codes in resource-constrained WSNs. Among the existing
redundancy based schemes, TRSN, OREC, DTSN, RTSN and RDTS aim to
achieve upstream packet reliability, while only FBcast focuses on achieving
downstream reliability. All these protocols claim to achieve high reliability
at the cost of message overhead.

TRSN and OREC performed theoretical analysis, while DTSN, RDTS
and FBcast performed simulations to evaluate their performance. Only
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RTSN experimentally validated erasure codes on testbeds and claimed
to achieve close to 100% reliability. Thus, the erasure coding mechanism
should be a good candidate for further enhancing the reliability in the field
of WSNs. More recently, RDTS proposes the idea of performing erasure
coding in a hop-by-hop fashion and achieved better performance than end-
to-end erasure coding in terms of reduced coding overhead and increased
network lifetime. This motivates the need to investigate the event reliability
mechanism using information redundancy for reliable transport of event
data from the source to the sink in a distributed fashion. There is also a need
to introduce a distributed redundancy-based event reliability mechanism
based on a non-sink centric approach which, to the best of our knowledge,
has not been researched in the existing literature.

3.5 Discussion

WSNs hold the promise of many new applications in the field of monitoring
and control systems. With the advent of cheap and small sensors, moni-
toring systems can make use of them to monitor numerous characteristics
of the environment. All these applications are built for specific purposes,
where maintaining reliable transmission of data from source to destination
is one of the most important challenges. To address this issue, we surveyed
the various existing protocols, where each of them has its approach to
ensure reliability. Some of them require full end-to-end packet reliability
while others can tolerate some degree of packet loss depending on the
nature of the application. The most commonly used techniques to ensure
reliability includes the use of retransmissions, while few use information
redundancy in WSNs.

We surveyed, compared and critically analyzed several WSNs reliability
protocols, where high loss rate is one of the challenges which is better
dealt with using hop-by-hop mechanisms than end-to-end mechanisms.
The high hop count in large WSNs introduces more entry points for errors
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which become the cause of packet loss, thus affects reliability. This can be
avoided to some extent by using a hop-by-hop method, as it performs loss
recovery at each intermediate hop from source to the destination. Another
challenge is the provisioning of a dynamic retransmission timeout and
an efficient buffer management system for preventing stale packets from
occupying the queue. This would be beneficial to save sensors’ limited
memory resources.

Another major challenge for the event reliability protocols is an accurate
event identification mechanism, which is the primary characteristic of
an event-driven wireless sensor network. Once the events are accurately
identified, then only a single packet carrying information about the event
would be enough for the sink instead of receiving all the packets from all
the nodes carrying information about the same event. This requires the
nodes to suppress the transmission of the packets that are found to be in the
same sensing region by exploiting spatio-temporal correlation [15] among
the closely located sensor nodes.

Most of the existing reliability protocols have been evaluated by sim-
ulation, where real-time implementations are challenging but should be
performed to have a more realistic evaluation of the protocols. Develop-
ments in cross-layer designs is another research area in order to achieve
reliability, where interaction with the MAC layer would help in solving
the channel contention problems while network layer would help to find
the best route or the alternative route in case of congestion. In addition to
reliability, congestion control also plays an essential role in minimizing the
packet loss which in turn strengthens reliability. All WSNs reliability proto-
cols consider applications are working in hostile environments; however,
all of them have ignored considering security risks due to malicious attacks.
Furthermore, the existing reliability protocols lack the use of in-node data
processing [16]; instead, they rely on the sink to regulate the flow of data
to achieve reliability. This increases the communication overhead which
is the highest power consumer in a wireless network; it is worthwhile to
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note that sensors receiving packets from the sink can consume as much
energy as transmitting packets themselves [17]. We believe that introducing
a hybrid mechanism with an intelligent combination of retransmissions
and redundancy techniques tends to be the center of future research, as
discussed in previous sections.

Event identification is one of the major challenges for event reliability
protocols in WSNs. Among the existing event reliability protocols, only ERP
[71] and EERP [78] raised this challenge of performing event identification
before reliably transmitting it towards the sink.

To achieve event reliability in a WSN, it is essential to perform event
identification. In this context, event identification focuses on identifying
if two or more packets contain information about the same event or not.
Otherwise, it is impossible to suppress the unnecessary transmission of
duplicate event data in a non-sink centric way, while making sure that only
enough information about the event reaches the sink not all the packets
from all the nodes. Among the existing event reliability protocols, only ERP
and EERP raised this challenge of performing event identification before
reliably transmitting it towards the sink.

There are a number of schemes that perform event detection or outlier
detection, but these concepts are different from event identification. Event
detection is the process of defining the event of interest based on some
threshold values or it is the process of identifying if an event of interest
has occurred or not. For example, a fire has no meaning to a sensor node;
therefore, it is required to have a criterion (e.g., based on a certain threshold)
to describe events of interest in a way that sensor nodes can understand
them. In contrast, event identification is the process that enables the sensor
nodes to identify whether two or more packets are carrying information
about the same event or not, such as a fire event detected by multiple sensor
nodes in a vicinity.

On the other hand, outlier detection is a learning process based on
historical values, where these historical values are compared if they lie
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within a certain range or not. If they are outside a certain range or sort of
abnormal values, then they are considered to be outliers. But it all depends
on the underlying algorithms proposed by the research community. Several
researchers calls them events as well. So, both event and outliers are similar
kind of concepts but different from event identification.

This chapter is based on the already published work [14]. This section
has been updated to include newer work. Shahid et al. [101, 102] propose
the mechanisms based on the identification of outlier type as events or
errors can also be made on the basis of the observation that erroneous
measurements are likely to be spatially unrelated, while event measure-
ments are likely to be spatially correlated. Shami et al. [103] present the
classification between malicious events and important emergency events by
comparing between the transmitted aggregated values with normal range
and having neighbour’s opinion to decide whether the event is malicious
or correct event. K. Kapitanova at el. [104] use fuzzy values to perform
event description and improve event detection accuracy. T. K. Xuan at
el. [105] also utilizes fuzzy logic to evaluate the credibility of clusters where
the decision about event presence or absence is made at the cluster heads
(based on signal strengths) and transmitted to the fusion centre to decide
(fuzzy decision) the credibility of a cluster (based on detection probability
and false alarm). K. Ali at el. [106] performs outlier detection by computing
the eigen vectors and the corresponding eigen values of the covariance
matrix of the outliers in the detected event. A number of other researchers
proposes event/outlier detection mechanisms utilising the existing algo-
rithms to enhance the detection process [107–111]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, none of the schemes has proposed an energy efficient
event reliability by performing event identification in a distributed fashion.
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3.6 Summary

This chapter focused on recent research work related to wireless sensor
networks. It examines how others have addressed the issue of energy
efficient reliable in WSNs. We presented an introduction of reliability in
WSNs, the challenges involved in achieving reliability in WSNs and the
terminology that will be used throughout this thesis. Following this, an
overview of retransmission technique and the existing protocols based on
retransmission reliability in WSNs. We addressed some of the existing
protocols that aim to achieve reliability through the use of information
redundancy. We further compared and analyzed the existing schemes
using different criterion for comparison by presenting a qualitative analysis.
Finally, we highlighted some research areas to be addressed in the future
and conclude the chapter in this section.
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Chapter 4

System Design

This chapter presents the design of the basic event reliability protocol (ERP)
and the enhanced event reliability protocol (EERP) based on the arguments
and requirements presented in the previous chapters. The design takes
into consideration challenges due to the resource-constrained nature of a
WSN (Section 2.3) and techniques to mitigate those constraints (Section 2.4).
The in-depth study and detailed analysis of existing literature in Chapter 3
identified the shortcomings in existing work and their possible solutions.
This analysis gives a solid base for architecting the design of ERP and
EERP. This Chapter contributes towards building the basic architecture and
design of the mechanisms proposed in this thesis by using step-by-step
process flows that in turn provide the grounds for the implementation of
the second and third contribution of this thesis (Section 1.3).

Section 4.1 provides an overview of the objectives for the design of
the proposed mechanism. Section 4.2 provides an overall understanding
of the conceptual architecture. Section 4.3 gives the design and process
flow of ERP and EERP. Section 4.4 presents a scenario-based example to
better understand the functionality of the proposed mechanism. Section 4.5
presents the limitations of the system design and Section 4.6 concludes the
chapter with a summary.

Parts of Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 have been published in [71], [78] and [93]
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respectively.

4.1 Design Requirements

The objective of this thesis, as introduced in Chapter 1, is to develop an
energy efficient and reliable event delivery mechanism that efficiently
performs distributed event identification for the reliable delivery of event
information from nodes in the network to the sink. The mechanism should
exploit the in-node processing capabilities of sensor nodes by performing
decision making at the node level instead of relying on the sink’s centralized
control and decision making. Furthermore, the mechanism should only
require the sink to receive sufficient packets carrying information about a
particular event instead of all the packets from all the sensor nodes that
sensed the event.

This thesis introduces a novel solution that builds on the spatio-temporal
information of the originating nodes and employs an efficient combination
of a greedy strategy with the use of a multilateration algorithm to perform
event identification before reliably transmitting the event information to-
wards the sink node. This thesis applies multilateration in a novel way; it is
the first to use multilateration for event identification instead of traditional
node localization in a WSN.

Since communication is the highest consumer of energy in a resource-
hungry WSN, communicating all the packets to and from the sink is always
more expensive than performing in-node processing that transmits only
the necessary packets to the sink. Therefore, this architecture employs a
non-sink-centric approach to provide hop-by-hop event reliability while
saving the unnecessary transmission of additional packets with redundant
event information with the help of distributed event identification.

The functional requirements for distributed event identification and
reliable transmission of event information were discussed in Section 2.5.
To achieve the goal of this thesis, the first step is to look at the operations
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performed by the nodes at different levels and categorize the nodes ac-
cordingly. Each node performs a process based on the category of the
node it belongs. Keeping in mind the aim of this thesis, the functional
requirements, and the operations performed within each nodes’ category,
the design requirements are:

• A distributed mechanism to enable the nodes to identify if two or
more packets are carrying information about the same event or not.
This requires a region-based selective transmission mechanism to
minimize the transmission of packets with redundant event informa-
tion while providing complete coverage of the events throughout the
network.

• A method to maintain reliable transmission of event data by exploit-
ing the broadcast nature of wireless channel while ensuring that as
few packets as possible should be transmitted while still providing
sufficient information about the events happening across the network.

To meet these requirements the design uses a hop-by-hop event relia-
bility mechanism that provides distributed event identification based on
spatio-temporal information and implicit acknowledgments.

4.2 Overview of the Conceptual Design

Keeping in view the issues and challenges discussed in the previous chap-
ters; this section provides an overview of the conceptual design of an
efficient hop-by-hop event reliability protocol. The initial design, Event
Reliability Protocol (ERP), combines the benefits of in-network processing
capabilities of a WSN with implicit acknowledgments and a region-based
selective retransmission strategy to provide a distributed event reliability in
an energy efficient manner. The second design, the Enhanced Event Reliabil-
ity Protocol (EERP), builds on ERP by introducing an efficient combination
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of multilateration mechanism with a greedy approach to improves the over-
all efficiency in terms of accurate event identification for more than two
packets and hop-by-hop event reliability. The use of region-based selective
retransmission and implicit acknowledgments is the second contribution.
The EERP which uses multilateration to perform event identification is the
third contribution of this thesis.

In WSNs, a large number of densely deployed sensor nodes continu-
ously sense events and send the data packets containing event information
towards the sink. Typically, these data packets from the sensor nodes con-
verge towards the sink which often results in congestion causing packet loss.
To achieve event reliability such that only the necessary packets carrying
information about a particular event reach the sink while minimizing con-
gestion becomes a challenging task. Another challenge is that packets are
also lost due to transmission errors and signal interference when multiple
nodes within range of one another transmit simultaneously. Maintaining
reliability requires the retransmission of lost packets, but retransmitting
every lost packet can aggravate the problem of lost packets.

The event data from closely located sensor nodes in a network tend to
contain information about the same event. This allows the ERP to selec-
tively tolerate some packet loss if there is another packet with information
about the same event rather than aiming to achieve full hop-by-hop packet
reliability. This means the ERP can avoid some unnecessary retransmis-
sions that aggravate the network congestion and hence negatively affect
the reliable transmission of event information.

ERP design builds on the spatial locality condition and introduces a
region-based selective retransmission mechanism with implicit acknowl-
edgments to achieve hop-by-hop event reliability in WSNs. This mecha-
nism will retransmit the lost packets only when no other packet from the
same region of the lost packet is present in the node’s queue. The ERP mech-
anism is a distributed approach which uses in-node processing to perform
simple node-level decisions instead of relying on the sink for centralized
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decision making. The ERP prevents retransmissions of unnecessarily lost
packets, but it transmits every packet, even unnecessary ones, the first time.
It also limits its event identification to two packets at a time based on their
spatio-temporal correlation.

The EERP design extends the ERP to perform event identification pro-
cess on more than two packets at the same time. This allows EERP to
further improve the efficiency of ERP in terms of accurate event identifi-
cation, reliability, energy, event coverage and traffic overhead. EERP also
employs an efficient combination of a greedy strategy with the use of a
multilateration algorithm in a novel way to perform event identification
before reliably transmitting event data towards the sink node which avoids
any transmissions of unnecessary packets with duplicate event.

The ERP and EERP divide nodes into three categories based on their
capabilities and the type of operation performed: (i) originator nodes, (ii)
intermediate nodes and (iii) the sink nodes. Each category of the node is
briefly described below.

4.2.1 Originator Nodes

Any node in the network that senses the events happening within its
sensing range is described as an originator node. An originator node is
denoted by NO, and its sensing range is denoted by R. After sensing an
event, an originator node creates a packet, adds to the packet header its
own location information along with the information about the sensed
event required by the underlying scheme, and sends the packet to the next
hop node towards the destination (i.e., the sink node).

4.2.2 Intermediate Nodes

All the nodes that relay a packet between an originator node and the sink
node are considered intermediate nodes and are denoted by NI throughout
the thesis. After receiving a packet from a previous node, an intermediate
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node performs some processing tasks and may forward the data packet
towards the sink node. Note that a particular node may act as an originator
node of some packets, and as an intermediate node for other packets.

4.2.3 The Sink Node

The sink node acts as a gateway between the sensor network and the end
user. The sink node receives all the information about the events sensed
by the originator nodes that is being processed and forwarded by a set of
intermediate nodes. The sink node is denoted by NS throughout this thesis.

4.3 Design & Process Flow

This section presents the design of ERP and EERP by discussing in detail
the process flows involved at different stages of the proposed schemes.
These process flows are based on the nodes’ categorization as discussed
above.

4.3.1 Network Model

The network model is a typical homogeneous WSN having a set of sensor
nodes and a sink node. An event-driven model is assumed: upon sensing
an event, an originator node NO generates a packet containing event data
and transmits it to the sink through intermediate nodes. It is assumed
that the nodes are randomly deployed and that the routes are computed
for the entire network by a WSN routing algorithm. Routing is not the
focus of this thesis; therefore, we will not go into the routing details as the
proposed mechanism is compatible with any underlying routing protocol.
It is assumed that the sensor nodes and sink are static and placed according
to pre-configured location information. The distances between the nodes
and the sensing range of the nodes also remain static. It is also assumed
that the nodes know their own locations, but do not have global knowledge
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such as the number of nodes in the network and the size of the network.
The model uses a flat network topology, where all the sensor nodes are
equal in terms of their sensing and communication range.

The sensor nodes are placed in such a way that they cover the whole
network area in terms of sensing events. An event can be detected by
multiple sensor due to the overlap of the sensory region which is necessary
to provide full sensing coverage. Therefore, an event is likely to sensed by
multiple nodes and multiple packets will be created containing information
about the same event.

4.3.2 ERP Design

This section presents the conceptual design of basic ERP by explaining the
processes involved in different node categories. ERP design provides a
solid foundation that leads towards achieving the overall aim of this thesis.

4.3.2.1 Process Flow at Originator Node

When an event occurs in the network, each sensor node in the vicinity
of the event that successfully detects the event creates a packet, puts the
event information in the packet header, temporarily places the packet in
its queue for further processing and transmission as shown in Figure 4.1.
The nodes send each packet in their queue to the next hop node that lies
towards the sink as defined by the default routing protocol. After sending
a packet, a node starts its timer and listens to the wireless channel to see
if the next hop node has further forwarded its sent packet or not. When
the node overhears the next hop node transmitting the packet that it has
recently sent, it treats this as an implicit acknowledgment (iACK) that the
next hop node has reliably received and forwarded the packet. The node
then removes the packet from its queue to avoid unnecessary stale packets
occupying the queue and processes the next packet in the queue.

In the case the node does not hear any iACKs, it assumes that its sent
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packet has been lost and needs to be retransmitted to maintain reliability. It
would be possible to keep retransmitting the lost packet until it is acknowl-
edged, but this can overload the network in some situations. Instead, the
proposed mechanism limits the number of retransmissions to a threshold
value (currently two) in order to reduce the overall network transmission
overhead and avoid the network becoming congested. Once the packet’s
retransmission counter exceeds the threshold, the node gives up trying to
retransmit the packet; the packet is then dropped from the queue, and the
next packet in the queue is processed. The node gives up on retransmitting
the packet because it assumes that the next hop node is too busy sending
other packets that are probably related to the same event. Underlying this
mechanism is an assumption that the network is reasonably reliable so that
a packet will be received at least once in three attempts, and therefore going
over the retransmission threshold is always due to an overload of traffic.

4.3.2.2 Process Flow at Intermediate Node

This section describes the process flow at the intermediate node as shown in
Figure 4.2. When an intermediate node receives a packet, it will temporarily
place the packet in its queue for further processing and transmission. When
a node has packets in its queue, the packet at the head of the queue is
transmitted to the next hop as defined by the routing protocol but is not
yet removed from the queue. To maintain reliability, the intermediate node
after transmitting the packet, waits for the iACK of its sent packet. If the
node overhears the next hop node transmitting the packet that it has sent, it
assumes that the packet is forwarded successfully, so it removes the packet
from the queue and processes the next packet in the queue.

In the case the node does not detect an iACK for the packet, the process
enters the next phase of ERP, that is, the region-based selective retransmis-
sion mechanism. This requires the intermediate node to take a retransmis-
sion decision based on the spatio-temporal information contained in the
header of the packet and the headers of all the other packets in the queue.
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For each other packet on the queue, it calculates the spatial correlation and
the temporal correlation between the head packet and the other packets.
The spatial correlation is whether two events are spatially correlated or not
is determined by calculating the Euclidean distance between the origina-
tor node’s location of the head packet and the originator node’s location
of another packet; the temporal correlation is calculated by matching the
event generation time of the head packet with the event generation time
of the other packets. If there exists another packet in the queue, whose
spatial correlation with the head node is less than twice the sensing range,
and whose temporal correlation with the head node is close, then the node
assumes, based on temporal and spatial locality, that both packets contain
information about the same event. Hence, it is now possible to suppress
its retransmission and drop the head packet from the queue with minimal
loss of event information, as another packet containing the same event is
present in the queue.

However, if there is no such highly correlated packet found in the node’s
queue, then it retransmits the packet and repeats the process until the
retransmission threshold is reached; at which point it drops the packet from
the queue to prevent stale packets from occupying the queue. Meanwhile,
if another packet from the same event as the head packet arrives and is
added to the current node’s queue, then the lost packet will be dropped the
next time a retransmission decision is needed.

4.3.2.3 Process Flow at the Sink Node

The sink node as the final destination collects all the essential information
about the events happening all over the network. After receiving a packet,
it sends an explicit acknowledgment (eACK) to the previous hop node
as a confirmation that the packet is reliably received (see Figure 4.3). It
also acts as a bridge between the sensor network and the end user, where
the end user collects all the monitoring data required as specified by the
application.
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4.3.3 EERP Design

This section provides design details of EERP, which is built on top of
the ERP design by further enhancing the overall performance in terms
of improving event identification, event information delivery and energy
efficiency while maintaining good coverage of events throughout the net-
work. Like ERP, EERP uses a hop-by-hop reliability mechanism which takes
advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless channels by using implicit
acknowledgments (iACK) to maintain reliability. However, EERP intro-
duces an improved event identification mechanism and a more effective
event reliability mechanism. Like ERP, event identification exploits the fact
that sensor data tends to exhibit a high-level of spatial locality but EERP
introduces a greedy approach with the use of a multilateration algorithm in
a novel way to efficiently determine whether multiple packets contain the
same event or not. It also makes a more sophisticated decision about when
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to forward or retransmit than ERP’s decisions. First, it makes a decision
about a packet before sending it the first time, not just at retransmission.
Secondly, it keeps and uses a history of recently sent packets as well as a
queue of packets to be sent and a history of past decisions to not to send
a packet. In addition to all these features, EERP also compares multiple
packets at once (using multilateration) to determine whether they are all
carrying the same event, not just pairs of packets.

Multilateration is a commonly used localization mechanism to estimate
the location of unknown node; however, it has never been used to estimate
an event’s location in WSNs. This thesis uses a multilateration algorithm to
estimate if multiple nodes could have detected the same event or not and
to perform distributed event identification to minimize the transmission of
redundant packets carrying information about the same event.

The standard multilateration algorithm details given in Section 2.4.2 use
the estimated distances from the known anchor nodes to the unknown node.
In the context of this thesis, the distance to an event from an originator
node transmitting the information about the event must be less than the
sensing range of the node. EERP makes an assumption that the event is at
maximum sensing range for the purpose of the multilateration algorithm.
Given several candidate nodes, the multilateration process estimates the
position of an event if it were detected by all the nodes. The EERP then
checks this estimated point against every candidate node to see if it lies
within the sensing range of all the nodes or not. The rest of this section
discusses the processes involved at each category of the node to achieve
enhanced event reliability in WSNs.

4.3.3.1 Process Flow at Originator Node

In EERP, the process at the originator node is the same as for ERP, as
described in Section 4.3.2.1. Packets are sent and retransmitted if no iACKs
are detected up to a retransmission threshold.
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4.3.3.2 Process Flow at Intermediate Node

Unlike ERP, EERP uses a different data structures in intermediate nodes
as shown in Figure 4.4 that makes EERP a more aggressive and efficient
approach. A node in EERP has a queue, a sent list and a collection of drop
lists. The queue is where the incoming packets reside temporarily. The sent
list keeps a history of packets that the node has reliably sent. Each drop list
is associated with a particular packet in the sent list and contains a history
of packets that were dropped and not sent further because they contain the
same event as that of the associated packet in the sent list.

Figure 4.4: Data Structure of a Node in EERP

In EERP, when an intermediate node receives a packet, it temporarily
places the packet in the queue for further processing and transmission. The
node grabs the packet at the head of its queue and decides whether or
not to further forward it to the next hop node that lies towards the sink,
as depicted in Figure 4.5. This decision is taken based on the history of
already sent packets having the same event. The node checks if there exists
any already sent packet in the sent list whose event generation time is
approximately same as the head packet and whose originator node lies
within the vicinity of the head packet’s originator node. If it finds such a
packet in its sent list and there are no packets in the associated drop list,
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then the head packet is dropped from the queue and placed in the drop list
by suppressing its transmission.

However, if there is at least one packet in the drop list, then it collects
the originator node of the head packet, the originator node of the sent
packet with the same event, and all the originator nodes of the packets in
the drop list. It checks if all these nodes have sensed the event at the same
time, then performs multilateration on all these nodes. The multilateration
process is successful if the event location estimated by multilateration lies
within the sensing range of all the nodes involved in the process. This
confirms that all these packets are originating from the same region and
could have detected the same event. If multilateration is successful, the
packet is dropped from the head of the queue and added to the associated
drop list, an explicit acknowledgment (eACK) is sent to the previous hop
node and the next packet in the queue is processed. The eACK is sent
because the previous hop not might be listening for the transmission of
its sent packet. However, if the multilateration process concludes that the
originator nodes of the packets could not have detected the same event
then the node will transmit the head packet to the next hop node lying
towards the sink. This is greedy because it does not go back to check other
packets on the sent list. Although this might save sending some redundant
packets, the cost of checking all sent packets is considered to be too high.
Chapter 6 reports on the experiments that show that the greedy approach
performs better.

After transmitting the packet, the node monitors the wireless channel
for an iACK to see if the next hop node has reliably received and forwarded
the packet or not. Upon detecting the iACK, the node adds the packet
to the sent list and drops it from the queue to avoid unnecessary packets
occupying the queue.

In the case of no iACKs detected, the node assumes that the packet
might be lost and decides whether to retransmit this packet or not. The
retransmission decision process starts by checking if the retransmission
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counter of the packet has exceeded the retransmission threshold. If not,
it retransmits the packet and starts a timer to wait for iACK. If the iACK
is received, the packet is considered to be successfully forwarded to the
next hop node and thus added to the sent list. However, if the retrans-
mission counter has reached its limit, then the node checks if this packet
has previously been moved to the back of the queue or not. If the packet
has not yet been re-queued then it is moved to the back of the queue to
attempt retransmission later. This will give the packet another chance to be
forwarded towards the sink when it again reaches the head of the queue.
However, if the packet has previously been re-queued then the node gives
up on retransmitting the packet and abandons it based on the assumption
that the next hop node has already sent another packet related to the same
event. This enables information about successfully transmitted events to
propagate backward in the network and reduce unnecessary transmissions.

4.3.3.3 Process Flow at the Sink Node

The operations performed at the sink node are the same in both ERP and
EERP, as described in Section 4.3.1.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.3.

4.4 Scenario-based Conceptual Model

In order to illustrate the overall distributed event identification and hop-
by-hop event reliability components, we work through a simple example
scenario with a small-sized sensor network of eight nodes (three origina-
tors, four intermediate and a sink node). The overall process is divided into
four main phases: (A) Network Setup, (B) Event Sensing, (C) Processing at
Intermediate Nodes and (D) Recieving Event at the Sink Node. Each phase
is described in detail below with the help of corresponding figures.
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(A) Network Setup:

In this example, we consider an event-driven WSN with a flat network
topology, where all the nodes are equal in terms of their sensing range
(i.e. R) as shown in Figure 4.6. It is assumed that all the sensor nodes are
placed within a finite area with a small overlap in sensing regions. Each
node has a static position with pre-configured location information.
The routes are computed for the entire network by an underlying WSN
routing algorithm and the nodes do not have global knowledge about
the number of nodes and the network area.

Figure 4.6: Network Setup

(B) Event Sensing:

When an event occurs in the network, each originator node that de-
tected the event sends the event’s information towards the sink. In
this case, two events (i.e., EA and EB) occurred one after the other at
approximately the same time, as shown in Figure 4.7. EA is observed
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by nodes 1 and 2 leading to packets P1 and P2. EB is observed by
nodes 2 and 3 leading to packet P3 and P4. Let’s assume the nodes
transmit the packets in the order P1, P4, P2 and P3. Nodes 1 and 2
send packets P1 and P2 to the intermediate node 4; nodes 2 and 3 send
packets P3 and P4 to the intermediate node 5 lying towards the sink as
shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Event Sensing

(C) Processing at Intermediate Nodes:

The intermediate nodes (Nodes 4, 5, 6 and 7) before further forwarding
the packets, apply the process mentioned earlier in Section 4.3.3.2 and
shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Node 4 receives packets P1 and P2, and
node 5 receives packets P3 and P4 respectively. Node 4 takes the head
packet P1, checks the sent list to see if there is any other packet with
the same event and it finds nothing, as P1 is the first packet. So, node 4
simply forwards P1, listens to the channel and receives the iACK for
P1. Upon receiving the iACK, node 4 drops P1 from its queue and adds
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it to its sent list. Soon after, it receives another packet P2 and before
forwarding P2 it finds packet P1 in its sent list that is likely to have the
same event as P2. Therefore, node 4 suppresses the transmission of P2

by dropping it from the queue and adding it to the drop list associated
with P1. Node 4 also sends an eACK for P2 back to node 2, as it is not
further transmitted and node 2 might be listening to the channel for
an iACK of P2. Similarly, node 5 forwards P4, while suppressing the
transmission of P3. Node 6 and 7 forward both P1 and P4 towards the
sink because they could not be describing the same event, as shown in
Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.8: Processing at Intermediate Nodes

(D) Receiving Event at the Sink Node:

When packets P1 and P4 reach the sink, the sink node sends an ex-
plicit acknowledgment to the previous hop node to maintain reliability
because there are no iACKS, as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Receiving Event at the Sink Node

Figure 4.10 presents a sequence diagram that illustrates the same ex-
ample scenario in terms of all the processes performed in parallel with a
timeline. This is just one sample scenario to illustrate the whole process.
In this scenario, all the events reached the sink with no duplicate packet
or event information. However, the number of events uniquely received
at the sink node depends on the order in which packets are sensed and
sent towards the sink. If the packets had been sent in a different order,
different packets might have reached the sink. For example, if the packets
had been sent in the order P2, P3, P4 and P1, then packets P2 and P3 would
have reached the sink, where both P2 and P3 might have sensed the same
event. EERP can be aggressive in some circumstances with a high density of
events. Chapter 6 describes the experiments where the proposed schemes
will be thoroughly tested and evaluated with a variety of realistic WSN
scenarios comprising of a large number of nodes.
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Figure 4.10: EERP Sequence Diagram
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4.5 Limitations of the System Design

The functional requirements for this thesis as mentioned in Section 2.5 are
distributed event identification and hop-by-hop event reliability for an
energy efficient and reliable wireless sensor network. For distributed event
identification, the focus is on providing a non-sink centric approach where
the processing of data must be done at the sensor node level instead of
relying on the sink to perform all the decision making that can be done
more efficiently at the node level. The basic and enhanced ERP both pro-
vide distributed event-to-sink reliability with improved scalability of event
detection in a WSN by minimizing the unnecessary retransmission/trans-
mission of data packets coming from multiple nodes in an event’s locality.
ERP takes advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless channel by using
an iACK mechanism with region-based selective retransmission of packets.
The region-based selective retransmission mechanism introduced in ERP
can only perform event identification on two packets. EERP overcomes this
limitation by introducing multilateration process allowing it to perform
event identification process on more than two packets at the same time.

ERP performs the event identification process only when the packet
is lost and needs to be retransmitted. However, EERP performs event
identification before transmitting the packets that not only reduces the
overall transmissions and retransmissions of packets reducing the over-
all traffic. This thesis uses spatio-temporal techniques to perform event
identification; therefore, it is assumed that all the nodes in the network
have prior knowledge of their own location. This location information is
disseminated to all the nodes during the network setup phase. Also, the
design developed in this thesis addresses and focuses on a wireless sensor
network where the nodes are static. This design is not appropriate for WSN
where the nodes are mobile, until and unless the location information of
the nodes get continuously updated which is not an efficient approach for
the resource hungry WSN as it involves additional communication which
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is the highest consumer of energy. Therefore this thesis only focuses on
the WSNs with the static nodes, as this is the most common type of WSNs
while disseminating the local location information to the nodes only once
during the network setup phase is feasible and common to do in a WSN.

4.6 Summary

This chapter contributes by providing a solution that how a wireless sensor
network can provide hop-by-hop event reliability based on a novel event
identification mechanism in an energy efficient manner. This chapter builds
on the recommendations discussed in Section 2.5, keeping in view the
design requirements mentioned in Section 4.1. The design fulfills the
recommendations by providing support for a hop-by-hop event reliability
mechanism while providing distributed event identification initially by
introducing a region-based selective retransmission mechanism in ERP
while enhancing it by introducing a novel combination of a greedy-based
approach and multilateration mechanism in EERP. The design for both ERP
and EERP caters for the resource constrained WSNs by using a non-sink
centric approach and efficiently making decisions based on spatio-temporal
information while minimizing the communication overhead and saving
limited energy of a sensor node.

This chapter explains how the design efficiently achieved the aim of
this thesis by giving sensor nodes specific roles and performing operations
accordingly. For a better understanding of the system design and opera-
tion, this chapter also presented a scenario-based conceptual model with a
simple example scenario and a sequence diagram explaining the details of
the proposed mechanisms.

In the proposed design, by processing event data locally, the sensor
nodes can make the event identification and retransmissions decisions effi-
ciently without the need of any flow control from the sink node to maintain
reliability. This makes the proposed design appropriate for most of the
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monitoring applications operating remotely in environments with minimal
human intervention while requiring reliable transmission of event informa-
tion from the source node to the sink. The following chapter presents the
implementation details all the operations performed on the different level
of the node categories as presented in the conceptual design to achieve the
aims and objectives of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Prototypical Implementation of
ERP

The previous chapter presented the design and scenario-based concep-
tual model for the Event Reliability Protocol (ERP) and Enhance Event
Reliability Protocol (EERP), event-to-sink reliability protocols that use a
novel distributed event identification mechanisms to reliably deliver event
information from all over the network to the sink with minimum commu-
nication cost. This chapter presents a prototypical implementation of basic
and enhanced ERP that exploits the in-node processing capabilities of a sen-
sor node to reduce the communication cost. This is done by implementing
different roles associated with each node category. The implementation de-
tails presented in this chapter addresses how to perform hop-by-hop event
reliability in combination with an efficient event identification mechanism
in a resource-constrained wireless sensor network.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 presents the focus of
the implementation in terms of the nodes categorization presented in the
previous chapter. Section 5.2 briefly describes the implementation environ-
ment. Section 5.3 explains the implementation details with the help of the
pseudo codes for the functions and methodologies used throughout this
thesis. Section 5.4 discusses the limitations of the current implementation

93
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and Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a summary.

Parts of Section 5.2 and 5.3 are previously published in [78] and [93].

5.1 Focus of Implementation

This section explains how the implementation of ERP and EERP accom-
plishes the design requirements presented in the preceding chapter. This
chapter focuses on the implementation details of both ERP and EERP. ERP
provides the foundations of this work that leads to the development of
enhanced ERP, thus EERP includes most of the basic operations involved in
ERP. Therefore, the implementation details for EERP primarily focuses on
the additional methodologies introduced in EERP to enhance the efficiency
of ERP. Following the design presented in the previous chapter, the imple-
mentation of basic and enhanced ERP is also based on having the nodes
play different roles to achieve the overall aim of this thesis. These roles are
(i) originator nodes, (ii) intermediate nodes, and (iii) the sink node. Any
node in the network, apart from the sink node, can adopt the role of an orig-
inator node or an intermediate node at a particular time and act according
to the procedures designed in the previous chapter and implementation
details discussed in this chapter.

Originator Nodes: Any node in the network that first senses an event
is considered to be an originator node. The originator node adds its own
location information along with the event generation time and other related
information to the packet header and transmits it to the next hop node
towards the sink. It waits for the acknowledgment from the next hop node
because it is also responsible for maintaining reliability

Intermediate Nodes: The next hop intermediate node is responsible for
performing event identification process and maintaining hop-by-hop event
reliability until the event information is delivered to the sink. Both ERP and
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EERP uses different techniques to perform the event identification process.
ERP uses a region-based selective retransmission procedure, where EERP
efficiently uses multilateration mechanism and a greedy approach to per-
form event identification. However, hop-by-hop reliability is maintained
by both ERP and EERP using implicit acknowledgments.

Sink Nodes: Finally, the event information from all over the network
reaches the sink.

Details of the implementation according to the procedures required
for different roles of nodes is provided in the subsequent sections of this
chapter.

5.2 Implementation Environment

The implementation of both ERP and EERP was done using QualNet 5.2
simulator [137] with all the nodes based on IEEE 802.15.4 compliant motes
(i.e., sensor nodes) running as full-function devices. QualNet Simulator is a
state-of-the-art simulator for large, heterogeneous networks and the dis-
tributed applications that execute on those networks [137]. Other event reli-
ability schemes assume that an event has occurred when a node generates
the packet without actually sensing an event that can also be sensed by the
nearby nodes. Therefore, to implement the design of the proposed schemes
and analyze them in a realistic WSN environment, an event generation
application is developed in QualNet (see Appendix A). This contributes
towards providing a realistic event-driven WSN environment where other
protocols developed in QualNet can also use it.

The event generation application simulates an event that is sensed by the
nearby nodes and makes the simulation as realistic as possible. This makes
any node that detected an event to send a UDP unicast packet towards
the sink. This makes ERP and EERP more realistic because other schemes
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ignore the importance of event generation based on the assumption that
the node sending a packet must have sensed an event without simulating
any event occurred within the node’s sensing range. In a realistic wireless
sensor network, the originator node only generates a packet and sends it
towards the sink when an event has occurred within its sensing range.

Three major components that were developed in the QualNet are (i)
Mote, (ii) Basestation, and (iii) Generator, for more details see Appendix A.
All the sensor nodes are motes and sensor nodes can either play the role of
an originator or an intermediate node, where they maintain the transmis-
sion and forwarding of packets. The basestation component is meant to act
as the sink node that implements the reception of packets. The Generator
component simulates events that are being sensed at regular intervals and
notifies all the in-range motes that the event has occurred. The motes then
send the packet with the event information towards the basestation. The
generator is created as a non-functioning node, which means it never acts
like a typical networking node performing different operations, instead
acts as an event generator while notifying the node of events happening.
Appendix A shows the steps involved in the development and implementa-
tion of this event generation application in QualNet. The following sections
discuss in detail the implementation of each component.

5.3 Pseudo Code For Implementation

This section presents the implementation details of ERP and EERP by
using pseudo code to perform the procedures involved at different node
levels such as originator node, intermediate node, and the sink node. The
originator node (identified as NO) senses an event E happening within its
sensing range R, it generates a packet P containing the event’s information,
and sends it towards the destination node (the sink node NS) through a
set of intermediate nodes (identified as NI). As explained in the previous
chapter, each node performs a set of operations based on its current role
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(i.e., originator, intermediate or the sink node) according to the procedures
defined by the underlying schemes (i.e., ERP and EERP). The processes
involved in ERP and EERP, their differences and how they operate in
order to efficiently perform event identification and provide reliability is
explained in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 respectively. However, the following
sections discuss the implementation details of both ERP and EERP with the
help of pseudo code.

5.3.1 Implementation of ERP

The ERP operations start with the session initialization phase where the
entire network configures itself upon deployment and various parameter
values, such as the number of nodes, packet size, network area, individual
nodes’ locations, routes, etc. are set up accordingly. When an event occurs
in the network, each sensor node in the vicinity of the event that successfully
detected it puts the event information in a packet and sends the packet
towards the sink. The next hop node towards the sink, after receiving the
packet, places the packets in its queue and the packet at the head of the
queue is transmitted to the next hop node. When the node hears the next
hop node transmitting the packet that it has sent, it is treated as an implicit
acknowledgment (iACK) that the head packet is forwarded successfully.
The node removes the packet from the head of the queue and processes the
next packet in the queue.

However, in case no iACK is detected, a retransmission decision is taken
on the basis of spatio-temporal information contained in the packet header.
In ERP the packet is retransmitted only if there exists no other packet in the
node’s queue that is judged as originating from the same sensing area and
have the same event generation time as that of the lost packet. Otherwise, if
another similar packet is found in the queue, then the retransmission of the
lost packet can be suppressed by dropping it from the queue and the next
available packet in the queue is processed. Finally, the sink receives the
packet and sends an explicit acknowledgment to the previous hop node.
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The implementation details of these processes associated with the current
node’s role are explained as follows.

5.3.1.1 Originator Node

The implementation details and procedures involved at the originator node
in ERP are as follows.

1. The originator node (NO) senses an event of interest E that occurred
within its sensing range R.

Algorithm 1 Sense Event
1: procedure Sense(E)
2: E ← (NO → Sense(event))
3: end procedure

2. NO generates a packet P and adds its own location along with the
event’s information to the packet header.

Algorithm 2 Generate Packet
1: procedure GeneratePacket(Node′s coordinates, Event′s information)
2: GeneratePacket(NO →x−axis,NO →y−axis, E → timestamp,E → id)
3: end procedure

3. NO temporarily stores the P in its queue and transmits it towards
the sink node (NS) through the intermediate nodes (NI) based on the
information from the underlying routing protocol.

Algorithm 3 Transmit Packet
1: procedure Transmit(P )
2: NO → EnQueue(P )
3: Transmit(NO, Route(NI , NS , P )
4: end procedure
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4. NO starts its timer and listen to the channel for an iACK of its sent
packet P , only if NO’s next hop node is not the sink node. As the sink
node is the final destination, thus no iACKs.

Algorithm 4 Start Timer
1: procedure StartT imer(P )
2: if NO → NextHopNode 6= NS then
3: timer ← StartT imer(P )
4: end if
5: end procedure

5. NO promiscuously listens to the channel until the timer expires (i.e.,
α number of ticks after the start timer).

Algorithm 5 Overhearing the Channel
1: function PromiscousListen(P )
2: do
3: PromiscousListen(P )
4: timer ← timer + ticks
5: while (PromiscousListen(P ) 6= TRUE) &&
6: checkT imer(timer ≤ ExpireT imer(P, α)) == TRUE
7: end function

6. If NO overhears the transmission of its packet P , it assumes that P
has been successfully forwarded by the next hop intermediate node
towards the sink and thus NO drops P from its queue.

Algorithm 6 Packet Reliably Received & Forwarded by Next-hop Node
1: procedure DeQueue(P )
2: if PromiscousListen(P ) == TRUE then
3: NO → DeQueue(P )
4: end if
5: end procedure
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7. Otherwise, NO assumes that P is lost and thus it needs to be retrans-
mitted for β number of times to maintain reliability before dropping
it altogether from the queue.

Algorithm 7 Retransmit The Lost Packet
1: procedure ReTransmit(P )
2: if (PromiscousListen(P ) == FALSE) && (P → RetxCount < β) then
3: P → RetxCount ← (P → RetxCount + 1)
4: ReTransmit(NO, Route(NI , NS), P )
5: else
6: if (PromiscousListen(P ) == FALSE)&&(P→ RetxCount > β) then
7: NO → DeQueue(P )
8: end if
9: end if

10: end procedure

5.3.1.2 Intermediate Node

This section explains in detail the implementation steps involved in ERP
when a node plays the role of an intermediate node.

1. The Intermediate Node (NI) receives a packet P to be forwarded
to the Sink Node (NS). NI temporarily stores P in its queue and
forwards it towards the Sink Node (NS) through other Intermediate
Nodes (NI).

Algorithm 8 Receive, Store and Forward
1: NI → ReceivePacket(P )
2: NI → EnQueue(P )
3: Forward(NI , Route(NI , NS), P )

2. NI starts its timer and listens to the channel to get an implicit acknowl-
edgment of its forwarded packet. NI will not wait for the implicit
acknowledgment if sink node is the next hop node, because it is the
final node.
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Algorithm 9 Start Timer
1: procedure StartT imer(P )
2: if NI → NextHopNode 6= NS then
3: timer ← StartT imer(P )
4: end if
5: end procedure

3. NI listens to the channel until the timer expires (i.e. α number of ticks
after the start timer).

Algorithm 10 Overhearing the Channel
1: function PromiscousListen(P )
2: do
3: PromiscousListen(P )
4: timer ← timer + ticks
5: while PromiscousListen(P ) 6= TRUE &&
6: checkT imer(timer ≤ ExpireT imer(P , α)) == TRUE)
7: end function

4. IfNI hears to the transmission of P , it assumes that P has been reliably
received and forwarded by the next hop intermediate node and thus
NI drops P from its queue.

Algorithm 11 Packet Reliably Received & Forwarded by Next-hop Node
1: procedure DeQueue(P )
2: if PromiscousListen(P ) == TRUE then
3: NI → DeQueue(P )
4: end if
5: end procedure

5. If NI does not overhear P then it assumes that P has been lost; there-
fore, a retransmission decision needs to be taken by NI . However, if
NI has reached the retransmission threshold then NI drops P from
its queue and starts processing the other packets in the queue.
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Algorithm 12 Packet Lost, Retransmit Or Not

1: procedure RetransmissionRule(NI , P )
2: if PromiscousListen(P ) == FALSE && RetxCount < β then
3: RetxCount ← RetxCount + 1
4: RetxDecisionProcess(NI , P )
5: else
6: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
7: end if
8: end procedure

6. The retransmission decision process starts by checking the lost packet
P against the other packets in NI

′s queue that have same event gen-
eration time as the lost packet P . If the event generation time of P
matches with another packet (let’s assume packet P ′) then NI calcu-
lates the Euclidean distance between the originator node’s locations
of packet P and P ′. If the distance is less than the twice of sensing
range R then NI assumes based on both temporal and spatial locality
that P contains data that is strongly correlated to P ′ data. Hence, NI

drops P from its queue by suppressing its retransmission.

However, if no spatiotemporal match is found for the lost packet P in
NI
′s queue and P ′s retransmission counter is less than the threshold

then NI retransmits P .

Algorithm 13 Region-based Selective Retransmission Decision Process

1: procedure RetxDecisionProcess(NI , P )
2: function CreateQueueLocArray()
3: for temp < NI → Queue.Size− 1 do
4: temp← temp + 1
5: if NI → Queue [temp]→ timestamp == P → timestamp then
6: QueueLocArray [j]← temp
7: j ← j + 1
8: end if
9: end for

10: end function
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Algorithm 13 Region-based Selective Retx Decision Process (Cont.)

11: if QueueLocArray.Size ≥ 1 then
12: dist ← EDistance(P.loc, P ′.loc)
13: if dist ≤ 2R then
14: NI → DeQueue(P )
15: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
16: else
17: if (P → RetxCount < β) then
18: P → RetxCount ← (P → RetxCount + 1)
19: ReTransmit(NI , Route(NI , NS), P )
20: else
21: NI → DeQueue(P )
22: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
23: end if
24: end if
25: else
26: if (P → RetxCount < β) then
27: P → RetxCount ← (P → RetxCount + 1)
28: ReTransmit(NI , Route(NI , NS), P )
29: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
30: end if
31: end if
32: end procedure
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5.3.1.3 Sink Node

The sink node (NS), being the final destination, after receiving packet P ,
sends an explicit acknowledgment to the previous hop node in order to
notify that P has been reliably received and to avoid unnecessary retrans-
missions from the previous hop node as shown in Algorithm 17.

Algorithm 14 Packet Reliably Received, Stored & Ack Sent
1: NI → ReceivePacket(P )
2: NI → EnQueue(P )
3: NS → eACK(NS → PrevHopNode, P )

5.3.2 Implementation for EERP

This section provides the implementation details of EERP by presenting
the pseudo code and processes performed based on what role the current
node is playing. EERP builds on top ERP; therefore, EERP includes most of
the basic operations involved in ERP. Both ERP and EERP acts in a similar
fashion when a node is playing the role of an originator node or the sink
node. However, all the major functionalities are added at the intermediate
node level in EERP to enhance its overall efficiency in terms of event
identification, energy and reliable transmission of event information to the
sink. EERP introduces a greedy approach with the use of a multilateration
algorithm in a novel context to efficiently determine whether multiple
packets contain the same event or not. EERP makes a decision about a
packet before sending it the first time, not just at retransmission. EERP
also keeps and uses a history of sent packets and a history of dropped
packets for each packet in the sent list. EERP also compares multiple
packets at once to confirm if they all have the same event, not just the pair
of packets as done in ERP. Based on these justifications, this section explains
the implementation details of EERP when the current node is acting as
an intermediate node. For further details of the processes involved at the
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originator and the sink node level, please see Section 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.3.

5.3.2.1 Intermediate Node

The implementation steps and pseudo codes involved at the intermediate
node level in EERP are as follows.

1. An intermediate node (NI) receives a packet P to be forwarded to
the sink node (NS). NI temporarily stores P in its queue for further
processing. Before forwarding P to the next hop node towards the
sink NS , NI first checks its sent list to see if it has already sent a
packet similar to P based on the spatiotemporal information in the
packet’s header. This spatiotemporal comparison is performed by
comparing the event generation time and location of P ′s originator
node with the other packets in the N ′Is sent list. If NI finds another
similar packet in the sent list and there exists at least one packet in its
associated drop list then the event identification process is performed.
The event identification process first compares the event generation
time of P with the packet in sent list and the other packets in its
associated drop list. If the time does not match, then P needs to
be transmitted. However, if the time matches then multilateration
process is performed on all these packets to see if they can detect the
same even or not. The multilateration process is considered successful
if the estimated event location is less than double the sensing range
of the originator nodes of all the packets (P , packets in the sent list,
packets in the drop list).

If the event identification process is successful, that involves the
event generation time checking and multilateration of all the packets,
NI suppresses P ’s transmission by dropping P from its queue and
adding it in the drop list associated to that same packet in the sent
list. NI sends an explicit acknowledgment (eACK) to the previous
hop node as there will be not iACKs because NI has suppressed the
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transmission of P . Otherwise, NI forwards packet P to the next hop
node towards the sink NS while maintaining reliability.

Algorithm 15 Receive, Store and Forward
1: NI → ReceivePacket(P )
2: NI → EnQueue(P )
3: if (EventIdentification(P ) == TRUE) then
4: NI → AddToSentList(P )
5: NI → eACK(P )
6: NI → DeQueue(P )
7: else
8: Forward(NI , Route(NI , NS), P )
9: end if

2. One of the important aspects of EERP is to identify if two or more
packets are carrying information about the same event or not and
forward only those packets which are not yet sent by the current node.
For this purpose, our implementation is divided into the following
steps:

NI checks the packet P against each packet in the list of its successfully
sent packets (i.e. NI → SentPktsList[ ]) that whether there is any
other sent packet originated at a similar time as of P and lies within
the vicinity of P ’s originator node.

Algorithm 16 Event Identification Process - Matching of Events
1: procedure Create QueueLocArray()
2: for temp < NI → SentPktsList.Size− 1 do
3: temp← temp + 1
4: if (NI → SentPktsList[temp] → timestamp ≈ P → timestamp)

&& (Distance(NI → SentPktsList[temp] → OriginaorNodeLoc, P →
OriginaorNodeLoc)) ≤ 2R) then

5: QueueLocArray[j]← SentPktsList[temp]
6: j ← j + 1
7: end if
8: end for
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Algorithm 16 Event Identification Process - Matching of Events (Cont.)

9: end procedure

3. If there are any packets similar to P in NI ’s sent packet list (i.e. NI →
SentPktsList[ ]), then it checks P ’s event generation time against the
group of dropped packets in its associated drop list. If there are no
packets in the drop list, then NI adds P in this drop list, sends an
eACK to the previous hop node as there will be no iACKs for the
previous hop node for P , and drops P from NI ’s queue. However, if
there are packets found in the dropped list that have similar event
generation time, then multilateration process is performed on P , P ′

that is the identical packet found in sent list and the packets in the
drop list.

Algorithm 17 Event Identification Process - Match Found
1: procedure EventIdentification(P )
2: if QueueLocArray.Size == 1 AND
NI → SentPktsList[temp]→ DroppedPktsList.Size == NULL then

3: AddToDropList(NI → SentPktsList[temp], P )
4: NI → eACK(P )
5: NI → DeQueue(P )
6: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
7: end if
8: if QueueLocArray.Size == 1 AND
NI → SentPktsList[temp]→ DroppedPktsList.Size ≥ 1 then

9: mLat← multilaterationProcess(P,
NI → SentPktsList[temp],
NI → SentPktsList[temp]→ DroppedPktsList[ ])

10: end if
11: if mLat == Success then
12: AddToDropList(NI → SentPktsList[temp], P )
13: NI → eACK(P )
14: NI → DeQueue(P )
15: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
16: else
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Algorithm 17 Event Identification Process - Match Found (Cont.)

17: NI → Forward(P )
18: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
19: end if
20: end procedure

4. However, if there are no packets found similar to P in N ′Is sent list
then NI needs to forward P towards the sink, as NI has not sent any
packet that has same event as that of P ’s event.

Algorithm 18 Forward Packet
1: procedure Forward(P )
2: NI → EnQueue(P )
3: Forward(NI , Route(NI , NS), P )
4: end procedure

5. NI starts its timer and listens to the channel to see if the next hop node
has further forwarded its sent packet P or not only on a condition
if the next hop node is not the sink node. As sink node is the final
destination, it does not further forwards the packet and sends an
eACK back to the previous hop node after successfully receiving the
packet.

Algorithm 19 Start Timer
1: procedure StartT imer(P )
2: if NI → NextHopNode 6= NS then
3: timer ← StartT imer(P )
4: end if
5: end procedure

6. NI promiscuously listens to the channel until the timer expires (i.e., α
number of ticks after the start timer).
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Algorithm 20 Overhearing the Channel
1: function PromiscousListen(P )
2: do
3: PromiscousListen(P )
4: timer ← timer + ticks
5: while PromiscousListen(P ) 6= TRUE &&
6: checkT imer(timer ≤ ExpireT imer(P , α)) == TRUE)
7: end function

7. If NI hears the transmission of P , it assumes that P has been success-
fully forwarded by the next hop node towards the sink. Thus, NI

adds P to its sent list and drops P from its queue.

Algorithm 21 Packet Reliably Received & Forwarded by Next-hop Node
1: procedure DeQueue(P )
2: if PromiscousListen(P ) == TRUE then
3: NI → AddToSentList(P )
4: NI → DeQueue(P )
5: end if
6: end procedure

8. If NI does not overhear P then it assumes that P has been lost; there-
fore, a retransmission decision needs to be taken byNI . NI first checks
if it has not yet reached the retransmission threshold for P then it
will repeat the process as from step 4 to 7 (Algorithm 11 to 14) until it
reaches the retransmission threshold.

In case, NI reaches its retransmission threshold and P has not been
moved to the end of the queue earlier than NI moves P to the end
of its queue for further processing and continue processing other
packets in its queue. However, if P have already been moved to the
end of the queue earlier then P is finally abandoned from the queue
and NI continues to process other packets in its queue.
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Algorithm 22 Retransmission Decision @ Intermediate Node

1: procedure RetxDecisionProcess(NI , P )
2: if (PromiscousListen(P ) == FALSE) && (P → RetxCount < β) then
3: P → RetxCount ← (P → RetxCount + 1)
4: ReTransmit(NI , Route(NI , NS), P )
5: else
6: if (PromiscousListen(P ) == FALSE) && (P → RetxCount >
β) && (P →MoveToEndCounter > γ) then

7: NO → DeQueue(P )
8: else
9: MovePktToEndOfQueue(P )

10: end if
11: end if
12: end procedure

9. The process of moving the packet P to the end of the queue and
continue processing other packets in the queue.

Algorithm 23 Move Packet to the End of Queue
1: procedure MovePktToEndOfQueue(P )
2: if QueueLocArray.Size− 1 == NULL then
3: P →MoveCounter ← P →MoveCounter + 1
4: MovePktToEndOfQueue(NI , P )
5: ProcessCount← ProcessCount +∞
6: end if
7: end procedure

5.4 Limitations of Implemented Mechanisms

The implementation of region-based selective retransmission mechanism
introduced in ERP identifies only two packets if they are carrying infor-
mation about the same event or not. As it uses the Euclidean distance to
measure the spatial correlation between the two packets, this limits the
identification through spatial correlation to only two packets and affects
the accuracy of event identification process. This is because there might be
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more than two packets in the queue that originated as a result of the same
event, but ERP can check only the correlation between the two packets.
However, the implementation of EERP overcomes this limitation by intro-
ducing the multilateration-based event identification mechanism which
improves the accuracy of event identification by calculating the spatial
correlation of multiple packets at the same time.

Since the focus of this thesis is to perform its operations in a distributed
fashion; therefore, in-network data processing is used throughout the im-
plementation of the proposed work. In order to perform processing at the
nodes on the data readily available to it, the data needs to be temporarily
stored in the node’s queue for processing. Both basic and enhanced ERP
maintains the nodes’ queues by dropping a significant amount of stale
packets occupying the queue. However, the proposed methodologies do
not have any additional queue management mechanism to further improve
the limited memory and storage of the nodes. Also, the proposed work
uses both fixed retransmission timeout and the threshold for the number
of times a packet can be retransmitted before it is considered to be lost.
However, an intelligent retransmission timeout mechanism that dynami-
cally adjusts the retransmission timeouts and the threshold depending on
the network traffic load might benefit in terms of saving node’s space and
reducing the overall packet delivery delay.

5.5 Summary

This chapter contributes towards the second, third and fourth contributions
along with the overall aim of the thesis by defining how the proposed event
reliability protocol can be implemented with an efficient event identification
mechanism. The prototypical implementation of EERP divides the overall
event identification and reliability process into three main categories of
nodes, namely originator, intermediate and the sink node. The originator
node senses the event occurred within its sensing range, it generates a
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packet, adds the event information in the packets, sends it towards the sink
and uses an iACK mechanism to maintain reliable transmission of its sent
packet through a set of intermediate nodes. The intermediate nodes receive
the packet, perform event identification process and forwards the packets
towards the sink node accordingly while maintaining event reliability. The
sink node receives the packet and acknowledges the previous hop node
about it.

For the realistic implementation of ERP and EERP, a distributed event
generation application is developed and integrated with the implementa-
tion of the proposed protocols are implemented using QualNet simulator.
To further improve the performance of ERP and EERP, the proposed work
is implemented on a network providing 100% connectivity and coverage
guarantee to improve the scalability of event detection. The processes and
procedures involved in the implementation of the proposed work are ex-
plained in detail in the form of pseudo codes according to each category of
nodes. This conceptual design is implemented for a static sensor network
with flat network topology. However, these limitations do not hamper the
functionality and viability of the conceptual design for the purpose of the
objectives mentioned in Section 1.2. The next chapter evaluates the perfor-
mance of the implementation. The evaluation is based on the simulation
results in various scenarios.



Chapter 6

Performance Evaluation

The previous chapters (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) presented the conceptual
design and a prototypical implementation of ERP and EERP. This thesis
aims to provide a hop-by-hop event reliability mechanism that efficiently
performs distributed event identification based on spatiotemporal correla-
tion phenomena using in-node data processing for reliability and energy
benefits. The proposed design and implementation need to be evaluated
to find out if it successfully achieves the aim and objectives of this thesis.
Therefore, this chapter further adds towards achieving the aim of this thesis
by evaluating the proposed mechanisms in terms of achieving event relia-
bility, event identification, energy efficiency and event coverage throughout
the network.

The remaining chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents
the details of the simulation environment used for the evaluation of the
proposed work. Section 6.2 presents the experimental design that discusses
the comparison criteria and how the proposed schemes will be assessed.
Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 discuss a range of experiments performed us-
ing grid and random deployments respectively to evaluate the proposed
schemes with the others. Section 6.5 further evaluates the multilatera-
tion process that is used in performing event identification. Section 6.5
concludes the chapter with a summary.
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Parts of this chapter are previously published in [71], [78] and [93].

6.1 Simulation Environment

The simulation-based experiments to evaluate ERP and EERP are imple-
mented in QualNet 5.2 [137] with all the nodes configured as IEEE 802.15.4
compliant nodes running as full-functioning devices. QualNet’s sensor net-
works model library is used to implement the proposed work. This model
library provides specifications for a suite of high-level communication pro-
tocols using small, low-power digital radio based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard
for Wireless Sensor Networks. It targets Radio Frequency (RF) applications
that require a low data rate, long battery life, and secure networking. These
networks are aimed at automation, remote control, and other WSN appli-
cations. The QualNet’s IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the physical layer
(PHY) and Medium Access Control sublayer (MAC) specifications as the
wireless communication standard for low-power consumption, Low-Rate
WPAN (LR-WPANs).

The effectiveness of the proposed work is assessed through simulations
developed in QualNet for distributed networks of sensor nodes. Sensor
nodes are deployed in a network area of 100m×100m. A sink is placed
at the center of the network area. Sensor nodes are deployed with 100%
network connectivity and coverage. This 100% network connectivity and
coverage guarantee is provided by exploiting the idea presented by Xing et
al. [138], where if a network is proven to provide 100% sensing coverage
for a uniform sensing range R, then the network will be connected if the
common transmission range is at least 2R. The network may be connected
if the transmission range is less than 2R, but that is more difficult to prove;
so this thesis uses this simplification. Thus, to make a network with 100%
connectivity and coverage, the antenna height and transmission power
of the sensor motes used in the simulation have been chosen to achieve
a sensing and radio range of 20m and 40m. Further details regarding the
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grid and random deployments with 100% connectivity and coverage are
given in Appendix B and Appendix C.

The nodes are deployed in a flat sensor area using two different de-
ployments, i.e., grid and random. For each grid and random topologies,
planned deployments of increasing densities are generated. The sensor
nodes are deployed for ten different node densities (i.e., number of nodes
per square meter). As density increases, each node has more overlapping
regions with its neighbors sensing areas from near perfect to heavily over-
populated sensor networks are generated, as indicated by the increasingly
dark areas in Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4. The node densities generated for grid
deployments are 0.0025, 0.0030, 0.0035, . . . , 0.0070; and random deploy-
ments are 0.0040, 0.0045, 0.0050, . . . , 0.0085. For the grid deployment, node
densities from 0.0025 to 0.0070 represent a low to highly dense deployment
of nodes as shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. Whereas, for the random
deployments, node densities from 0.0040 to 0.0085 represent low to highly
dense deployments as shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4.

For each deployment, 10 random sensing events are generated period-
ically. The regular interval between the events is uniformly distributed
between 3 to 10 simulated seconds apart from each other at random loca-
tions within the network. Each simulation is executed with 10 uniquely
random seeds for each scheme in each of the random and grid-based node
deployment scenarios. The two-ray path loss model is used at a frequency
of 2.4GHz, where the packet reception model is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) bounded with a threshold of 10dB. As routing is not the focus of
this thesis; therefore, it is assumed that the underlying routing protocol
has already computed the routes. Also, the simulations performed do not
consider mobility as the nodes are considered to be static.
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Figure 6.1: A grid deployment for density 0.0025

Figure 6.2: A grid deployment for density 0.0070
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Figure 6.3: A random deployment for density 0.0040

Figure 6.4: A random deployment for density 0.0085
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6.2 Experimental Design

This thesis focuses on efficiently performing event identification and reli-
able delivery of event information from the source to the sink node. There-
fore, keeping in view the simulation environment as discussed in the previ-
ous section, the proposed enhanced Event Reliability Protocol (EERP) [78]
is assessed by how well event occurrences are reported at the sink from all
over the network as compared to Event Reliability Protocol (ERP) [71], Stop-
and-Wait Implicit Acknowledgment (SWIA) [72], and a BaseModel (with no
reliability) in the grid and the random deployments. ERP and EERP being
the basic and enhanced versions of event reliability protocols proposed
in this thesis have been thoroughly discussed throughout this thesis in
the preceding chapters. SWIA (Stop-and-Wait Implicit Acknowledgement)
as discussed in Section 3.3.1 makes use of implicit acknowledgments in a
distributed hop-by-hop fashion to maintain reliability by retransmitting
the lost packet until it is implicitly acknowledged. The BaseModel presents
a simple packet forwarding protocol where nodes transmit packets without
considering any reliability or event identification mechanism. They simply
forward the packets one after another without retransmitting any of the
packets that are lost due to transmission errors, low connectivity, collisions
or any other foreseeable reasons.

Comparison with BaseModel shows the benefits of EERP over a scheme
which does not use any sophisticated mechanism for event identification
or reliability. Whereas, SWIA is one of the very few schemes that perform
hop-by-hop reliability while using implicit acknowledgments (iACKs) for
maintaining reliability. ERP is the only scheme performing event identifi-
cation process in a distributed fashion with hop-by-hop event reliability
using iACKs. EERP further enhances ERP in terms of a more sophisticated
event identification mechanism with reliable delivery of event information
from all over the network.

The focus of performing the simulations is to evaluate how efficiently
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each scheme performs in terms of energy efficiency, reliable delivery of
event information and event coverage from all over the network.

6.3 Grid Deployment

This section presents and discusses the experimental results based upon
deploying the nodes using grid topology with 100% connectivity and cover-
age. The performance EERP is evaluated against ERP, SWIA and BaseModel
based on the following set of experiments.

6.3.1 Unique Event Reported at the Sink

Figure 6.5 shows the results for the number of unique events successfully
received at the sink node out of 10 actual events. Comparing EERP with
BaseModel, SWIA, and ERP, it can be noted that EERP shows better per-
formance as compared to the other protocols. In the Basemodel, nodes
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Figure 6.5: Unique Event Reported at the Sink (Average)
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transmit packets without considering any reliability or acknowledgment
mechanism. They forward the packets one-after-another without retrans-
mitting any of the packets that are lost. Without a reliability mechanism,
it is not surprising to see that the BaseModel reports only a small amount
of unique events. This is because, when the network is too dense then the
packets are lost due to collisions and congestion, and with no reliability
mechanism, a minimal amount of packets reach the sink.

The SWIA approach is simple and straightforward; it does not perform
the efficient event identification process as done by EERP and thus able to
deliver fewer unique events than EERP. On the other, hand ERP performs
better than SWIA in terms of unique events reported to the sink, as ERP
uses its region-based selective retransmission mechanism to reduce the
unnecessary transmission of duplicate event data. However, EERP also per-
forms than ERP, as it uses a more efficient event identification mechanism
than ERP.

6.3.2 Percentage of Duplicate Events Reported at the Sink

Calculating the number of duplicate events reported at the sink shows
that SWIA produces the largest percentage of duplicate events due to its
retransmission mechanism (see Figure 6.6). We can also see the benefits
provided by EERP in minimizing the number of duplicate event packets.
The number of duplicate events reported at the sink in EERP is much
lower as compared to that in SWIA, ERP and BaseModel. This means
that the actual number of unique events reported at the sink for EERP is
significantly higher than other protocols. Therefore, EERP is significantly
better in terms of successfully transmitting useful event information to
the sink. This is further evident from the unique events out of the total
packets received at the sink node as shown in the other results presented,
respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Percentage of Duplicate Events Reported at the Sink

6.3.3 Total Packets Received at the Sink

Since energy consumption is one of the major issues in WSNs and com-
munication being the highest consumer of energy, especially in a densely
populated sensor network, where nodes are continuously transmitting the
event data from originator nodes to the sink. The high number of packets
received at the sink means that an even higher number of packets were
transmitted across the network. This is because, if three nodes sense an
event then at least three packets will be transmitted about the same event,
where this redundant transmission might also multiply along the interme-
diate hops towards the sink. This will increase the transmission of packets
with duplication events that increases the overall network traffic and thus
results in more energy consumption. Therefore, we take this measure of av-
erage total packets received at the sink as an indicator of energy consumed
based on the amount of communication occurring in the network.
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Figure 6.7: Total Packets Received at the Sink (Average)

Based on this justification, Figure 6.7 shows that SWIA has the highest
transmission overhead and therefore the highest energy consumption. This
high transmission could be due to the continuous retransmissions in case
of packet loss, which would further increase in a high-density network.
ERP performs comparatively better than SWIA, because of its efficient
region-based selective retransmission mechanism. BaseModel shows the
lowest energy consumption in Figure 6.7, but it does not mean that it is the
best scheme, because due to having no loss recovery or event identification
mechanism, the packets received are mostly duplicates. However, EERP
significantly reduces the energy consumption as compared to the other
schemes by transmitting only the sufficient packet to the destination while
maintaining event reliability and network scalability with increasing node
density.
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6.3.4 Average Battery Consumed by the Nodes

In order to further verify the results shown and justifications given in the
previous section (Section 6.3.3), we used QualNet’s battery model library to
produces the results for average battery consumed by the nodes during the
simulation time. Battery provides voltage and current for the components
attached to the battery such as radio interfaces, CPU, Memory blocks,
sensing core, etc. The total battery consumed by the system per cycle is
the sum of energies consumed by the radio transceivers (ETrans), protocol
processor (ECPU ), the DC-DC converter (EDC) and the efficiency losses in
the battery (EBat) [137].

ECycle = ETrans + ECPU + EDC + EBat

Battery model is defined for a node where the total battery consumed by
a node is reported in mAhr. Figure 6.8 shows the average battery consumed
by a node for varying numbers of node densities in various protocols.

It can be seen in Figure 6.8 that SWIA consumed more battery for
all network densities than either the base model, ERP and EERP. This is
due to the retransmission mechanism employed by the SWIA that keeps
retransmitting the packets until the node detects an iACK. This creates
a high transmission overhead resulting in higher battery consumption.
ERP employs an efficient retransmission mechanism that also limits the
retransmissions to a certain threshold, and thus, sends/forwards fewer
packets than SWIA and hence consumes less battery power at the node
level. Since, EERP employs event filtering (based on the identification
of packets with the same event) and limits the overall transmissions and
retransmissions, thus, resulting in better performance than the others for all
node densities. Also, the base model just performs forwarding of packets
from the sensor nodes in the network and does not consider reliability;
therefore, the battery consumed at the node is almost equivalent to that of
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Figure 6.8: Average Battery Consumed by the Nodes

ERP and SWIA in most cases.

6.3.5 False Positive

The false positive measure is the probability of a node concluding that
two or more packets contain data of the same event when in actuality the
packet contain data of different events, hence termed as false positive in
our scenario. This incorrect decision results in discarding packets that need
to be transmitted to the sink node thereby resulting in the loss of useful
event information.

The false positives are measured as the ratio of total events generated
in the network to the total number of events reported at the sink node.
Since events are detected at the source and our method performs filtering
of similar events on their way to the sink. Thus, the ratio of the events
reported to the events generated will provide a measure of events that have
been dropped and not reported based on the false assumption that they
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Figure 6.9: False Positives Percentage for Grid Deployments

contain similar event information.

Figure 6.9 shows the false positive percentage for various protocols in a
network with varying node densities. It can be seen that EERP produces
the least number of false positives as compared to all other protocols.
The information loss due to false positives in EERP is around 10%-20%
as compared to 20%-40% for ERP and 30%-60% for SWIA. The results
show that the event identification decision making in EERP is performed
more accurately in terms of identifying the packets with the same event
as compared to ERP. There is no reliability or event identification decision
making involved in the BaseModel; therefore, it is not considered in the
false positive results.

6.3.6 False Negative

The false negative measure is the probability of a node concluding that
two or more packets contain data of different events when in actual the
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data are of the same events, hence called false negative in our scenario.
Again, this incorrect decision will make the nodes transmit the duplicate
packet towards the sink node. This increases the network traffic that can
lead to multiple problems (such as congestion in the network, queuing
and processing at the intermediate nodes and consumption of energy on
transmitting unnecessary packets).

False negatives are measured by considering the number of duplicate
packets received at the sink node (see Figure 6.6). It can be seen that EERP
is more efficient in identifying unique events and thus the percentage of
duplicates packets (i.e., false negative) is smaller than the other protocols.
EERP shows an improvement of 53% over SWIA and 41% over ERP in
identifying events correctly.

6.4 Random Deployment

This section discusses the experimental results performed by deploying
the nodes using random topology with 100% connectivity and coverage.
The number of nodes in the deployments for different densities in the
random topology is comparatively higher than that of grid deployment.
The densities were increased to maintain 100% coverage and connectivity of
the sensor network (Appendix B and Appendix C). Following experiments
are performed to evaluate the performance of EERP with ERP, SWIA and
BaseModel.

6.4.1 Unique Event Reported at the Sink

To find out the unique event delivery from all over the network to the sink
in randomly deployed nodes, we calculate the average number of unique
events that were successfully delivered to the sink. This performance metric
is measured by comparing EERP against ERP, SWIA and the Basemodel, as
shown in Figure 6.10. Like grid deployments, similar trends are observed
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for random deployment, where EERP outperforms the other protocols in
terms of number of unique events reported to the sink. Although ERP
performs better than SWIA, it is observed that SWIA shows comparable
performance to ERP in some of the scenarios with the high node densities.
The protocols (SWIA and ERP) themselves might not cause this; rather,
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Figure 6.10: Unique Event Reported at the Sink (Average)

this could be due to the randomness of the network topology and node
placement. Without a reliability mechanism, it is not surprising to see
that the BaseModel reports only a small amount of unique events. This is
because the BaseModel simply forwards the packets without retransmitting
any of the packets that are lost during the transmission.

6.4.2 Percentage of Duplicate Events Reported at the Sink

Figure 6.11 shows the percentage of duplicate events reported to the sink
node for random deployments with 100% connectivity and coverage. SWIA
reports the largest percentage of duplicated events, which is due to its
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higher number of retransmissions. The duplicate event percentage for
SWIA increases with the increase in node density as altogether more re-
transmissions and transmissions are preformed. It can also be seen the ben-
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Figure 6.11: Percentage of Duplicate Events Reported at the Sink

efits provided by EERP in minimizing the percentage of duplicate events
in all node densities. EERP shows the lowest number of duplicate events
as compared to SWIA, ERP and the BaseModel. The better performance
of EERP in terms of duplicate events transmitted is further demonstrated
when we calculate the unique events reported. This means that the percent-
age of unique events in those duplicate packets are much better in EERP
than the other protocols. Therefore, EERP performs significantly better in
successfully transmitting useful even information to the sink with a smaller
number of duplicate events as compared to the other protocols.
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6.4.3 Total Packets Received at the Sink

As discussed earlier, that communication is one of the major factors that
affects energy efficiency, so one of the ways we calculated energy consump-
tion is by taking the average of total packets delivered at the sink node for
different node densities, as shown in Figure 6.12. A large number of packets
received at the sink is the result of higher number packets transmitted by
the nodes, which in turn means more communication has happened at the
node level. Based on this assumption, EERP has the lowest transmission
overhead which means it is the most energy efficient as compared to the
other protocols. Average packets received at the sink not only shows the
energy efficiency of the protocol but also shows that how efficiently EERP
delivers the information about the events from all over the network with
a minimum amount of packets transmitted. In this context, BaseModel’s
performance is comparable to EERP, but looking at the overall performance,
EERP performs better in terms of reliably delivering the maximum in-
formation about all the events happening in the network with minimum
communication cost. However, the BaseModel reports the lowest unique
events so that it could be energy efficient but the overall performance is
not comparable to other protocols. On the other hand, SWIA performs the
worst in terms of communication cost, as the number of retransmissions is
too high in case of a packet loss, especially in a high-density network. In
SWIA, the total packets received at the sink node significantly increases
as the node density increases, this might be due to the randomness in
the node deployments. However, ERP turns out to be the third in best in
terms of packets transmitted to the sink, but second best in terms of event
information delivery to the sink.

High node density increases the number of packets transmitted across
the network therefore decreasing energy efficiency. Based on this fact, it
can be clearly seen that EERP also outperforms other protocols in terms of
energy efficiency by transmitting only the most significant packets towards
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Figure 6.12: Total Packets Received at the Sink (Average)

the sink while maintaining event coverage. Thus, the overall performance
of EERP (despite randomness in topology and increased node densities) is
much better than that of BaseModel, SWIA and ERP.

6.4.4 Average Battery Consumed by the Nodes

For further verification of the results discussed in the previous section
(Section 6.4.3), the amount of average battery consumed by the nodes is
calculated using QualNet’s battery model, as shown in Figure 6.13. Like
grid deployments, similar trends are observed in random deployments,
but marginally higher battery power is consumed in the random deploy-
ments for all the node densities across all the protocols. This is because,
in random deployments, a larger number of nodes detect and report the
events producing more communication and thus consuming more battery
at the nodes. However, in both random and grid deployments, EERP again
outperforms all the other protocols in terms of average battery consumed
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Figure 6.13: Average Battery Consumed by the Nodes

by the nodes.

6.4.5 False Positive

As explained earlier in Section 6.3.5, the false positive measure is the prob-
ability of a node concluding that two or more packets contain data of the
same event when in fact the packets contain data representing different
events.

Figure 6.14 shows the false positive ratio of various protocols in the
random topologies for varying node densities. It can be seen that EERP pro-
duces the least number of false positives as compared to all other protocols.
Also, comparing the results of random deployment to grid deployment (see
Figure 6.9), it can be seen that results for grid deployment are more stable
as compared to the random deployment. This is because as compared to
the random deployments, the nodes in grid deployments are plotted at
specific locations with fewer nodes overlapping the same region depending
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Figure 6.14: False Positives Percentage for Random Deployments

on the particular density values.

6.4.6 False Negative

The false negative measure has been already described in Section 6.3.6. The
false negatives are measured by the number of duplicate packets received at
the sink node in a random deployment (see Figure 6.11). It is observed that
EERP produces the least number of duplicate packets (i.e., false negative) as
compared to the other protocols. Again, in comparison to the false negative
ratio in grid deployments (see Figure 6.6), random deployments have a
similar trend in the results for smaller densities. However, as the node
densities increases, the ratio of false negative also increases. This is because,
the increased number of overlap mean a larger number of nodes detecting
and reporting the events, the higher number of packets containing similar
event information are reported to sink.
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6.5 Error Estimation in Multilateration

In this section, we evaluate the performance of multilateration by how
accurately it identifies an event’s location in a wireless sensor network. To
test the functionality of multilateration, we picked a grid and a random de-
ployment scenario with the increasing node densities for each scenario and
the same network configurations as all the other experiments performed
above. For each node density in the grid and the random deployments,
events are randomly generated all over the network and multilateration is
executed only if three or more nodes sense the event. Each multilateration
execution estimates the unknown event location; however, the record of
these randomly generated events are kept to calculate the average error
between the actual and the estimated locations of the events. The average
of the estimation error is calculated for each case that is 3 to 10 nodes
surrounding the event.

Figure 6.15 shows the average error in estimating the location of the
event for the grid deployment. It can be seen that the error rate decreases
with the increase in node density, where event locations can be estimated
more accurately with a larger number of nodes surrounding the event. The
estimation errors are calculated in meters, and it noticed in Figure 6.15
that the differences between the actual and estimated values starts approxi-
mately from 8m and goes down to 1m ranges with increasing densities. It is
also noted in Figure 6.15 that for some node densities like 0.0025 and 0.0030,
the maximum number of nodes surrounding the event does not go beyond
5; however, some scenarios go until 6 and 7 nodes. This is purely due to
the grid-based deployments, as the nodes are placed on specific locations
with similar overlapping in each density ensuring 100% connectivity and
event coverage throughout the network.

Figure 6.16 shows the average error in estimating the location of the
event using multilateration for the random deployment with increasing
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Figure 6.15: Error Estimation for Grid Deployments

node densities. A similar trend can be seen in the random deployments,
where the margin of error between the actual and estimated event location
is reducing with the increase in node density. Unlike grid deployments, in
random deployments, the number of nodes detecting the events are from 3
to 10, even for the least dense deployment. However, the error margin is
higher as compared to the grid deployments. This is because the nodes are
randomly deployed while considering the 100% connectivity and coverage
require more and more nodes until the network becomes 100% connected.
Therefore all the cases from 3 to 10 nodes detecting an event can be found.

This is evident from the results of both random and grid deployments
that error rate in estimating the event’s location decreases with more nodes
surrounding the event. Therefore, event identification process will get more
accurate as the number of nodes surrounding the event increases. This in
turns improves the event reliability process in a highly dense network, as a
greater number of redundant packets will be eliminated.
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Figure 6.16: Error Estimation for Random Deployments

6.6 Summary

This chapter presented a performance analysis of the EERP as compared
to BaseModel, SWIA and ERP. The analysis was conducted to observe the
benefits of identifying the same events at the nodes to reduce transmission
of unnecessary packets to the sink node.

The simulation results shown in this thesis were performed on Qual-
net for varying node densities in a grid and random deployment. Seven
different performance metrics were measured for each grid and random de-
ployments. The first metric measures the number of unique events received
at the sink node. The second metric establishes the benefits of our protocol
in terms of minimizing the duplicate packets. These results confirmed that
by identifying events at the node level significantly improves the overall
event reliability in a WSN. The third and the fourth metrics are the trans-
mission overhead and average battery consumed by the nodes, respectively.
It was observed that energy consumption could be significantly reduced
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at the sensor nodes in a WSN. It was observed that the energy benefits
in EERP could be achieved only if the nodes limit the communication of
packets containing the same event information. The fifth metrics measure
results provided the number of false positives and false negatives respec-
tively. It was shown that EERP performs better in terms of false positive
and false negative ratios amongst all the tested protocols. Measures specific
to the event identification process used (i.e., multilateration technique)
were presented last. The demonstrated the effectiveness of multilateration
process when multiple nodes in vicinity are observing an event.

Overall, the findings from the experiments demonstrate that EERP
achieves its objective (see Section 1.2) of utilizing sensor nodes’ process-
ing capabilities to improve event reliability in a WSN. The sensor nodes
processed events at the node level and reduced the number of packets
with redundant event information while maintaining event reliability. This
resulted in the more reliable WSN with reduced energy consumption at the
sensor nodes.

The next chapter concludes the research. It presents a summary of the
thesis. The contributions and limitations of the research work are discussed,
and future research directions are suggested.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter provides the overall conclusion of the research work presented
in this thesis. It will summarize the thesis, briefly discuss the achieved
objectives, contributions and the future work.

7.1 Summary

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) hold the promise of many new appli-
cations in the field of monitoring and control systems. With the advent
of cheap and small sensors, monitoring systems can make use of them to
monitor numerous characteristics of the environment (Chapter 2). All these
applications, while built for a range of purposes, require energy efficiency
and reliable transmission of data from source to destination. To address this
issue, we surveyed the research and state-of-art in reliability schemes and
protocols for WSNs (Chapter 3). These were analyzed based on our pro-
posed 3D reference model that establishes a common taxonomy to evaluate
research in WSN reliability. The model involves different combinations of
either retransmission or redundancy techniques that aim to ensure event or
packet level reliability by using either end-to-end (connection-oriented) or
hop-by-hop (link-oriented) methods.

Retransmission and redundancy are classified as the two main ap-
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proaches to achieve data transmission reliability in WSNs (Chapter 3).
Retransmission is the traditional way of ensuring reliability and performs
well in high loss environments at the cost of high communication over-
heads and memory occupancy. By comparison, redundancy-based mecha-
nisms achieve reliability with reduced communication and memory require-
ments but require high processing overhead. However, the performance of
redundancy-based reliability mechanisms degrades in high loss environ-
ments.

Packet or event-level reliability is concerned with how much sensed
data is required by the WSN application to be delivered to the sink in order
to achieve the required reliability. Event-level reliability, as opposed to
packet level reliability, is sufficient for most event-driven WSNs, where a
certain level of packet loss is acceptable as long as sufficient information
about events is delivered to the sink. However, packet-level reliability is
most commonly used for the WSN applications such as surveillance that
require the delivery of all the sensed packets though this is at the cost of
high energy consumption and possible network congestion.

Both retransmission and redundancy techniques aiming to achieve
either packet or event level reliability perform better when using the hop-
by-hop method as compared to the end-to-end method. The high hop
count in large-scale WSNs introduces more opportunities for errors which
becomes the cause of packet loss, thus affecting the reliability. This can
be avoided to some extent by using a hop-by-hop method, as it ensures
reliability at each intermediate hop from the source to the destination.
However, this requires in-node processing and may increase the overall
latency in reporting event information to the sink.

Accurately identifying the uniqueness of the event detected by the nodes
is one of the most important characteristics of event-driven applications in
WSNs (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). The thesis introduced a distributed event
identification mechanism in a novel context by using a multilateration
technique. This allows estimating the location of the event to accurately
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identify if multiple packets contain the same event or not. Estimating event
location plays a significant role in accurate event identification. This event
localization can be performed with the help of geometric information about
the nodes in the network that might have detected the event.

The thesis proposed the Event Reliability Protocol (ERP), an event-
to-sink reliability protocol that serves to improve the scalability of event
detection in a WSN by minimizing the unnecessary retransmission of data
packets coming from multiple nodes in an event’s locality. ERP takes ad-
vantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless channel by using an implicit
acknowledgment (iACK) mechanism to maintain reliability. It builds on
the spatial locality condition and employs a region-based selective retrans-
mission mechanism to identify if two packets relate to the same event. ERP
is the first protocol to introduce a distributed event reliability approach
whereby, instead of relying on the sink, each node makes simple decisions
using information readily available to it to maintain event reliability and
does not incur additional network traffic.

This thesis also presented the Enhanced Event Reliability Protocol
(EERP), that enables reliable transmission of event information to the sink
node while minimizing redundant packets from nodes in the close vicinity
of one another (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). EERP builds on the spatio-
temporal information of the originating nodes and employs an efficient
combination of a greedy strategy with the use of a multilateration algorithm
in a unique way to perform event identification before reliably transmit-
ting the event information towards the sink node. Both ERP and EERP
do away with the previous sink-centric approach used by other protocols
by introducing in-network data processing, wherein ERP packets are pro-
cessed during the retransmission decision process. In EERP, the packets are
pre-processed at the nodes before forwarding them further. This in-node
processing reduces the transmission of unnecessary packets and saves the
overall network cost in terms of energy, congestion and data flow.

The performance of EERP was evaluated and compared against a Base
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Model, ERP and a commonly used scheme (SWIA) (Chapter 6). Our results
show that EERP significantly improves reliable delivery of unique event
information from all over the network in an energy efficient manner.

7.2 Research Objectives Achieved

The thesis accomplished its objectives (Section 1.2) as discussed in detail
below:

Objective 1: Design a methodology that can identify whether two or
more packets are carrying information about the same events or not,
based on spatio-temporal correlation phenomena by performing in-n-
ode data processing. The thesis presented new methods to identify pack-
ets containing duplicate event data, and a retransmission timeout mech-
anism to further improve the energy resource utilization. The methods
used multilateration at the sensor node level to accurately identify the same
events detected by multiple nodes in an event’s locality. The thesis also
provided event identification algorithms (Section 4.3.3) and their implemen-
tations (Section 5.3.2). The results show energy benefits for a sensor node
in a WSN by efficiently performing distributed event identification based
on spatio-temporal correlation phenomena using in-node data processing.

Objective 2: Design a mechanism that ensures the reliable delivery of in-
formation about the events’ occurrence from the source to the sink node.
The thesis designed and introduced hop-by-hop event reliability protocols
that serve to improve the scalability of event detection in a WSN by mini-
mizing the unnecessary retransmission and transmissions of data packets
coming from multiple nodes in an event’s locality. They take advantage of
the broadcast nature of the wireless channel by using an implicit acknowl-
edgments (iACKs) mechanism with region-based selective retransmission
and multilateration-based forwarding of packets with unique events in a
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distributed fashion.

7.3 Contributions

This thesis explored aspects of performing event identification and reliable
delivery of event information in WSNs. Research contributions have been
made in multiple areas and are restated here:

3D-Reliability reference model: The first contribution is a novel 3D Re-
liability reference model that establishes a common taxonomy to
evaluate the research in WSN reliability (Chapter 3). It provides a
detailed analysis and comparison of state-of-the-art schemes and
protocols that aim to achieve reliable transmission of data in WSNs
based on the 3D-Reliability reference model. This model provides
detailed guidelines and directions to the researchers for classifying
the research in the area of reliability in WSNs, which will be used to
perform in-depth analysis of the unexplored areas.

Region-based Selective Retransmission Mechanism: The second contri-
bution is the idea of performing hop-by-hop event reliability and
introduced a region-based selective retransmission mechanism based
on the high level of spatial locality exhibited by sensor data (Chapter 4,
5 and 6). This mechanism can be beneficial when a retransmission
decision is required whether to retransmit the unique events and
introduced the concept of distributed event identification. It also
exploits the broadcast nature of wireless channel by using iACKs and
reduces the communication overhead caused by the transmission of
other control packets like explicit and negative acknowledgments.
This provides energy efficient and reliable delivery of event infor-
mation and minimizes the overall network traffic by reducing the
unnecessary retransmissions of redundant events.
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Multilateration-based Distributed Event Reliability Mechanism: The t-
-hird contribution is a novel multilateration-based distributed event
identification mechanism that uses a greedy strategy to allow energy
efficient and reliable transmission of event information from all over
the network to the sink (Chapter 4, 5 and 6). This approach performs
event identification before transmitting packets to avoid the unneces-
sary transmission of the duplicate events. This significantly reduces
the overall communication overhead and further improves the event
reliability, energy efficiency and network lifetime.

An Event Generation Application for IEEE 802.15.4 networks: The four-
-th contribution is developing an event generation application in
QualNet for IEEE 802.15.4 networks. Using this event generation
application will help the research community in WSNs using the
QualNet simulation environment to evaluate their proposed schemes
more realistically (chapter 6). Unlike existing reliability schemes in
WSNs, which assume that event generation has happened when a
packet is transmitted, this application actually simulates the events
all over the network that are sensed and transmitted by the in-range
nodes. This makes the performance evaluation more realistic for
event-driven WSN scenarios.

7.4 Future Work

This section briefly discusses the future work arising out of this research by
identifying a number of open areas for extension and further investigation.

Dynamic Retransmission Threshold: Both ERP and EERP use retransmis-
sion techniques to maintain reliability. If a packet is lost, the nodes
in the network are required to retransmit that packet to achieve relia-
bility. In some situations, the retransmitted packet is also lost, so it
needs to be retransmitted again. These continuous retransmissions
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make the network congested and negatively affect the reliable trans-
mission and overall performance. To avoid such a situation, both ERP
and EERP uses a static retransmission threshold that is set for all the
sensor nodes in advance. Although static retransmission thresholds
are commonly used in WSNs, they result in delayed delivery times.

Reducing these delayed delivery times requires a dynamic retransmis-
sion threshold mechanism that dynamically adjusts the retransmis-
sion threshold value based on the link quality and delay requirements
of the underlying application.

Efficient Queue Management: Both ERP and EERP need to continuously
drop packets from the queue to avoid irrelevant packets occupying
the limited memory available for the queues. However, they need
to keep sufficient history of sent and dropped packets to be able to
identify unnecessary redundant packets correctly. The correct trade-
off between these two factors is completely dependent on the type
of application on how much and how frequently the data is required
from the sensor nodes.

In WSN, the frequency of required data is usually known as sampling
frequency (i.e. sensing frequency) requirements, where the applica-
tion needs to identify that how frequently the data is needed to be
sensed. A higher sampling frequency requires data to be sensed more
frequently and thus needs to maintain more data storage. For ex-
ample, a surveillance application would require the sensor to sense
data every other second, so it fills up the storage very quickly; how-
ever, in environmental applications, the sampling frequency might
be lower (such as in minutes). However, in these application areas,
the data needs to be removed from the node regularly. This requires
a sophisticated queue management technique that can identify and
remove the garbage to avoid the unnecessary packets occupying the
sensor’s limited storage but retain all the data that may still be needed.
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This will be a good addition to make both ERP and EERP work more
efficiently for a variety of applications.

Adaptable Retransmission Timeout: When a node transmits a packet to-
wards the sink, it waits for a period to detect the implicit acknowledg-
ment of its sent packet by listening to the wireless channel. If the node
does not detect the iACK, then the packet is considered lost and the
node must make decisions to maintain reliability. Both ERP and EERP
use a fixed time interval for the nodes to wait for an iACK. We chose
this interval based on the time a node takes to receive the packet,
perform required processing and transmit it to the next hop node
towards the sink. However, this static timeout mechanism may affect
latency and energy efficiency. In some situations, for example, heavy
traffic where the nodes are busy, the timeout is too short and the node
will make a false assumption that the packet is lost and retransmit
it, adding to the traffic. On the other hand, there will be situations
when the timeout is too long, the packet is already lost, but the node
is still waiting for an acknowledgment using unnecessary energy and
causing extra delay. Therefore, it is important to investigate an adapt-
able retransmission timeout mechanism that dynamically adjusts the
timeout based on the estimated processing times of the nodes and
network conditions.

Real World Deployment: In this thesis, we evaluated the effectiveness of
the proposed schemes by implementing them in QualNet simulation
environment. The simulation environment does not always reflect
real-world scenarios precisely, as many real-world deployment issues
such as degradation in performance of the nodes and anomalous
sensor data are not considered. Therefore, to fully confirm the effec-
tiveness of the proposed schemes, ERP and EERP would need to be
examined using real-world testbeds.
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7.5 Concluding Remarks

The key contributions of this research in the area of WSNs is enabled the
sensor nodes to efficiently perform event identification and reliably deliver
the event information towards the sink. The mechanisms were introduced
to provide support for the nodes to identify if multiple packets have the
same event or not and provide maximum information with minimum
packets transmissions. This work is an initial step towards the realization
of identifying events at the sensor nodes for energy and reliability benefits.
Some steps for extending this work further have been suggested.
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Appendix A

Event Generation Application

An event generation sensing application was developed for IEEE 802.15.4
networks. This Appendix explains the steps involved in the implemen-
tation of this event generation application in QualNet 5.2. Three major
components that were developed in the QualNet are (i) Mote, (ii) Basesta-
tion, and (iii) Generator.

All the sensor nodes are motes and sensor nodes can either play the
role of an originator or an intermediate node, where they maintain the
transmission and forwarding of packets. The basestation component is
meant to act as the sink node that implements the reception of packets. The
Generator component simulates events that are being sensed at regular
intervals and notifies all the in-range motes that the event has occurred.
Motes send a UDP unicast packet to the basestation whenever a sensing
event is detected. Motes are positioned in such a way that they are only in
communication range of the mote next closest to the basestation based on
the information provided by the underlying routing protocol, hence the
requirement for a multi-hop network.

To elaborate the process let’s take a simple example of a sensing appli-
cation, where motes maintain a count of packets sent and the basestation
maintains a count of packets received. A third component, the ”generator”,
simulates sensing events every 10 seconds and the notifies all in-range
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motes that the event has occurred. The motes then each send a message to
the basestation saying so. The payload of the messages is, for no particular
reason, the node identifier and an indication of how much energy the mote
has remaining in it’s battery.

Having the generator as a non-functioning node in Qualnet is just a
simple of way of hooking into the Qualnet event dispatch loop. So long as
you keep it out of the way of the sensing nodes, it will not interfere with
their communications and it should be fine. The following steps are needed
to run the event generation application.

The following source code and configuration changes are needed for
a very basic event generation application. The source code files and the
QualNet configuration changes are for the simple application described
above and needs to be modified according to the requirements.

A.1 Source Code for Even Generation Applica-

tion

Following is the main source code developed for the basic event generation
application.

1

2 emph# emphinclude ” api . h”
3 emph# emphinclude ” a p p u t i l . h”
4 emph# emphinclude ” network ip . h”
5 emph# emphinclude ” p a r t i t i o n . h”
6

7 emph# emphinclude ” app sensor . h”
8

9 emph# emphdef ine SENSOR GENERATOR TIMER 1
10 emph# emphdef ine MSG SENSOR SensingEvent 1001
11

12 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ U t i l i t y ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
13
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14 s t a t i c void sendUdpPacket (Node ∗node , Address sourceAddr ,
Address destAddr , AppType appType , i n t sourcePort , char ∗
payload , i n t payloadLength ) {

15 APP UdpSendNewDataWithPriority (
16 node ,
17 appType , // ( used as d e s t i n a t i o n port )
18 sourceAddr ,
19 ( shor t ) sourcePort ,
20 destAddr ,
21 0 , // outgoingInter face ,
22 payload ,
23 payloadLength ,
24 0 , // p r i o r i t y ,
25 0 , // delay ,
26 TRACE BROADCAST, // t r a c e P r o t o c o l ,
27 FALSE , // isMdpEnabled ,
28 0 // uniqueId
29 ) ;
30 }
31

32 s t a t i c void p r i n t A p p l i c a t i o n S t a t (Node ∗node , char ∗buf , i n t
index , const char ∗app ) {

33 I O P r i n t S t a t (
34 node ,
35 ” Appl icat ion ” ,
36 app ,
37 ANY DEST,
38 index ,
39 buf ) ;
40 }
41

42 s t a t i c void s tar tT imer (Node ∗node , AppType appType , i n t
timerType , c locktype star tTime ) {

43 Message ∗ timerMsg = MESSAGE Alloc ( node , APP LAYER, appType ,
MSG APP TimerExpired ) ;

44 MESSAGE InfoAlloc ( node , timerMsg , s i z e o f ( AppTimer ) ) ;
45 AppTimer ∗ t imer = ( AppTimer ∗ ) MESSAGE ReturnInfo ( timerMsg ) ;
46 timer−>type = timerType ;
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47 MESSAGE Send( node , timerMsg , s tar tTime ) ;
48 }
49

50 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Mote ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
51

52 s t a t i c void pr intMoteStat (Node ∗node , char ∗buf ) {
53 p r i n t A p p l i c a t i o n S t a t ( node , buf , −1, ”SENSOR MOTE” ) ;
54 }
55

56 s t a t i c SensorMoteAppData ∗newSensorMote (Node ∗node ) {
57 SensorMoteAppData ∗smad =
58 ( SensorMoteAppData ∗ ) MEM malloc ( s i z e o f (

SensorMoteAppData ) ) ;
59 memset ( smad , 0 , s i z e o f ( SensorMoteAppData ) ) ;
60 APP RegisterNewApp ( node , APP SENSOR MOTE, smad ) ;
61 re turn smad ;
62 }
63

64 s t a t i c SensorMoteAppData ∗getSensorMote (Node ∗node ) {
65 AppInfo ∗ appList = node−>appData . appPtr ;
66 SensorMoteAppData ∗smad = NULL;
67 f o r ( ; appList != NULL; appList = appList−>appNext ) {
68 i f ( appList−>appType == APP SENSOR MOTE) {
69 smad = ( SensorMoteAppData ∗ ) appList−>appDetai l ;
70 break ;
71 }
72 }
73 re turn smad ;
74 }
75

76 s t a t i c void sendMoteUdpPacket (Node ∗node , Address sourceAddr ,
Address destAddr , char ∗payload , i n t payloadLength ) {

77 sendUdpPacket ( node , sourceAddr , destAddr ,
APP SENSOR BASESTATION , APP SENSOR MOTE, payload ,
payloadLength ) ;

78 }
79

80 s t a t i c void sendSens ingNot i f i ca t ion (Node ∗node ) {
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81 SensorMoteAppData ∗smad = getSensorMote ( node ) ;
82

83 char payload [ 3 2 ] = {0} ;
84 s p r i n t f ( payload , ”%d %f ” , node−>nodeId ,

BatteryGetRemainingCharge ( node ) ) ;
85

86 sendMoteUdpPacket (
87 node ,
88 smad−>localAddress ,
89 smad−>remoteAddress ,
90 ( char ∗ ) payload ,
91 32
92 ) ;
93

94 smad−>numPktsSent += 1 ;
95 }
96

97 void AppSensorMoteInit (Node ∗node , Address localAddress , Address
remoteAddress ) {

98 SensorMoteAppData ∗smad = newSensorMote ( node ) ;
99 smad−>localAddress = localAddress ;

100 smad−>remoteAddress = remoteAddress ;
101 smad−>numPktsSent = 0 ;
102 }
103

104 void AppSensorMoteProcessEvent (Node ∗node , Message ∗msg) {
105 switch (msg−>eventType ) {
106 case MSG SENSOR SensingEvent :
107 {
108 sendSens ingNot i f i ca t ion ( node ) ;
109 break ;
110 }
111 d e f a u l t :
112 {
113 char buf [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
114 TIME PrintClockInSecond ( getSimTime ( node ) , buf , node )

;
115 p r i n t f ( ” ######## SensorMote : a t time %sS , node %d ”
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116 ” rece ived message of unexpected type %d\n” ,
117 buf , node−>nodeId , msg−>eventType ) ;
118 }
119 }
120

121 MESSAGE Free ( node , msg) ;
122 }
123

124 void AppSensorMoteFinalize (Node ∗node ) {
125 SensorMoteAppData ∗smad = getSensorMote ( node ) ;
126 char buf [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
127 s p r i n t f ( buf , ” Packets Sent = %u” , smad−>numPktsSent ) ;
128 printMoteStat ( node , buf ) ;
129 }
130

131 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ B a s e s t a t i o n ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
132

133 s t a t i c void p r i n t B a s e s t a t i o n S t a t (Node ∗node , char ∗buf ) {
134 p r i n t A p p l i c a t i o n S t a t ( node , buf , −1, ”SENSOR BASESTATION” ) ;
135 }
136

137 s t a t i c SensorBasestationAppData ∗newSensorBasestat ion (Node ∗node
) {

138 SensorBasestationAppData ∗sbad =
139 ( SensorBasestationAppData ∗ ) MEM malloc ( s i z e o f (

SensorBasestationAppData ) ) ;
140 memset ( sbad , 0 , s i z e o f ( SensorBasestationAppData ) ) ;
141 APP RegisterNewApp ( node , APP SENSOR BASESTATION , sbad ) ;
142 re turn sbad ;
143 }
144

145 s t a t i c SensorBasestationAppData ∗ g e t S e n s o r B a s e s t a t i o n (Node ∗node
) {

146 AppInfo ∗ appList = node−>appData . appPtr ;
147 SensorBasestationAppData ∗sbad = NULL;
148 f o r ( ; appList != NULL; appList = appList−>appNext ) {
149 i f ( appList−>appType == APP SENSOR BASESTATION) {
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150 sbad = ( SensorBasestationAppData ∗ ) appList−>
appDetai l ;

151 break ;
152 }
153 }
154 re turn sbad ;
155 }
156

157 void AppSensorBases ta t ionIni t (Node ∗node ) {
158 SensorBasestationAppData ∗sbad = newSensorBasestat ion ( node ) ;
159 sbad−>numPktsRcvd = 0 ;
160 }
161

162 void AppSensorBasestat ionProcessEvent (Node ∗node , Message ∗msg)
{

163 switch (msg−>eventType ) {
164 case MSG APP FromTransport :
165 {
166 SensorBasestationAppData ∗sbad =

g e t S e n s o r B a s e s t a t i o n ( node ) ;
167 sbad−>numPktsRcvd += 1 ;
168 break ;
169 }
170 }
171

172 MESSAGE Free ( node , msg) ;
173 }
174

175 void AppSensorBasesta t ionFinal ize (Node ∗node ) {
176 SensorBasestationAppData ∗sbad = g e t S e n s o r B a s e s t a t i o n ( node ) ;
177 char buf [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
178 s p r i n t f ( buf , ” Packets Received = %u” , sbad−>numPktsRcvd ) ;
179 p r i n t B a s e s t a t i o n S t a t ( node , buf ) ;
180 }
181

182 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Generator ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
183

184 s t a t i c void p r i n t G e n e r a t o r S t a t (Node ∗node , char ∗buf ) {
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185 p r i n t A p p l i c a t i o n S t a t ( node , buf , −1, ”SENSOR GENERATOR” ) ;
186 }
187

188 s t a t i c void star tGeneratorTimer (Node ∗node , i n t type , c locktype
star tTime ) {

189 s tar tT imer ( node , APP SENSOR GENERATOR, type , s tar tTime ) ;
190 }
191

192 s t a t i c SensorGeneratorAppData ∗newSensorGenerator (Node ∗node ) {
193 SensorGeneratorAppData ∗sgad =
194 ( SensorGeneratorAppData ∗ ) MEM malloc ( s i z e o f (

SensorGeneratorAppData ) ) ;
195 memset ( sgad , 0 , s i z e o f ( SensorGeneratorAppData ) ) ;
196 APP RegisterNewApp ( node , APP SENSOR GENERATOR, sgad ) ;
197 re turn sgad ;
198 }
199

200 s t a t i c SensorGeneratorAppData ∗getSensorGenerator (Node ∗node ) {
201 AppInfo ∗ appList = node−>appData . appPtr ;
202 SensorGeneratorAppData ∗sgad = NULL;
203 f o r ( ; appList != NULL; appList = appList−>appNext ) {
204 i f ( appList−>appType == APP SENSOR GENERATOR) {
205 sgad = ( SensorGeneratorAppData ∗ ) appList−>appDetai l ;
206 break ;
207 }
208 }
209 re turn sgad ;
210 }
211

212 s t a t i c void not i fySensor (Node ∗node ) {
213 Message ∗msg = MESSAGE Alloc ( node , APP LAYER,

APP SENSOR MOTE, MSG SENSOR SensingEvent ) ;
214 MESSAGE Send( node , msg , 0 ) ;
215 }
216

217 s t a t i c void n o t i f y S e n s o r s (Node ∗node ) {
218 Node ∗n ;
219 f o r ( unsigned i = 2 ; i < node−>nodeId ; i ++) {
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220 n = MAPPING GetNodePtrFromHash ( node−>par t i t ionData−>
nodeIdHash , i ) ;

221 not i fySensor ( n ) ;
222 }
223 SensorGeneratorAppData ∗sgad = getSensorGenerator ( node ) ;
224 sgad−>numEventsGenerated += 1 ;
225 }
226

227 void AppSensorGeneratorInit (Node ∗node ) {
228 SensorGeneratorAppData ∗sgad = newSensorGenerator ( node ) ;
229 sgad−>numEventsGenerated = 0 ;
230 s tar tGeneratorTimer ( node , SENSOR GENERATOR TIMER,

TIME ConvertToClock ( ”10S” ) ) ;
231 }
232

233 void AppSensorGeneratorProcessEvent (Node ∗node , Message ∗msg) {
234 switch (msg−>eventType ) {
235 case MSG APP TimerExpired :
236 {
237 AppTimer ∗ t imer = ( AppTimer ∗ ) MESSAGE ReturnInfo (

msg) ;
238

239 i f ( timer−>type == SENSOR GENERATOR TIMER) {
240 n o t i f y S e n s o r s ( node ) ;
241 s tar tGeneratorTimer ( node , SENSOR GENERATOR TIMER

, TIME ConvertToClock ( ”10S” ) ) ;
242 }
243 break ;
244 }
245 }
246

247 MESSAGE Free ( node , msg) ;
248 }
249

250 void AppSensorGeneratorFinalize (Node ∗node ) {
251 SensorGeneratorAppData ∗sgad = getSensorGenerator ( node ) ;
252 char buf [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
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253 s p r i n t f ( buf , ” Events Generated = %u” , sgad−>
numEventsGenerated ) ;

254 p r i n t G e n e r a t o r S t a t ( node , buf ) ;
255 }

A.2 Header File for Even Generation Application

Following is the basic header file for the simple event generation applica-
tion.

1

2 emph# emph i f n d e f APP SENSOR H
3 emph# emphdef ine APP SENSOR H
4

5 typedef
6 s t r u c t s t ru c t s en s or m ot e a pp d at a
7 {
8 Address localAddress ;
9 Address remoteAddress ;

10 UInt32 numPktsSent ;
11 }
12 SensorMoteAppData ;
13

14 typedef
15 s t r u c t s t r u c t s e n s o r b a s e s t a t i o n a p p d a t a
16 {
17 UInt32 numPktsRcvd ;
18 }
19 SensorBasestationAppData ;
20

21 typedef
22 s t r u c t s t r u c t s e n s o r g e n e r a t o r a p p d a t a
23 {
24 UInt32 numEventsGenerated ;
25 }
26 SensorGeneratorAppData ;
27
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28 void AppSensorMoteInit (Node ∗node , Address localAddress , Address
remoteAddress ) ;

29 void AppSensorMoteProcessEvent (Node ∗node , Message ∗msg) ;
30 void AppSensorMoteFinalize (Node ∗node ) ;
31

32 void AppSensorBases ta t ionIni t (Node ∗node ) ;
33 void AppSensorBasestat ionProcessEvent (Node ∗node , Message ∗msg) ;
34 void AppSensorBasesta t ionFinal ize (Node ∗node ) ;
35

36 void AppSensorGeneratorInit (Node ∗node ) ;
37 void AppSensorGeneratorProcessEvent (Node ∗node , Message ∗msg) ;
38 void AppSensorGeneratorFinalize (Node ∗node ) ;
39

40 emph# emphendi f

A.3 Modifications in QualNet’s Configuration Code

for Event Generation Application

Once we have the source files, then we need to make changes inside Qual-
Net’s configuration files to make this event generation application a part
of QualNet Simulator. In this way, other researchers using QualNet to
evaluate their proposed work in event-driven wireless sensor networks
will be able to use this event generation application to simulate close to
real-time event generation mechanism. At the end of the following steps,
one needs build QualNets as usual and the application will start working.

Header and Source Files

Copy the header and source files to

$QUALNET_HOME/libraries/user_models/src$
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Edit Makefile

Edit the following makefile as shown:

$QUALNET_HOME/libraries/user_models/src/Makefile-common

1

2 USER MODELS SRCS = \
3 $ (USER MODELS DIR) /app sensor . cpp \
4 $ (USER MODELS DIR) /app hel lo . cpp
5 $ . . .

Edit Trace File

Edit the following file as shown:

$QUALNET_HOME/include/trace.h

1

2 TRACE PHY LTE ,
3

4 TRACE SENSOR,
5

6 // Must be l a s t one ! ! !
7 TRACE ANY PROTOCOL
8 } ;

Edit Application Header File

Edit the following file as shown:

$QUALNET_HOME/include/application.h

1

2 APP HELLO,
3

4 APP SENSOR MOTE,
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5 APP SENSOR BASESTATION ,
6 APP SENSOR GENERATOR,
7

8 APP PLACEHOLDER
9 } ;

Edit Application Source File

Edit the following file as shown:

$QUALNET_HOME/main/application.cpp

There are four blocks that need editing.

1

2 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
3 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Block 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
4 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
5

6 emph# emph i f d e f USER MODELS LIB
7 emph# emphinclude ” app hel lo . h”
8 emph# emphinclude ” app sensor . h”
9 emph# emphendi f /∗ USER MODELS LIB ∗/

10

11 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
12 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Block 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
13 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
14

15 case APP HELLO :
16 {
17 AppHelloProcessEvent ( node , msg) ;
18 break ;
19 }
20 case APP SENSOR MOTE :
21 {
22 AppSensorMoteProcessEvent ( node , msg) ;
23 break ;
24 }
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25 case APP SENSOR BASESTATION :
26 {
27 AppSensorBasestat ionProcessEvent ( node , msg) ;
28 break ;
29 }
30 case APP SENSOR GENERATOR :
31 {
32 AppSensorGeneratorProcessEvent ( node , msg) ;
33 break ;
34 }
35

36 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
37 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Block 3 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
38 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
39

40 emph# emph i f d e f DEBUG
41 p r i n t f ( ” Parsing f o r a p p l i c a t i o n type %s\n” , appStr ) ;
42 emph# emphendi f /∗ DEBUG ∗/
43

44 i f ( strcmp ( appStr , ”HELLO” ) == 0)
45 {
46 char s ou r ce S t r i n g [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
47 NodeAddress sourceNodeId ;
48 Address sourceAddress ;
49 numValues = s s c a n f ( appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] , ”%∗s %s ” ,

s ou r ce S t r i n g ) ;
50 IO AppParseSourceString (
51 f irstNode ,
52 appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] ,
53 sourceStr ing ,
54 &sourceNodeId ,
55 &sourceAddress ) ;
56 node = MAPPING GetNodePtrFromHash ( nodeHash ,

sourceNodeId ) ;
57 AppHelloInit ( node , nodeInput ) ;
58 }
59

60 e l s e i f ( strcmp ( appStr , ”SENSOR MOTE” ) == 0) {
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61 char s ou r ce S t r i n g [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
62 char d e s t S t r i n g [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
63 NodeAddress sourceNodeId ;
64 Address sourceAddr ;
65 NodeAddress destNodeId ;
66 Address destAddr ;
67

68 numValues = s s c a n f ( appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] ,
69 ”%∗s %s %s ” ,
70 sourceStr ing ,
71 d e s t S t r i n g ) ;
72

73 i f ( numValues != 2)
74 {
75 char e r r o r S t r i n g [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
76 s p r i n t f ( e r r o r S t r i n g ,
77 ”Wrong SENSOR MOTE c o n f i g u r a t i o n format

!\n”
78 ”SENSOR MOTE \n” ) ;
79 ERROR ReportError ( e r r o r S t r i n g ) ;
80 }
81

82 IO AppParseSourceAndDestStrings (
83 f irstNode ,
84 appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] ,
85 sourceStr ing ,
86 &sourceNodeId ,
87 &sourceAddr ,
88 des tS t r ing ,
89 &destNodeId ,
90 &destAddr ) ;
91

92 node = MAPPING GetNodePtrFromHash ( nodeHash ,
sourceNodeId ) ;

93 AppSensorMoteInit ( node , sourceAddr , destAddr ) ;
94 }
95

96 e l s e i f ( strcmp ( appStr , ”SENSOR BASESTATION” ) == 0) {
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97 char s ou r ce S t r i n g [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
98 NodeAddress sourceNodeId ;
99 Address sourceAddress ;

100 numValues = s s c a n f ( appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] , ”%∗s %s ” ,
s ou r ce S t r i n g ) ;

101 IO AppParseSourceString (
102 f irstNode ,
103 appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] ,
104 sourceStr ing ,
105 &sourceNodeId ,
106 &sourceAddress ) ;
107 node = MAPPING GetNodePtrFromHash ( nodeHash ,

sourceNodeId ) ;
108 AppSensorBases ta t ionIni t ( node ) ;
109 }
110

111 e l s e i f ( strcmp ( appStr , ”SENSOR GENERATOR” ) == 0) {
112 char s ou r ce S t r i n g [MAX STRING LENGTH ] ;
113 NodeAddress sourceNodeId ;
114 Address sourceAddress ;
115 numValues = s s c a n f ( appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] , ”%∗s %s ” ,

s ou r ce S t r i n g ) ;
116 IO AppParseSourceString (
117 f irstNode ,
118 appInput . i n p u t S t r i n g s [ i ] ,
119 sourceStr ing ,
120 &sourceNodeId ,
121 &sourceAddress ) ;
122 node = MAPPING GetNodePtrFromHash ( nodeHash ,

sourceNodeId ) ;
123 AppSensorGeneratorInit ( node ) ;
124 }
125

126

127 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
128 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Block 4 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
129 /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
130
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131 case APP HELLO :
132 {
133 AppHelloFinalize ( node ) ;
134 break ;
135 }
136 case APP SENSOR MOTE :
137 {
138 AppSensorMoteFinalize ( node ) ;
139 break ;
140 }
141 case APP SENSOR BASESTATION :
142 {
143 AppSensorBasesta t ionFinal ize ( node ) ;
144 break ;
145 }
146 case APP SENSOR GENERATOR :
147 {
148 AppSensorGeneratorFinalize ( node ) ;
149 break ;
150 }
151

152 } ;
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Appendix B

Random Deployments

B.1 QualNet: Randomly Deploying 802.15.4 Motes

to Form a Connected Network with 100% Cov-

erage

In a sensor network where each node has an identical radio range, the
network is guaranteed to be connected if every point within the sensing
area is no more than half that common radio range from at least one node.
To put it another way, if a network is proven to provide 100% sensing
coverage for a uniform sensing range R, then the network will be connected
if the common transmission range is at least 2R, as shown by Xing et
al. [138]. The network may be connected if the transmission range is less
than 2R, but that’s a lot harder to prove.

The python script in Listing B.1 first generates a uniformly distributed
network of nodes based a Poisson Point Process configured with the pa-
rameters you supply. The script then checks to see if the generated network
provides 100% coverage. If it does, the script prints the node locations in
QualNet format for you to include in your simulations. I would like to
acknowledge that these node deployment scripts were developed with one
of my ex-colleague, David Harrison.

165
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Following parameters are needed to to execute the scripts:

• Node density (float) i.e., Number of nodes per square meter

• Size of the network area in meters (integer)

• The sensing range of the nodes in meters (integer)

For example (as shown in Figure B.1):

Figure B.1: Parameters for running the python script

If those parameters did not create a potentially connected network, the
script will say so (as shown in Figure B.2).

Figure B.2: Error Message

If a potentially connected network is generated, the script will print
the node locations in Qualnet format and make a few pertinent observa-
tions (see Figure B.3).
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Figure B.3: Node locations
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Following the Python code for generating the above mentioned deploy-
ments:

1 import scipy.stats
2 import numpy
3 import sys
4 import math
5
6 if len(sys.argv) != 4:
7 print(’Usage: python %s <density (nodes per square meter)> <size (meters)> <

sensing range (meters)>’ \
8 % sys.argv[0])
9 sys.exit(0)

10
11 density = float(sys.argv[1])
12 L = int(sys.argv[2])
13 r = int(sys.argv[3])
14 N = scipy.stats.poisson(density∗L∗L).rvs()
15
16 points = numpy.random.uniform(low = 0, high = L, size = (N,2))
17
18 def distance(p1, p2):
19 dx = p1[0] − p2[0];
20 dy = p1[1] − p2[1];
21 return math.sqrt(dx ∗ dx + dy ∗ dy)
22
23 x = 0.5
24 origin = [0,0]
25 while x < L:
26 y = 0.5
27 while y < L:
28 p = [x,y]
29 found = 0
30 for point in points:
31 if distance(p,point) < r:
32 found = 1
33 break
34 if found < 1:
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35 print ’ERROR: Network is not guaranteed to be connected, aborting’
36 sys.exit(0)
37 y += 1
38 x += 1
39
40 node = 2
41 for point in points:
42 print ’{:d} 0 ({:.5}, {:.5}, 0.0) 0 0’.format(node, point[0], point[1])
43 node += 1
44
45 node −= 1
46 print ’’
47 print ’ Nodes: %d’ % node
48 print ’ Density: %f nodes per square meter’ % density
49 print ’ Sensing area: %dx%dm’ % (L,L)
50 print ’Sensing range: %dm’ % r
51 print ’’
52 print ’ NOTE: Node 1 has been reserved for the sink, you will have to create and

position it by hand’
53 print ’WARNING: Network will be connected if (and only if) radio range is set >= %

dm’ % (r∗2)
54 print ’’

Listing B.1: Python script to generate a connected network of 802.15.4
nodes for Qualnet

B.2 QualNet: Generate Multiple 802.15.4 Connected

Networks with 100% Coverage

If you have used python script in Listing B.1 to generate connected net-
works and want to generate multiple deployments, then follow the steps
below.

Parameters you need to supply are:

• Whether you want the PDFs generated (optional, default is to NOT
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produce them)

• Node density (float) i.e. number of nodes per square meter

• Size of the network area in meters (integer)

• The sensing range of the nodes in meters (integer)

• How many networks you want generating (integer)

For example to run the script, you will need to provide the command as
shown in Figure B.4.

Figure B.4: Parameters for running the python script

Which will produce output as shown in Figure B.5, but remember, this
is a (pseudo) random process, so your output will almost certainly be
different:

Figure B.5: Output as shown on the screen

Once the script has completed (see Figure B.6), you’ll have (in this case)
100 QualNet node files and 100 PDFs:
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Figure B.6: Generated QualNet node files and PDFs
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Following is the bash script to generate a set of connected networks of
802.15.4 nodes for Qualnet

1 USAGE=”Usage: $0 [−p] <density> <size> <range> <count>”
2
3 if [ $# −lt 1 ]
4 then
5 echo ”$USAGE”
6 exit 1
7 fi
8
9 plot=false

10 if [ $1 == ”−p” ] || [ $1 == ”−−plot” ]
11 then
12 plot=true
13 shift
14 fi
15
16 if [ $# −lt 4 ]
17 then
18 echo $USAGE
19 exit 1
20 fi
21
22 density=$1
23 size=$2
24 range=$3
25 count=$4
26 found=0
27
28 while true
29 do
30 python points.py $density $size $range > points.nodes
31 l=$(wc −l points.nodes | awk ’{print $1}’)
32 if (( $l > 1 ))
33 then
34 found=$((found+1))
35 set ‘printf ”%03d” $found‘
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36 ext=$1
37 cp points.nodes points.$ext.nodes
38 echo −n ”.$found”
39 if [ ”$plot” = true ]
40 then
41 gnuplot −e ”size=$size” −e ”range=$range” points.dem
42 cp points.pdf points.$ext.pdf
43 fi
44 if [ $found −ge $count ]
45 then
46 echo ” done”
47 break
48 fi
49 else
50 echo −n ”.”
51 fi
52 done
53
54 rm points.nodes points.dat points.pdf

Listing B.2: Shell script (points.sh)
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Also, if you want to generate the PDFs, you need to save the gnuplot
command file shown in Listing B.3 into the same directory as the python
and shell scripts.

1 reset
2 set term pdf size 5,5 font ”Times−Roman, 16”
3 set output ”points.pdf”
4 set size square
5 set xrange [−range:size+range]
6 set yrange [size+range:−range]
7 set object 1 rect from 0.0,0.0 to size,size \
8 fc rgb ”black” fs transparent solid 0.1 border rgb ”black”
9

10 unset border
11 unset xtics
12 unset ytics
13
14 set lmargin 0
15 set rmargin 0
16 set tmargin 0
17 set bmargin 0
18
19 system(”cat points.nodes | sed ’s/(//’ | sed ’s/,//g’ | awk ’{print $1, $3, $4}’ >

points.dat”)
20
21 set style fill transparent solid 0.1
22 plot ”points.dat” using 2:3:(range) title ’’ with circles

Listing B.3: Gnuplot Command File (points.dem)
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Here’s an example of a generated PDF (Figure B.7):

Figure B.7: Example of a generated PDF
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Appendix C

Grid Deployments

C.1 QualNet : Generate 802.15.4 Grid Network

with 100% Coverage and Connectivity

The python scripts (shown in Listing B.1 and Listing B.2, respectively)
were developed to generate randomly distributed connected networks, the
next step is to generate uniformly distributed grid deployments of 802.15.4
network for QualNet simulations.

The shell script and python script (shown in Listing C.1 and Listing C.2,
respectively). If you want to generate the PDFs, you need to save the
gnuplot command file (as shown in Listing C.3) into the same directory as
the python and shell scripts.

Parameters you need to supply are:

• If the PDFs are needed (optional, default is to NOT produce them)

• Node density (float) i.e. Number nodes per square meter

• Size of the network area in meters (integer)

• The sensing range of the nodes in meters (integer)

177
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For example (as shown in Figure C.1):

Figure C.1: Parameters for running the python script

Which will produce output along these lines as shown in Figure C.2.

Figure C.2: Output as shown on the screen
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If the parameters are supplied that would leave the network uncovered,
the script will tell you so (as shown in Figure C.3).

Figure C.3: Error Message

Here’s an example of a generated PDFs (see Figure C.4).

Figure C.4: Node locations
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Following is the bash script to generate a set of connected networks of
802.15.4 nodes for Qualnet.

1 USAGE=”Usage: $0 [−p] <density> <size> <range>”
2
3 if [ $# −lt 1 ]
4 then
5 echo ”$USAGE”
6 exit 1
7 fi
8
9 plot=false

10 if [ $1 == ”−p” ] || [ $1 == ”−−plot” ]
11 then
12 plot=true
13 shift
14 fi
15
16 if [ $# −lt 3 ]
17 then
18 echo $USAGE
19 exit 1
20 fi
21
22 density=$1
23 size=$2
24 range=$3
25
26 python grid.py $density $size $range | tee grid.nodes
27 l=$(wc −l grid.nodes | awk ’{print $1}’)
28 if (( $l > 1 ))
29 then
30 if [ ”$plot” = true ]
31 then
32 cp grid.nodes points.nodes
33 gnuplot −e ”size=$size” −e ”range=$range” points.dem
34 mv points.pdf grid.pdf
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35 rm points.nodes
36 echo ”Chart of layout is saved to grid.pdf”
37 echo ”Qualnet nodes are in grid.nodes”
38 echo ””
39 fi
40 fi

Listing C.1: Grid Shell script (grid.sh)

Following the Python code for generating the grid based deployment
for a network of 802.15.4 nodes for QualNet:

1 import sys
2 import math
3
4 if len(sys.argv) != 4:
5 print(’Usage: python %s <density (nodes per square meter)> <size (meters)> <

sensing range (meters)>’ \
6 % sys.argv[0])
7 sys.exit(0)
8
9 density = float(sys.argv[1])

10 L = int(sys.argv[2])
11 r = int(sys.argv[3])
12
13 nodes = int(L∗L∗density)
14
15 X = L/math.sqrt(nodes)
16 Y = X
17
18 #print ’nodes = %d, X = %f’ % (nodes,X)
19
20 if X > r:
21 print ’ERROR: Network of density of %f in sensing area %dx%dm with sensing

range %d would not be connected’ \
22 % (density, L, L, r)
23 sys.exit(0)
24
25 node = 2
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26 row = 0
27 x = X/2
28 origin = [0,0]
29 while x < L:
30 col = 0
31 y = Y/2
32 while y < L:
33 print ’{:d} 0 ({:.5}, {:.5}, 0.0) 0 0’.format(node, x, y)
34 y += Y
35 col += 1
36 node += 1
37 x += X
38 row += 1
39
40 node −= 2
41 print ’’
42 print ’ Nodes: %d’ % node
43 print ’ Density: %f nodes per square meter’ % density
44 print ’ Sensing area: %dx%dm’ % (L,L)
45 print ’Sensing range: %dm’ % r
46 print ’’
47 print ’ NOTE: Node 1 has been reserved for the sink, you will have to create and

position it by hand’
48 print ’WARNING: Network will be connected if (and only if) radio range is set >= %

dm’ % (r∗2)
49 print ’’

Listing C.2: Python script to generate a connected grid network of
802.15.4 nodes for Qualnet (grid.py)

1 reset
2 set term pdf size 5,5 font ”Times−Roman, 16”
3 set output ”points.pdf”
4 set size square
5 set xrange [−range:size+range]
6 set yrange [size+range:−range]
7 set object 1 rect from 0.0,0.0 to size,size \
8 fc rgb ”black” fs transparent solid 0.1 border rgb ”black”
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9
10 unset border
11 unset xtics
12 unset ytics
13
14 set lmargin 0
15 set rmargin 0
16 set tmargin 0
17 set bmargin 0
18
19 system(”cat points.nodes | sed ’s/(//’ | sed ’s/,//g’ | awk ’{print $1, $3, $4}’ >

points.dat”)
20
21 set style fill transparent solid 0.1
22 plot ”points.dat” using 2:3:(range) title ’’ with circles

Listing C.3: Gnuplot Command File (points.dem)

C.2 QualNet: Generate Multiple 802.15.4 Connected

Networks with 100% Coverage

For generating multiple connected networks along with their pdf layout
please follow the instructions given in Listing B.2.
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